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PHYSICAL GRAFFITI, Led Zeppelin Swan Song
Vertigo
ON THE LEVEL Status Quo
ELTONJOHN'SGREATESTHITS,
Elton John
DJM
9 CRIME OF THE CENTURY
ABM
Supertramp
8 TUBULAR BELLS, Mike Oldfield
Virgin
19 ROCK 'N' ROLL, John Lennon
Apple
13
AVERAGE WHITE BAND
Average White Band
Atlantic
1

4

8

7

SIMON&GARFUNKEL'SGREATESTHITS
Simon & Garfunkel
CBS

9

2

HIS GREATEST HITS

10
11

8
5

12
13

Engelbert Humperdinck
SHEER HEART ATTACK Queen
BLOOD ON THE TRACKS Bob Dylan
THE SINGLES 1969-1973, Carpenters

12

14
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3
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HIS 12 GREATEST HITS,
Neil Diamond
CAN'T GET ENOUGH
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29
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42

23

37

24
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16
12

26

44

31

V

14

28
29

30

Hq

30
31

27

20

BYE BYE BABY Bay City Rollers

Bell
MCA
GTO

Telly Sayales
ONLY YOU CAN Fox
IF

THERE'SAWHOLELOTOFLOVIN
Guys and Dolls
Magnet
WHAT AM I GONNA DO WITH YOU
Barry White
20th Century

PICK UP THE PIECES
Average White Band
Atlantic
THE SECRETS THAT YOU KEEP Mud
Rak.
FANCY PANTS Kenny
Rak
GIRLS Moments & Whatnauts 411 Platinum I
I CAN DO IT Rubettes
Polydor

MANDY Barry Manilow

MY EYES ADORED YOU
Frankie Vallie

MAKEMESMILE

Ariston

Private Stock

Hamilton

AFRICAN

Bohannon

MAN

38

-

46

33

48
49
50

-

24

20

NOT FRAGILE

25
26

22

Bachman -Turner Overdrive
ROLLIN'Bay City Rollers

27

FOR THE EARTH BELOW

27

28

25
24

-
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'rlvata Sbsc5

Harvest

1

Bello

Robin Trower
Chrysalis
WELCOME TO MY NIGHTMARE
Alice Cooper
Anchor
FREE AND EASY Helen Reddy
Capitol'
STREETS, Ralph McTell
Warner Brothers 1
SOLID SOUL SENSATIONS VariousDisco
Demand
OVERNIGHT SUCCESS Neil Sedaka
Polydor
PLAY DON'T WORRY
Mick Ronson
RCA
ORCHESTRAL TUBULAR BELLS
Royal Phil Orch/Mike Oldfield
Virgin,
SHOWADDYWADDY, Showaddywaddy
Bell
THE BEST OFJOHN DENVER
John Denver
RCA
GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK ROAD
Elton John
DJM
SOLO CONCERT Billy Connolly Transatlantic
I'M COMING HOME
Johnny Mathis
CBS
GLEN CAMPBELL'S GREATEST HITS
Glen Campbell
Capitol
SHADOWS GREATS HITS Shadows Columbia

33
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34

36

30
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38

44
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41

40
41

43
32

42

23

43
44
45

38
28
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RAK
THE BEATLES 1962-1966 Beatles
Apple
DAVID ESSEX David Essex
'
CBS
REMEMBER YOU'RE A WOMBLE, Wombles

--

QUEEN 2 Queen
ROCK YOUR BABY

Gloria Gaynor
MUD ROCK Mud

-
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36
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George McCrea
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PHILADELPHIA FREEDOM Eton John Band
LADY
SHAME, SHAME, SHAME Shirley & Company

Wooden Nickel

-

VAN

Swat Sensation
SAD SWEET DREAMER
IAM LOVE Part 18 2 Jackson 5
Hey Won't You Play) ANOTHER SOMEBODY
DONNE SOMEBODY WRONG SONG B. J. Thomas
ONCE YOU GET STARTED Rau.
CAN'T GET IT OUT OF MY HEAD Electric Light

i
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ABC

OFMN4I U.N.,
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Johns,.11u.D4
Chicagoyy

BEST DF MY LOVE Eagles

TaRC
CHEVY VAN Sammy
HARRY TRUMAN
EMOTION Helen Reddy
91G{T
EMMA Hot O.tMaY
.E rBk
SUPERNATURAL THING Part 1 Ben E. King
OTO
IA IN A PUFF OF SMOKE Polly Brown ABC/ Dot
BEFORE THE NEXT TEARDROP FALLS Freddy Fender
Warner
See
PEOPLE
Americo
LONELY
BIackbyrds
Fantaa7
WAKING IN RHYTHM
THE SOUTH'S GONNA DO IT AGAIN Charlie 0.n4. Bend Kama Vatrs
BUTTER BOY Fanny
':assal.nu
SHINING STAR Earth Wlnda FM
CMunól.
b Cen6,ry
SATIN SOUL Lon Unlimited Orchestra
70 iCeWeF
WHAT AM I GONNA DO WITH YOU Barry Whl1.
111
L-0 -V -E Bove)* Green
LONG TALL GLASSES (I Can Dave)LaeSe r
Wsmar Bra
THE BERTHA BUTT BOOGIE R. 1 InenyY Cantor donar
eanec
TO THE DOOR OF THE SUN (AIN Pone Del Sole) Al Martino
Geld
MY BOY EYs Pr ley
RRCA
JACKIE BLUE Ozark Mountain Daredevils
Aa M
WOLF CREEK PASS C. W McCall
MOM
PICK UP THE PIECES Avers' White Bend
Ateneo
IT'SA MIRACLE Bar Man Now
4.b
ROLL
HE HIGHWAY
-Turner
HE DONT LOVEN TYOU ike I Love Too) ony Orlando And

ni

11,
II
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PART OF THE PLAN Dm Fogelberg
I WARN LEARN A LOVE SONG Harry Chapin
TANGLED UP IN BLUE Bob Dylan
DANCE THE KUNG FU Carl Douglas
I'M A WOMAN Mart. MUMaur

KILLER QUEEN

5

Epic
Elekt
.y B

'Jaunts.
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18
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45
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24

18

33

EMI

PHOEBE SNOW
NIGHT BIRDS -Labelle
FOR EARTH BELOW -RRMn Trower
AN EVENING WITH JOHN DENVER
HEART LIKE 'WHEEL -Linda Ron.radt
SO WHAT-Joe Walsh
ROCK N' ROLL-John Lennon
AVERAGE WHITE BAND
RUFUS3ED-Rule lea WON) Chet. Khan
SUN GO ODE SS-Ramsey Lewis
DO R COL YOU'RE SATISFIED)-B. T. Eames.
AUTOBAHN
EXPLORES YOUR MIND-Al Green
ELDORADO-Electric Light Orthesh
EMPTY SKY
Elton John
ALL THE LOVE IN THE WORLD-Mac Orris

B

11
12

V

Island

4

9

22
23
24
25
26

Jayboy

PERFECT

11

21

41.

6

9

-2o

30

~ton- John leana
MCA

HAVE YOU NEVER BEEN MELLOW 011.1.
BLOOD ON THE TRACMS-Bobpnan
WHAT WERE ONCE VICES ARE NOW HABITS

8

16
17

PHY V CAL GRAFFITI Lad Zeppelin

29
51
52
32

35
39
31
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Columbia
Brothers

Warner Bros.

ANGEL-Minnie Rlpertn.

v

RG

ARC DuunÑl

O.

ABa tic
ARC

Columbia

UnitedAAsfba
MCA

Columbia
Mercury

FIRE-OHIO Player.
COLD ON 114E SMOULDER-Gordon Lightfoot
WAR CHILD- lath roTuu

II-Barry MaMbw

-

Tower

Wpree

Nood.ng Nlakíyl

01Paw.

Warner Bros

THAT'S THE WAY OF THE WORLD- Earth, Wind &
ON THE BORDER-Eagles
NEVER CAN SAY GOODBYE-Gloria Gaynor
IT'LL SHINE WHEN IT SHINES- O.AtBoenbnn
GREATEST WES-Ebn John

Sal

Ft.

Columba

4

AA M

-TamPblwas

AOmen
c

MEWS IMPROVED-Span

MIDNIGHT BAND: THE FIRST MINUTE OF A NEW DAY
Gil Sins Henan B Brim Jaduon

MILES* AISLES- JorA MIOIYR
COUNTRY LIFE -Rosy MAW
THE CAPTAIN
ME-Daoda Braden
SOUVENIRS- Om Fa.I berg
GREATESTHITS-Al Green

Aeon

aBC

ON THE

RCA

MOUNTAIN-Cherie Doven Berta
9.dRo
r Overdr/w

LAND- GotL
ME GIRLS IN THE W OR lD R re ARE
WEE AND EASY-Hs4M1 RMdr

'NROMISED
ALL
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D,n'vi

Slue Nabs

-BNv
STARTW

NOTEB

M
Werner

MA-Jimm41yyBuffed
REALLY ROSIE-CaIoe King
SATIN DOLL- Babb Hurnptny
BACK HOME AGAIN- John Cooler
F

km

MGM

~MM.

A SONG FOR YOU
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VS

-

STYXII
URBAN RENEWAL

Epic
'EpicEis

Chrysalis

-Kr.tbtrk

-

For bey
4414 LNs
Msrcaar

Ur and Puns Grand Funk

(,veer
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2

4

'15

RPM/BBC chart

4

7

36
37
38
39
40

6
7

Week

Pye

9

19

42
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SUGAR CANDY KISSES Mac & Katie
Kissoon
Polydor
GOOD LOVIN' GONE BAD Bad Company

The

10

11

35

CBS
EMI,

,

Motown

Er

l4

10

BradenMCA

-

QUEEN OF 1964 Neil Sedaka
Polydor
MY M AN AND ME Lynsey De Paul
Jet
SING A HAPPY SONG George McRae

ANGIE BABY Helen Reddy
BLACK SUPERMAN Johnny Wakelin
Kinshasa Band

8
12
11

MY EYES ADORED YOU FraMle Valli
LADY MARMALADE LA Belle
50'
LOVIN' YOU Mine* Rlp'ton
Warner Bra
BLACK WATER Dooble
Newton John
HAVE YOU NEVER BEEN MELLOW Olivia
Wedelns.
EXPRESS B. T.
YOU ARESO BEAU, íÚL He Cocker
M
Shelter
.,off
POETRY MAN Phoebe Snow
Mole
NO NO SONG/ SNOOKEROO Rin. Starr
Mal /Jerry Gr
Y
DON'TCALL US, WE'LL

MGM

LADY MARMALADE Labelle
Epic
LOVE ME LOVE MY DOG Peter Shelley

JANUARY Pilot

4

7

38

NEVER CAN SAY GOODBYE

Jayboy
48 49 COMMONERS CROWN Steeleye Span
Chrysalis
49 46 RAINBOW Peters & Lee
Philips
50 48 THE PSYCHOMODO Cockney Rebel
EMI
Supplied by: British Market R
h Bureau/Music

Brunswick

.

1

5

18

I

29

6

8
9

Mercury

32

2
3

3

4

Apple
RCA

Baker Gurvitz Army
Vertigo
THESHIRLEYBASSEYSINGLESALBUM
Shirley Bassey
United Artists

'

2

1

CBS

47

43
44
45

47

37

48

Magnet
WHAT IN THE WORLDS COM E OVER YOU
Tam White
Rak
40 39 MY HEART'S SYM PHONY Gary Lewis
UA
41
25 GOOD LOVE CAN NEVER
DIE Alvin
Stardust
Magnet
42 26
YOUR KISS IS SWEET SyrettaTamla
39

Paul McCartney/Wings
AND I LOVE YOU SO Perry Como
THE BAKER GURVITZ ARMY

23

47

EMI
LET ME BE THE ONE Shadows
Pye
FOOTSEE Wigans Chosen Few
Pye
THE UGLY DUCKLING Mike Reid
50 L. O. V. E AI Green
London
23 IT MAY BE WINTER OUTSIDE
Love Unlimited
20th Century
-

14

Pink Floyd
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER
Simon & Garfunkel
BAND ON THE RUN

22

31

28

37

16

Polydor

THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON

21

30

32

36

Polydor
Elektra

SLADE IN FLAME Slade
THE BEST OF BREAD Bread
COP YER WHACK FOR THIS

21

2.4

EMI
Steve Harley & Cockney Rebel
Ball
SWEET MUSIC Showaddywaddy
A&M
DREAMER Supertramp
PLEADE TELL HIM THATI SAID
GTO
HELLOIDana
PLAY ME LIKE YOU PLAY YOUR GUITAR
GTO.
Duane Eddy
I'M STONE IN LOVE WITH YOU
CBS
Johnny Mathis
RCA
YOUNG AM ERICANS David Bowie
PHILADELPHIA FREEDOM
DJM
Elton John Band
RCA
FOX ON THE RUN Sweet
REACH OUT I'LL BE THERE
Chelsea
Gloria Gaynor
FUNKY GIBBON/SICK MAN BLUES
Bradleye
Goodies
Polydor
HOW DOES IT FEEL Slade
SHAME SHAME SHAME
All Platinum
Shirley & Comapny
SWING YOUR DADDVJim Gilstrap Chelsea
A&M
PLEASE MR POSTMAN Carpenters
MGM
HAVING A PARTY OemOnds
SKIING IN THE SNOW
Wigans Ovation
Spark
Apple
NO 9 DREAM John Lennon

22 SOUTH

32
33
34
35

20th Century

Billy Connolly

3

L
1

18
17

1

A&M
MCA

Barry White
15
16

Decce
EMI
CBS
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BLADE'S SCORCHER

their hit film Flame Gardens (April 18);
Comes a tour from Birmingham Odeon (20);
Cardiff Capitol (21);
the band.
Slade are planning
to play 14 dates up
and down the coun-

Daltrey

try during April and
May. It will be their
first British tour in a
year.

ROCKS

The

Along
OGER Daltrey's second
alo album, titled Ride A
lack Horse, will be

released In mid -June on a
new , and as yet on.
named, label, formed by
Daltrey In conjunction

with Rill Ourblshley.

The newLP is produced
,by Russ Ballard and the

musicians featured on it
Include: Dave Clempson
of Humble Pie, Russ

/Ballard, Philip Good-

hand -Tait, Dave Wynter
;and Tony Meehan. A
,single taken from the
album Is to be released In
'May and is meet likely to

a Russ Ballard

by

To Surrender.

song

Roger Daltrey

is

appearing in the title role
of Ken Russell's film

lszt, currently being

%shot

at Shepperton Stud!-

es.

full dates are:

Bristol Colston Hall (22);
Southampton Gaumont
(23); London New Victoria (25, 26); Wolver

hampton Civic Hall (27);
Manchester Belle Vue
(29); Newcastle City Hall

(30); Glasgow Apollo
(May 2, 3); Edinburgh
Citadel Theatre (4);

Liverpool Empire
Theatre (5).

t-szi4

'

a-jer

from Jay.

album, have
emouneed the Binary for their forthcoming nationwide
.our with Sankey an support band.
The dates are: Isle of Man Palace Lido (April 24);
castle City Hall (27); Manchester Free Trade Hall
Southport Floral Hall (29); Bristol Colston Hall
.lyI); Leeds Town Hall (2); Sheffield City Hall (3);
,. nburgh Usher Hall (4); Dundee Calyd Hall (5);
iasgow Apollo '18); Sunderland Locarno (9); Hull
niversity (10); Guildford Civic Hall (11); Plymouth
,,aildhall (14); Yeovil Johnson Hall (15); Taunton
on (le); Chatham Central Hall (17); London New
_aria Theatre (18) ; Blrmingha m Town Hall (ED.
a new single and

-

to cut in
naryGLITTER,
lretract with Bell.

is.

easing shortly for New

yr*

to record hie

loll.; in in America.

first

The Glitter Band, who
expected to join Gary

Theatre (18):

Kings Theatre (28);

Weekend Television programme London Bridge
by a nurse. Also pictured
here Is the progamme'a

Sheffield City Hail (May
5); Birmingham Odeon

(9); Liverpool Empire

(10); Torquay Princess

Branwyn Hall (19);

Manchester Belle Vue
(23); Southport Floral
Hall (24); Ipswich Gau-

mont (26); Newcastle
City Hall (27): Bristol
Colston Hall (29); Southampton Gaumont (30).
The lads were also
awarded with a gold disc
this week for sales of the

first album Rollin'.
It was presented to
them on the London

presenter Michael Wale-

. f.

1

A

r

<>as;

u

' .

--

-.PILOT
LIFT OFF
currently cutting

who Is
ARE
peeled to sign a new
ve year recording

Egg

-

Swansea

RAY Clty Rollers, who
are searching for an
tmknown band to John
their tour, will be playing
two dates at London's
Hammersmith Odeon.
They are refusing to
play a bigger venue such
as Earls Court because
they fear fans might get
injured if everyone starts
pushing to the front.
Dates so far confirmed

are: Glasgow Apollo
(April 27); Edinburgh

(1(1;-12y!
13,

Revealed-slight
musical difference
WOULD YOU believe
In
that a top twenty band
could drop their lead
guitarist and songwriter
and keep It quiet for five
months?

/LOT.

,t

Easter Osmond Nest
THE Osmonds, whose
new single is likely to be
I'm Still Going To Need
You, star In their own 50minute TV special to be
screened by the Beeb this
Easter.
The show all Easter
Sunday (March 30) at
7.25 pm feature the group
with guests Isaac Hayes
and Andy W W1ams.
The full group with
Jimmy and Marie
and
father George
are
showcased in a special
number and the music
ranges from accoustic
ballads to a soul duet with
Isaac Hayes. There is
also a version of Klki
Dee's I've Got The Music
In Me.
Also In the Osmonds
pipeline Is a solo album

Rollers in
tanmania

tear.

Bournemouth Winter

HOT

NEwsnESK
01-607 6411

Ii Near

the roan after more than a year

New York

in signing the five year

contract. will also be
going to America for
Gary's first tour there.
Meanwhile, the next
Gary Glitter single Is due
out on April 25, though no
title has yet been chosen.

It

_

sounds impossible

but that's what Geordie
have just done. The cat
clawed its way out of the
bag at the recording of
the last of the present
serles of The Geordie
Scene at Tyne Tees
studios this week.
There was Vic Mal;
colm, the group's leader
and creative force

-

Slowhand
down under
ERIC °LAPTON le off on
his travels again, this
time heading for the other
side of the world.
The Clapton Rand

will

leave England at Me
beginning of April for
dates In Australia, New
Zealand and Hawaii to
feature the new album
There's One In Every
Crowd.

gone.

his place on

guitar stood Mick

Benison, another Tyne-

side lad, late of a club
outfit called Berlin, and
long time friend of the
remaining boys in'the
band.
The reason given for
the split was "musical
differenclee". You may
have heard that cute

little number before.

Geordie have been
able to keep It quiet
because they've been on

two long European tours
to Germany and Scandinavia.

Can't do

It

THE RUBETTES,
were

forced

to

who
cancel

their gig at Birmingham
Town Hall on March 12
because of a technician.'
strike will not be playing
Hull City Hall on
Saturday for the same
reason.
The strike

prevents

travelling lighting and
sound men from working

within council -owned
premises.

They are,hoping to re-

launch on the home
charts with numbers
,Composed jointly by the
whole band.
Meanwhile Vic Malcolm is said to be
lookingB haPPY in his
Jaguar and considering
a solo career.
Not to be outdone, on
the same Geordie Scene
farewell, Fogg, who are
about to tour with the
Glitter Band, turned up
with a new singer, Dave
Dltchburn In for Chris
McPhearson. More muelcal dlfferencles?

LYNYRD SKYNYRD'S

I'

George
hits ao.
MELLY

io

third album Nolhln' Fancy I.

being rushed - released next
week to coincide with It'
American release date.
It was produced by Al
Keeper and recorded I
Atlanta, except for the tray

Satnrday Night Special
which Is the theme muss
from the Rurt Reynolds'
The .Mean Machine.
Nothin Fancy features th
band's new drummer Arts
mus Pyle. He replaces Bob
earns who left the band
shortly after they returned lo
the Stales following their
British tour last December.

RI
H

Breaking...
PETER SKELLEIN
Hold On

Love

To

F13568

THE CHI-LITES
I

-I

Forgot To Say
Love You Till I'm Gone
BR17

...No

0

GEORGE
bao always wanted to get In the top
IO and this week he did It. The 10 in question saws the
fabulous Downing Street version.
The occasion was a select banquet In Namur of
Canada's Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau. Other
guests Included Iron Malden Margaret Thatcher,
It's Interesting to note that George was Alen present
at Led Zeppelin's outrageous party In Chielehurwt
Caves an well as the equally fine Warner Brae.
Christmas party. Very Interesting.

Marketed by

DECC(1
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John gets heavy
with the Heep

YES BACK FOR
;

FESTIVAL TYPE
YES will be playing two 25,000
capacity venues on the forthcoming
British tour
their first serles of
dates In the UK for 18 months.

JOHN wetton

,

bass

-

Written formerly with
Family and King Crimean
has more recently been a

TOUR

They will be at Queens Park Rangers football
10 and at Stoke City's ground

ground on May
May 17.

gust player with Roxy

Tickets are being

,..

Waited to 25,000 at each
date to ensure a good view
and no repetition of last
year's incident when a
girl died In the crush at a
David Cassidy concert.
They will cost [2. 50.
The full dates are:

Music and played his last
gig with the band on
Tuesday In Chicago.
Atter a short holiday in
Martinique he joins Urlah

-

(20, 21); Preston Guildhall (23); Leicester De
Mmeford Hall (24, 21);
Liverpool Empire (27,
28); Manchester Palace
Theatre (29, 30).

They have decided to
change their name to
simply The Kids.
Band member 'Gary
Holton explained that
they dropped the "heavy

MOd

r,

ra

STEVE HARLEY

NEIts EDITOR

COCKNEY REBEL/
BOURNEMOUTH WINTER GARDENS.

EDITORIAL
.Ion Ile.

IT'S EARLY days yet,
but this tour could became
the biggest event of the
year
if it gets sated
out:
At Bournemouth it was
like staging a Muhammad
All fight In the local youth
club. The Big Spectacle,
gigantic percussion po-

Da, Mineral,

%l rein Thorne
k a y Fox-lu mmin c

has,-

-

righl

51A\ 5(11Y('.

DIBlXTOIt

;lack Ilunon

\IH

dium set against a
f.
honeycomb lighting
tact, was quite awe

1:111

DucelTOi(
.

Pe1,r55 ilk inson

inspiring and very overdone. Harley alone

\11\ t:RTISt:Ml:NT

teria, the rest of this
grand slam package only
served to nullify the

produced

55 i1.1: R
Sian Donaldson

v1

:

I' O T I.

1'1

ltl.l('

I

i;

11

T

STIONS.

SPOT1.I4J17

St:.

It l: \ \t 1,1.1.

11111

T.Iephone:

4a07.e41 i

I

It O.\ 1),

I.0\1)0,.\i75N.
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the

fan

hys-

energy level
The P.A. was grossly
harsh and over loud. It
destroyed any genuine
rapport between Harley
and the audience and also
hindered a very fine new
band in their attempts to
get it together. The sags,
the old ones and the new,

are now intricately

/U/(!//

,1a1 YOd.¢,ff4rwr
l'O6rA'AP/O1..

sing it again for the fourth
time the entire spectacle
began to take as a Felllnt
like character.

&

arranged. This band with
Ifs extra guitarist and
porcusslmist can really
play, yet they were
continually muffing the
slick stance because of
what sounded like lack of
road experience.
Meanwhile Mister liar
ley. God bless him, has
taken to playing with his
llaea. Like an ancorn
plished jam singer, be
now burbles and drools
with the most outrageous
phrasing ever heard from
a rock singers He seemed
-

It

was

Tumbling

the same in
Down. While

the band, Jim Cregan
especially, were playing
the most exaggerated
camp rendering of the
main chorus line, Steve
was leading the choir. It
was a little contrived and
perhaps, for many, a little
to be enjoying the stage
bewildering.
rushes and seat top,
Having said all that,
swaying in the front this show with Its great
stalls, it's lust a pity the .new numbers from the
ever changing lights, the
Best Years album, might
overloud P.A. and his just blow everybody's
exaggerated mime, all heads off by the time it
reaches London. At the
conspired to cut off any
real contact with his moment at two hours, it's
audience. Because of too long and there's not
this, his conducting of the the energy, excitement or
singing during Make Me spuntanalty there was
Smile had an air of with the old band, but Ins
desperation about it Sure get to come. When It does
It was just a star enjoying
in Britain at least
the audience familiarity
there will be nothing to
with his. material, but touch 'ens
when he asked them to
PETER HARVEY
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Special Dream

TANGERINE DREAM,

whose next album Rub Ycon is released March
81, are to play a special

concert at the Albert flab
on April 2.

In

This will precede

Australia and

dake
Nee

Zealand, and be followed
by the band's first emit
the US involving thlrYle
headlining dater.

óo lLl. vesol

a4

Peter it, roe,

b

Vejle, Denmark on rd
22 when Urtah Heep
off a projected eight
tour of Scandinavia
y

CHARLES AZNAVOUR, of She fame, la currently In
Britain to record two new English language albursa
and playa number of live appearances.
The visit will last four weeks, at the end of whirl)
Aznavour will record his own TV special for the BBC
It Is hoped the first album will be released at the endd
April, with the second following In the Autumn.
Dates for Aznavour's mint tour are: Eastbourne
Kings Country Club (March 8)'; Sheffield Flesh' CM
(14 and 15); and Wakefield Theatre Club (19 and 20)

í
tour he Is releasing World
Of Dreams, a song
written by Des O'Connor.

EDITOR

:%SSISTANT EDITOR
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Leeds University (10);
Preston Guildhall (11);

sue 03'1(051

Wettm Is likely tolls

his debut with the

She -man in Britain

FigsiY

PERRY Como arrives in
London during the Easter
to begin his first
Manchester Free Trade holiday
one.nlghter tour on
Hall (12); Sheffield City ever
Hall (13)i Birmingham April t in Bournemouth.
He will also' play
Odeon (15).
At the moment they are
concerts in Bristol,
touring the States.
Manchester,
BirmingPortsmouth Guildhall
The dates are: New(18) Southend Kursaal ham, Southport, Glasgow
caeUe City Hall (May 1);
(17); Leicester De Mon- and Edinburgh as well Is
Edinburgh Usher Hall , tford Hall (20); Watford three London dates at the
(2); Dundee Catrd Hall Town Hall (211; Cardiff Festival Hall, Palladium
(3); Apollo Glasgow (4);
Capitol (22); Bristol and Theatre Royal Drury
Liverpool Empire (7);
Colston Hall (23); Ham- Lane.
Bradford St Georg's (8);
To coincide with the
meremithOdeon (24).

days and was deilgh d
be invited to join then to

r

Chyle. C. (17).

MORE MAY SENSATIONS

Kerslake since my

- -

audiences were expecting
them to' be In the Black

THE SENSATIONAL Alex Harvey Band Is
to undertake a major British tour in May. It
follows the release of the band's new album
Tomorrow Belongs To Me on April 11.

known drummer

1

metal" tag because

Gaumont (12, 13); Stoke

I've never been a pis
tar laid-back musk R
i

UNRELEASED material
by Jame Hendrix, Gladys
Knight Beachboys, The
O'Jays and Patti La Belle
The Bluebells are to
and
Sabbath type bag.
"Basically we're a rock be out in this country
band," he said. "And through DJM.
The first schedule
people were getting a
wrong Impression of our releases are for May
will be albums by
and
music."
The band went to the Jlml Hendrix and Gladys
States this week to tour Knight.
The company has also
with Alice Cooper and
they have a new album signed a deal with Pride
Klaus Voor'man's ;him
mainly soul
Records
out shortly called The
produced by Harry
and, among other
label
Anvil Chorus.
artists, have acaulred Nilsson and Ringo Stan

THE Heavy Metal Kids
are no more.

Edinburgh Usher Hall

Heep on March 24 for
rehearsals followed by
work an the band's new
album provisionally titled
Prima Donna.
He tlikes over from
Gary Thain and says he
took the Job "because
they are a high energy
band capable of getting
through to mass audiences.
"That suits my style.

New Hendrix Tracks

F

CLAN

Newcastle City Hall

(April 1S. 18, 17);
Glasgow Apollo (18, 19);

Cardiff Capitol Theatre
(May 2, 3); Bristol
Colston Hall (5, 8);
Queens Parks Rangers
F.C. (10); Southampton

Is the new

guitarist with Urlah

Beep.

LOUD REPORTS

For example, the inter THEATRE UPSTAIRS, war India
sketch sees him
ROYAL COURT, LON- In lull fight
with colonial
DON
cocktail music, but It Is
the Beatles sketch and it's
PETER SKELLERN will related rock music that
admit he's not the best makes you realise how far
actor In the world, but as this former concert
a musician he has real
pianist has come in terms
talent.
of varying his range.
And it's his talent at the
Skellern,
piano that helps hold music and who wrote the
together thla 90 minutes of with Hardingcollaborated
John
undergraduate type Burrows on the and
sketches,
revue.

In a series of sketches
that lampoon 20th Century conservative taste we
are shown Colonel Ian
Corte - Prater (John
Harding),'born 1900, and
follow him from childhood
through the Titanic and
First World War and
eventually to 1974.
Skellern as brother
Donald and sometime
man servant, wanders
through a variety of
musical styles each one

perfectly
Context

within

their

has never appeared in

THE MANHATTAN
TRANSFER

HONEY, IF they'd
carefully arranged early
minute just to show '
the unique vitality et
music in New York. YI
couldna done better We
this.
These kids
actual
one of them looks
seasoned
are mew
tionall There's a guyka

-

<

concert, which is a pity as white tux with Clk
he has a voice and ability Calloway hair style, Miff
In a black tux POW:
similar to David Ackles.
He hopes to gig soon from Hollywood, a ale -3
what a chick
Y e
and says this departure
dress with fisadd8
from the strictly musical black
red
hair.
and
aaslesr
scene has given him extra
chick In a white 010,
confidence._
As for the revue, at with a flaming red sell'
times It tends to state the And together they hefty
obvious but can't be all nine.
Through numbers
that bad when it contains
M
a line like: "Make love, 'Blue Clmampagee H
Chiffon's
Sweet
not war
you might as
wéll say eat but don't Guy, the four deem mg

-

shit

DAVID HANCOCK

Tye

Continued on

pÍ

THE BANG GANG
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It's

the new album
from

CTEVE HARLEM/
COCKNEY REBEL

1

feotúring the-no.I
singlé
MRKf Mt- SMILE ,

i

It's

THE BESTYEARC
OF OUR LIVE)

EMC 3068

I

ON TOUR
(a MAM promotion in conjunction with Trigram Ltd)

March 21st
23rd
24th
25th
29th
30th
31st
April 1st
2nd

Capitol, Cardiff
Colston Hall, Bristol.
De Montfort Hall, Leicester.
Stadium, Liverpool
California, Dunstable*

with special guests

3rd
4th
6th

Palace, Manchester
Town Hall, Birmingham.
Heavy Steam Machine, Stoke
Town Hall, Leeds.
,.

*Sailor not appearing

>1.

also available on
cartridge & cassette

i

EPC80337
fMIRecord.
Fleco-.....7".s

20

ryjyKe,¡,.Sauñrc,

7th
8th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th

City Hall, Sheffield
Guildhall, Preston
Apollo, Glasgow
(2 shows)= 7.30 show.
Citadel Theatre, Edinburgh.
City Hall,.Newcastle
Theatre Royal, Norwich.
Kursaal, Southend
Odeon, Hammersmith.
Odeon, Hammersmith .
Odeon, Hammersmith

SOLD OUT
W1A1ES

tit' ,111'111M
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John Rossall: solo artist
Band.

Now that's not slow
going, because John
at the same time Is
constantly experimenting to come
up with a new sound.
He Isn't trading on
the past, even though

it's difficult not to,

John was associated with the glitter
thing for a long time.
He met Gary, or Paul
Raven as he was then
known, when they
were both members
of the Mike Leander
Show Hand. They
played around, Ineluding a tour with
the Batchelors, but It
was an eleven -piece
band which was
difficult, to finance.

de"Obviously
first single. I
pendss on
don't think that anyone

just didn't get

the
openings," he explained.
So John decided to get a
band together and Invited
Gary to sing with It The
band, known as the
Boston Show Band played
a gig in London and were
anotled by a promoter

them to

Germany. They original -

nowadays Is bound for
hit just because of' who
they are, or were. It
depends on the record.
At the moment everything is ftttting together
like a jigsaw puzzle, I've
the
still got to put together
album and get a band.
Once I've done that I'll be
ready to go on the road,
with the album as the
basis of the stage act.
"I hope to go back to all
the small places we
played on the first Glitter
Band tour, right Into the
highlands and the outback of Wales. I miss
being off the road."
But being off the road Is
necessary If John la going
to get hie album together
in time. Writing songs
and experimenting with
production, under the
guidance of his old
a

-

r.°a s

In the meantime Gary successful nary Glitter.
"I kept the band to the
had left the band, and It
wasn't until a year later back at first," added
five years.
that they returned to their John. "Gary Isn't the
greatest singer In the
At that time John was native England.
On arriving here they world but he's a great
singing in the band as
well as Gary. He wan found that Gary was entertainer. Then once
singing his own songs, but having a lot of success Gary was established I
they weren't going down with Rock and Roll Part, thought It was time for the
a solo
well because people Two. Gary then invited band to release
wanted to hear songs the Boston Show Band to single That was Angle
from the Top Thirty. This be his backing outfit Face, which becameas:mya
set -back, on top of his They immediate ly 'first real success
earner songwrittng fail- changed their name to the I song writer.
"Being Gary's band
ures persuaded John to Glitter Band and with
first stage
glue up`the penning John as leader set about leader was theThe
second
supporting the ' nos, In my career,
business.
ly meant to go for a
month, but went down so
well that It turned into

the songs were bad or I

whn took

have
tilted the fact.
Well, the single's out
so the
this week,
aftermath of that not
or
whether
prove
regrets are In order. John
they
Is confident that
won't be, although the
he
hasn't as yet Peet
finishing touches to Ma
material or presentation.

John Rossall talking
to Martin Thoipe

Solt split
John started to do
sessions and write his
own songs, but he couldn't
make a living like that.
"Maybe it was because

any

and I don't feel as
down.
I have a
" It's Just that and
to be
Ideas
new
of
lot
solo is what I've always
wanted, I likes challenge
left
as well. If I hadn't
when I did, then in five

puling,

'There's no more
Glitter there,
it's all gone,
it's hanging up
in the wardrobe'

Thereabitt

heavinens, Just

JOHN ROBAALI, used to be In the ('slitter Band. And used
to Is the operative phrase, because although he has fond
memories of the past it's to the future that he's looking
new The future means his career as a solo singer, his debut
single and an album which he hopes will be released by the
summer. He's spent fifteen hours a day, five days a week
in the studio recording the album but still has seven tracks
to complete.

stage was when the band
made It on their own, and'
what 1 am doing now Is
the third stage."
So why did John leave
the band?
"I suppose it would
have been easier to stay
with a sucessful band, no
worries or anything. But
after Angel Face, everyone Jumped on the Gutter
Band -wagon, not men-

tioning any names.

Everyone sounded like
us. So I thought I'd come
to the end with the Glitter

"I try to write songs
that could be sung b
anybody, and likewise f
somebody came up with s
better song than mine f'
do it. I wouldn't turn
great song down. est
also been asked to tarty
songs for other peal,
but lee got enough to tie
Just looking after me.
"Whatever happens
though, I'm not gout,
heavy, neither am I gotn
tobe a Glitter Band Rid/
If I was going to be that I
would have stayed w10í
them. There's no more
Glitter there, Lt's all gone,
It's hanging up In the
wardrobe"
That Is certainly
out by John's

terns
new

appearance. Turquoise
suit, shirt and piaUorns
topped by his orange

hair. So the next
statement might surest,'
you.
I'm quite Introvert
really. It's only when
get out on stage that the
other side of me appears.
But the whole thing
revolves around whether
or not I'll get a hit If do
1

then

it shouldn't

be

difficult

to lose the Glitter
tag.
I know It's a hard
business. but I've grown
used to it. It look me a
long time to get my fits
hit with the Glitter Band,
so If I don't get a hit this
time I'll Met carry Ls
until I do. There won't be
any going back to the
Glitter Band. "
Gary and the band have
heard the single and like
it very much and on that
mentor Mike Leander, recommendation It should
lakes a while.
stand a healthy chance

'1
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Various mlaor,..nui'

saneeS"-hnve mom
pounded to,gire you a
rough 'time recently.
Put them. behind 'you,

now; fatw the world with
a smile ami very soot
you'll be rewarded with
some of -the best timer
,you've hails tiger.
S

to A'ru to)
You've been "putting
oil domeotie choresfoe
( MusARIEh

'

-long now, slnee
n'tthlneevery combing ht
da.the ~de, your might
,Just as well set things to'
too

rigMa, Spring 'clean,.
reply, to all those
unanswered letters, at.

3

'

little indutgenees, be.ail
sweetness and light and
your affect!" will meet
with loving

tMspoeuee.

LEO

meennisa pores.

(July 2I jo Aug el)

U you ran grab u spot' you'll end up wltfer-+
of .holfUsy now, do so, ,Irtend In the wort
Let's,. Pace it, ynd ate Spka'16 out el fro
feeling a bit hided, and now and don't Sol

lack that mountain of ' ti's high Wise you'.bad,
one nnywe.y. s M Ws tot,
Ironing and then eti
petratbie'swallow vita.
beck and take pride In
min hableta until you
Job well done.
TAURUS
(Apr21 to ?lee 20),

'rattle.

'
VIRGO
thug 221°8.1)22)
Bane - life is_ UV
ou are getting.
eta rred¡arid `staying
indoor* ss'Wo Uy load to . excruclaffegiv boring
Everyone' is Niºk to
bickering. -Get out, do
something" sporty by death of your inee ear
chatter abput yon, 9.nr
day. bop the night away
or fraternlee With problems' Sud _ehipid
acgtialntaaces at rthe
op
for
white and' fry
local homer.
Iletening intend,
GEMINI
LIBRA
(May 21 to J une 211)
(ttep23 to Oct 2i)
Do ar..you pkaro, you
Vow Mars see In s
Can't go wrong. Get
precarious align morn,
caught hr a rainstorm
so avoid anything
and yéu won't ~nth
1ovsWine an element of
rotO. Insult people :and
rink. Slake no dechdn
they won't-take Wire",
be charming and they'll- H you can ,possibly belp
It. don't go up any
_on
...love you, go
it
'add Bee and comae ri
shopping spree and you
won't feel tike pinch toe yoerself to abaelotely
nothing.
badly labia,
SCIRIPI
CAN4 K
root Vito vwv fiz)
(dune 21 to July to)
Okay, e raaliedy may
So you thought this
he your Strong poem. bat
war 'the time to get. - people are FMttng wise
heavy with your loved 1 your dwvinua ways
one over all these tittle
nod you're Joel ah' to
Whigs that enemy you.
get naught at! remote.
Forest h, you'll only Make a ek's, brae* of
m
with arm re.ds- it, Lawn yp to all a.sa
tO ,s e. -Lev off title
lies yew.' Wm. sell" presentee,' tolerate IR it
Sod play vas,
S,
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iT ISN'T every day that you get
a chance to meet a pop star
shuffling around on all fours
pretending to be his little son's
gee -gee. Rut I have to admit

"I wouldn't leave me mum," intervened
John In the corner, still playing gee -gees.
"No, we ser'nn sly wouldn't Consider leaving
Britain unless we were driven out by a
political crisis, because we really hope to
make the grade over here. "
It now looks as though their hour of victory
Isn't that tar away. The latest single is
possibly their best to date, featuring exquisite

that Rubette John Richardson
(who Is more at home behind a
drum.ldt), made a very fine
make -do stallion; even though
he looked a trifle ruffled around
the mane..

'

Beach Boy harmonies and flawless
arrangements, which could turn their

goy

seemingly impossible dreams of becoming Mk
I pop stars in their homeland, into reality.
If that Isn't enough to establish theta In their
native land then listen to this: Several prime cut stars are interested in recording Rubettes'
mate rlaL'Rumour has it that Olivia Newton John is interested in recording the flip side of
their single and Cat Stevens Is also eyeing up
' their talent
'He wants to use a few of our songs," said a
/chuffed -looking Alan. "And that's a real
compliment In my books because he's one of
the greatest as far as I'm concerned.

.711101

"Scott, my son, has got me
doing this at home," John
reckoned. "When it comes to
feeding time he gives me
crayons and vintage crisps
which he finds under the
settee. Whatever will he think
of next?"

f

\

.

Alan Williams walked in, looking

Ghee-chee In tie and dye-ettect suede

coat complete

with snow-white fur

collar.

logy (Thorpe) has just gone and got
himself married," he said flippantly.
"We didn't know anything about It till
last

i

- talk about a dark horse!
We were gonna go
night

to his wedding, but
when they asked us which was more
Important, the wedding or Record
Mirror
we said Record Mirror!
Anyway, he has missed his chances of a
present
I was gonna splash out a

thousand quid an' all!"

Í rl

Shirley and Tony, the happy

newlyweds, will be spending their
honeymoon in Tenerife in April with the
group and their families. "It should be
a laugh," said Alan. "For us more than

te

'The- next album

completely new direction'
"Pay no attention to him, can't ya see the
dollar signs in his eyes," said John.
Disregarding all the jeers, the happy
couple, Alan and John, are seriously Intent on
writing compositions for themselves after the

Is

Rubettes are established.
"As soon as we feel the Rubettes have
everything sorted out we would like to do our
thing together. But don't get us wrong, the
Rubettes won't be splitting, It's just that we'd
like to be more experimental on solo things.
We are both Influenced by people like Simon
and Garfunkel, the Everly Brothers, Buddy
Holly and Don McClean and we think we'd be
able to come up with some good material
we're not just yer average bop dudes, you

himl'

Plugged out
Presently the Rubettes are touring

'

I

_..

Britain having already completed one
gig In Norwich. Unfortunately, the Hull
and Birmingham gigs have had to be
cancelled due to an electrician's strike.
"IVs a shame because we wanted to
play at these venues but It looks as
though we'll have to cancel them,

-

know!"

Write on

unless of course the electricians go back
to work l"
The boys won't be playing any
London dates because they say the
Albert Hall isn't available. The nearest
gigs to the capital are in Surrey.
Alan claims their stage repertoire has
changed considerably over the past
year. The act is more polished now, and
shown a definite musical progression
since they include numbers, from the
new album, which is a departure from
their usual Bop Showaddy style. The
album lends Its name to their latest
single, I Can Do It, and will soon be In
the shops
"Actually about seven of the tracks
have been,re-mixed, so don't take any
notice of the production," warned John
when he played me several tracks.
"It's a completely new musical
direction," added Alan. "And people
who like the old Rubettes might find it
difficult to get into. Like there's one

4

admitted. "But It isn't always like that.

-

M
-

awampandanothla

-

coun-

try flavoured
it's very varied."
The tracks

which are penned
by the Rubettes
are fairly Impresalve,especially the

_

above mentioned swamp sound, Wo Goddam
Blues, and also John and Alan's crystalline
lullaby. Beggar Man, which proudly boasts

the sweetest harmonies this side of
Westminster Abbey.
"Do you remember when you used to sing
I asked Alan's
this to me, daddy?"
daughter, Kim, tugging at his sleeve. Ahh
1

r

.mean, it's hard for Kim because she missesI
her daddy when he's away. Mind you,
her idol
at present is Donny she's mad on hint"

_-,

that's ',suede.er which

The two also claim that it won't be too long
before the Rubettes pen their own A sides.
'While our writers come up with excellent
material we're not gonna turn our noses up;
but 1n the future we hope to play's more active
role in writing our singles."
The signs of a heavy day of interviews were
becoming all too apparent. They'd had
enough. So I turn my attentions to Alan's
wife, Christina, who had been sitting
statuesquely In the corner throughout
interview. She talked about babies, the
the
weather and the group, and told me that being
the wife of a pop star isn't as grand as
it may
seem.
"You get the glamorous side of it," she

t'

track

particular

is a

Musical changes are all very well, but won't
their fans be disappointed with their ttew
offerings' lean Do It is about as far removed
from Where It's At as a bullock Ls from a
ballerina,
"Well, they didn't really warm to Where It's
At. so I don't think we're taking that much of a
gamble. We would love to have a number one
in the albums chart, that's our ambition and
we believe our latest album is the best we've
ao tar done.

er avera

'su'i es

"I mean our singles' do extremely well in
this country; but even so It seems we're still
more popular on the Continent Juke Box Jive
got to number one in nearly all the European
charts. All the same there's nothing quite like
being a hit In your own country is there?
Trouble is the younger species over here are
probably into the Rollers and I'm not being
tricky or anything when I say that we're
better musicians than they are.
"On the Continent we're bigger than the
Rollers and Essex and we don't really know
why! We haven't made many live
appearances over there."
Have you ever considered living abroad if
that's where your market is?
"I'm teaming French," said Alan. "And I
know how to say Votcha Cock with a Russian
accent
haven't you seen It on the advert for
Warringtons?" he asked as I looked at him

-

blank.

1

'
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An album,

c

location of their base
secret for a full year now
and there's a gentleman's
agreement with the press
to keep it that way.
"The staff here," Les

current single, because the group will

McKeown

soon say farewell to
all their British fans
but
for a while
more of that later.

-

.i,

To go and interview The
Rollers is not Just a

question of a quick hop
across London In a text
It Involves a Journey to a
hotel way out of town
and I'm not saying in
which direction. Miraculously The Rollers have
managed to keep the

-

(14

J

tour, and then it's.

BYE BYE BABY; it
transpires, is a

singularly appropriate title for The
Bay City Rollers'

-

a

By Ray
Fox -Cumming

tells

CE LOVELY'

~RE TFE TOP

T

In1n

WELL, DID

áál EVAN

MOST GENTLEIEN DON

LIKE LODE

of being cooped -up,

through necessity, out of
harm's way. "

in

me,

their hideout, "have

Of

they're very good. But
even in this out of the way
place no chances are
taken. "Only the older

chambermaids are

door. "
You might wonder If,
even for a group as
popular as The Rollers,
this seclusion Is strictly
necessary. "It Is," says

tg

Tam
m
"anaWeonerce stayed
Paheirton,
al The Piccadilly Hotel in
the middle of Manchester
and, because of the fans,
when we left they told us
not to come back. '
The Rollers have been

finished.
You might think that
the group would take this
first minor break -down in
their health as a warning

many

times since their string of
hits began that one

and let up

thing new to say.

Recently however, there
has been that much publicised story of The

Rollers' collapse and
subsequent recuperation
at a health farm That's
one useful line, especially
since, in some of the more

sceptical quarters of the
rock press, it's been said
that the whole thing was

811UPLIERD

After five minutes of
talking to Les though, it
became so clear there
was no grain of truth In
the allegation that I never
even put it to him. For a
start, the group have no
need to court extra
publicity and, in fact, are
gradually cutting down
on their press coverage
photographs in particular

A
NEW

KIND OF
MUSICAL
WITH
16

-exposure.
to avoid

GREAT

SONGS

J

Tam Paton,

-

over-

"In the days
leading up to it, we were
starting work at 11 o'clock
in the morning and not
finishing until 4 or 5
o'clock the next morning." To back up that
statement Tam Paton
reads a list of the boys'
engagements at that time
from his diary.
"I was tired, but pretty
much OK," Les continues, "It was Eric and
Derek who were the worst
affected. They were both
in a very bad way. "Les
himself spent little time at
says:
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Well," he answers
hesitantly, "I think so."
Perhaps, but their ears
.+1F

't T

-

f

OR

OTHER SOUVENIRS
OUTSIDE THE
THEATRE."
After asking roe toprmt
I

that warning for the sake
of, all Rollers, fans, Les
elaborated,' "It you get
r

.

tickets from touts, ar
only will they be far tab
expensive, but they rap
very likely to t,
forgeries. Also, I've ewe
the unofficial programme

sold outside theatres ar
one of them, costing Ero,
had only five pages wtá
the same picture on every
page. Only the programmes sold Inside the

concert halls have been
approved by our management and you will find

that those are good vaho
for money,"
"As far as rosettes an

concerned, I know that le
the past they've taken old
Manchester United ones,
stuck a picture of us In the
middle and sold them for
two pounds apiece. What
does it cost to make a
rosette, about lop/. It's
Just a con."
"In the past,"

adds

Tam Paton, "I've eves
gone outside the theatre
and warned fans they're
getting ripped off, but
there's not a lot you can
do on the spot" So take
heed.
On to subjects mum

cheerful, The Rollers'

new album Once Upon A
Star will be out on W

April "There's

no

one

definite direction in it,"
says Les. "We've Included a mixture of things le
try and cater to all

tastes."

The day that the album
comes out will also see the
screening of the Mel

programme in their TV
series, "We have a lot al
guests on the shows,"
tells me, "and we've
Included some not eD
well - known names- Wit
want to help promos*
some of the bands that
have not yet made it Ms
big way." To this end
they are also going b
invite a relatively Ion
known group to open Or
shows for them an th,
forthcoming tour.
"If any groups are

Interested," says

Tara

send tape
and photographs to mewl

"they should
soon

as

possible.

TV,

address is CJo The allr
City Rollers, Prestos
Pans, Scotland."
"Once the tour is over.
proclaims Tam,
There's work to be dent
consolidating their P
tion in E urope and, u
says, "We ant to go
The States before the ors
of the yea r,"

t/

'It'll

The rest period was not
long one
about three
weeks in all, with several
interruptions. Was it, I
asked Les, long enough?

Ikir.o+

Separate Programmes- Mon.-Fri130 $ 6.0 pre
Sot. zo 5.05, 8.20 Oa. Sun 245 8
BA p.m.
SLATS

braces into the audience
during a concert and
people fought each other
to get hold of them. "
never happen
again," says Tam, "they
were Just like pi ranhas, "
Before the tour begins,
The Rollers want to give
their fans this warning.
"NEVER BUY TICKETS
FROM TOUTS AND
DON'T BUY ROSETTES,

the health farm. "I
preferred to go home to
Scotland and drive my
car around."

.. MIIDRED NATM7CK_

"which

irresponsible." It's a pity
more managers don't
take the same attitude.
The band and their
manager have been upset
to hear of stories about
fans fighting to get tickets
and they've never forgotten the night when they
felt themselves responsible for one unpleasant
Incident.
"One of us," recalls
Les, not naming the
culprit, "threw a pair of

Secondly, the sources of
strain that led up to
that breaking point are
all too apparent. As Les

MADEIINE KAHN DUII10 DEL PRETE
EIIEEN BRENNAN JOHN 11It1ERMAN

In the

would have held around
17,000 tans all In one go,
but I turned it down.
We're very conscious of
the fans' safety and to
cram that many into one
concert would, to my
mind, have been totally

the

COLE Pe/aC.IJC

little

dates on the trot," says
Les.
What, no days off at all?
"No. no days off.
There's no other way we
can fit them in. "
"We could have done
Earls Court," chips in

Just a trumped-up publicity wheeze.

PETER

a

future, but unfortunately
it Isn't yet possible. The
usual TV, radio, photo
session and interview
commitments go on as
always, plus they have
their 13 -week TV series
Shang - A - Lang to shoot,
plus a 31 date British tour
coming up, starting 27th
April.
"We're doing these 31

sometimes tends to

despair of finding any-

BURT
REYNOLDS

band's

n

beyond human endurance
and it would not have
happened to The Rollers
but for an unforseen
hitch. "We had a certain
amount of time to do the
new album," explains
Lea, "but after we had
completed four numbers
on time, It was discovered
that there was a bubble on
the tape, which meant
that we had to do them all
over again." And since
there was no spare time to
re -do those tracks, they
had no choice but to lose
sleep to get the album

allowed to clean our
rooms," says Les, "and
when we come and go, It's
always by the back

so

course,

working life should get to
the point where Its

learned to be discreet and

interviewed
Irá

nest little faces all still
show the tension that
comes with a heavy work
schedule and an existence

i{ 7
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An appearance on the
same bill as The Tymes, is just
one of the prizes you stand to
win by entering the RCA/
Record Mirror Soul Search
Contest
There's an RCA recording
contract, a management
contract, and Bose speakers
and amplifiers for the winning
soul band.
And Bose speakérs and
amplifiers for the runners-up.
To enter the contest, fill in
the entry form and send it to
your local radio station.
Puss that stage, and you'll
be entered for the finals of
the contest
On April 13th, you'll appear
at The Hardrock, Manchester,
with The Tymes for the semi.

final.
If you're one of the

bands then chosen to go on to
the final, you'll appear again
with The Tymes at
Hammersmith Palais on
April 22nd.
It'll be a magical occasion.
You'll have your fans in the
audience, celebrity judges and
fabulous prizes at stake.
The winning band's song
will then be rush -released by
RCA Who knows, perhaps itI
be your record.
So fill in the
I

entry form
and enter the
contest.
And you're
on the way
to becoming the next SOUL
big name
in soul.

four
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KOJAK at number one is the most percullar thing to happen
In the charts for along time eh? Well ciao baby, you're wrong.
Raid American cops just catch the publicity that's all,
Supertramp just sit back and watch it.
If you think about It, the appearance of seasoned unknowns
Supertramp In the album charts is pretty remarkable, never
mind their single success with Dreamer.
I call them seasoned

Interview

SO

o

unknowns because
they've

been around for
several years and released two albums before
Crime of the Century.
Neither of them, Incredibly Stamped nor Super
tramp, set more than a
few' fires alight and I
doubt If their only other
single, land Ho, will get
many plays as a golden
oldie. which makes the
band's current success
even more Incredible.
But whereas they enjoy
their newly found album
status, Supertramp look
upon their single success
as something of a luxury;
the Icing on a hardearned cake.
"When the album came
out we had no thoughts of

was going to be a single
then Dreamer would be
It. It was simply the most
commercial track on the

album."

Perhaps Roger and
Rick Davies, who penned
all the tracks on Crime,
have hidden talents as hit
single writers, because

when they put note to
paper they don't aim It at
one specific

market

We couldn't go out and"

pen a single," added
Roger, "we don't write
like that Neither Rick
nor I can sit down and

write a song just like that.
Some days you wake up
and you've got an idea.
Then you can go for two

s

\y'

EAD
months without one.

"And Dreamer was
exactly like that. It came
out on record Just as I first
recorded it on my home
tape. The final single was
near enough unchanged
as

well."

Whether they meant It
or not, Dreamer Is a hit
and with It comes all the

commercial trappings

and duties that accompany success In the Bay
City world of glamour and

sparkle.
But Supertramp try not
to get too Involved with all
that, though they realise

can't Ignore It
completely.
Roger again: "The
they

-

concert full

of

screaming kids and the

only opportunity to see
them was In a situation
like that.

y

r

-

single success,ham't hit
us at all really. We're
obviously interested In it,
but it hasn't affected us
any since It happened."
This seeming disinterest isn't recent. Bass
player Dougle Thompson
has always been more
Into the music than
superstar adulation.
"When I was a kid it
was the Beatles
full
stop," he revealed, "but I
never saw them live. I
didn't see myself going to
a

How are they gyng
face up to that?
Vthaterer or mi.

ver we change",
plalned Dough', ^s

make sure what we p
la more substantial
what we lake out
we found with Crime'
that once we piayo
live, the,songe
live. The albton was

e:
!

star

t:drrect"

The Ides

Ñ

Crime came about Q
years ago, but the
wasn't up to It ht4
hope
di
yo
bute
again
TOTP
distance between then,
more
next timwe'll have
and actually swinett
Lt
time to,do the baektng/ the band wits'-L".".
tracks.
"Y'see that wss
Supertramp have only
collection of mew e
played Dreamer once live
thought would work at
e
on television. Come to
collection of songs,
think of It they've never
took a long time in
the
in
get
played it on stage In the
band
to
cope wink .e
UK since It's been just
thing as an entity.
charts. But they live
"But I think re'yi
can't afford to risk It
performed the last le
on tv.
gig with Crime s Ot
"We did It on 45,"
basis. We'll start puller
"beDougte,
explained
out numbers now,.
certain
cause they told us
The final words emu
facilities were available
from Roger, and me
they
we
arrived
and when
watch if they don't cote
weren't."
true.
And as Roger added:
"One of the helped
"We spend five months
things with Clime of the
recording an album, Century
was that reel
right,
getting the sound
were knew nothing w
and they've got to get the
about
little
Supertramp
two
in
together
sound
and to art
hours for the whole beforehand
the album with an twee
programme."
mind.
But now the single Is
'Next time, nor
dropping down the charts
they've built us up as en
are
worries
all those
new find, they'll want to
behind them and they're
pull us down. And
looking to the future.
whatever we put out, the
After recently returning
first thing they're got% to
from an Introductory tour
do is compare It with
of Europe, Supertramp's
Crime.
next aim la America
As I am one of thaw to
where their album has
whom he refers all I eu
broken regionally. And
say Is: It keeps you m
then it's down to bringing
your toes, lade.
out a follow-up to Crime.
W

STEA

single," explained
guitarist Roger Hodgson,
"but we knew that If there

Martin Thorpe

doing 1t so we quickly gol
the backing track togethod
er. Then We gothere,
to
not terribly geared and
doing the show
there's nothing to get off
on. We need something;
but there was nothing. "
Roger agreed: "What
you've got to do is realise
it's a game. We bounced
off each other In the end
and remembered not to
take the thing too

AMP

a

:

tingles," said
Roger. "So we did It But
the biggest problem is
that It's not geared to rock
and roll.
';We did TOTP once
befeire when we appeared
records."
as Gilbert O'Sulllvan's
band, and I
So you can Imagine how" backing
out of place the lads felt remember thinking then
when they. encountered that It was a Joke. But at
the plastic environment of least the people were
programmes like Top of enjoying themselves.
This time the vibe of the
the Pops. Without the
gimmicks and gutter, whole thing was so cold.
Supertra,rnp have to. And It's not the kids'
fault. they thought It was
prove themselves through
a joke. "
their music.
Dougte joined in: "It
"Top of the Pops Is one
"Supertramp doesn't

who buy

feel like a singles' band
now and we don't relate to
the Casaidys, or whoever.
We're only the same as
they are from the point of
view that we both release

of about two programmes
which appeals to people

was one of tame things.
We had the chance of

1

L
New York City Blues and
the glorious ballad The

Continued from p. 4

Hungry Years In particular.

and camp It up in the most
outrageous display' of
talent since our Queen

learnt how to ride

The whole concert was
a rare treat and my only

a
40s

be

-

Rill

Miller

Lester Young (great'
musicians both) and
maybe Annie Rees, it ails
Retie into a dynamic
array of movement and
harmony. And as for

if

snatch ti each.
This was the only show
on the tour on which Nell
used an orchestra as well
as his touring band. So
often performers squander an orchestra by
simply using it to fill out
the sound in unison, but
here it was no needless
extravagance and the
brass and strings, neatly
set against each other,

`^

Laurel
Masse,
she's.
agh, (this
.

review

nh

.

Is

temporarily

indisposed and

re

appears In another term
on

Reflections page.

Punk!

-

Ed).
PETER HARVEY

NEILSEDAKA
FESTIVAL HALL,
LONDON
THOSE MEMBERS of

last Saturday's Festival
flail audience most
familiar with Nell Sedaka's work would have
noticed him changing a
line of lyric
from "I've
got music, doesn't anyone
care?" to I've got music,
now somebody cares. "
It was an'expression of
gratitude to London,
which was perhaps the
fist city to welcome him
hack after the lean period
which followed his early
kite. Certainly, there's no
doubt that Sedaka has
now firmly' re - estab
lished himself world wide, but the campaign to
gain recognition for work
goes on. .Apart from
Solitaire, which Is prob.
ably more associated with
Andy William. than its
composer, and Laughter

-

In The

Rain, his

is still basicalon his uptempo
ansl as yet lakes

reputation
ly founded

na mbara
little account of his many
great melodies that must

surely all become etan-

Is

all the oldies together In
one long medley rather
than break off after a

thrown In,. with

Mons from Glenn

that It would
better for Neil to string

criticism

home. Basically It's
be hop with a touch of 508.".

da rdº one day.

Fortunately his labours
are not in vain and at this
particular concert, the
23rd of his present British
tour, the highlights were
not Solitaire and Laugh.
ter In The Rain, nor the

contributed vastly to the
moods of the music.
The concert was opened
by Anchor label artists
Philip and Vanessa, who.
while adequate and quite
professional, had little

stage presence and too
many dull songs. In
reverent tones Philip told
us that he's written a song
railed Love specially for
Vanessa and she then
much applauded oldies, proceeded to sing it. An
not even tar familiar tee -' her efforts, however, and
tappers. They were all those of their excellent
lesser known songs, some backing musicians, did
old, some new. Best of ail nothing te disguise the
was Superbird, from the
fact that It was a prstty
sadly neglected Eerier. lousy gift.
gence album. Maybe It's
RAY FOX -CUMMING
too late for Nell to putthat
one out on record again
10CC / FESTIVAL
himself but surely Elton THEATRE, PAIONTON
John, watching apprecia.
-

lively from the second
row of the stalls.,

must
have realised that It's
tailor - made for him too!
Of the not
so
new
ºcogs. the bitter Card-

board California also
stood out and then, from
the new album Overnight
Success, there were

-

several delights
Step.
hen, which melodically
tops even Solitaire, the

lyrically adventurous

IT WOULDN'T surprise

me if IOCC give Paigntee
a miss next time they plan
a British tour.
The Festival Theatre
was far from full when
tide
popular group ap-

peared in concert.' Why
was It a poor turn -out

highh

p

r i

c

e,

many of Torbay's pop
lane away at university
or not allowed out on a

week night during term

time, transport diffi-

them with nonstop hit
like The Wild One, N
Crash, Devil Gate Drive,
Too Big and Can the Caa
It was the rock and roll
numbers that brought the
meet cut of her, could
strength and 'honest. rate

culties, a good night for
TV
you could go on to

-

fill this column with
excuses.

But surely there's more
than a thousand in the
area who prefer a good
top band rather than a
night at the pub, pictures
or in front of the box.
And many of those that
did make the effort to go
hardly gave IOCC a warm
reception. Some had a
funny way of showing

sweat
HR band conceded Ins
Ilmellght, but gave a very
effective backlog, pse

R
6

.

Ocularly

their appreclatlob for
IOCC's music

-

to swop her black suit for

shouting

gold, crayon cams awoke
and again to satiety sir
applause. She roast IoM
so much where( on stern
it's a wonder she doeos'I
shrink away!
Cosy Poeil's liamrnar,

durin'g and between

numbers led lot Creme to
say here was a song for
those oftee who wanted to
listen.
IOCC worked hard for
the audience and had

\..

.

"

li
r

.

obviously made sure
they did not want to
blemish their reputation
by putting on any second-

second

r

hits: The Man In Blasi

Dance With the Devil sad

-

Good as

it might be, the

familiar with and the new

album has only been on
for four days.
100C brought a light
show along which was
unnecessary as they're
not some glamour rock
group. They don't have

calm'

such an image and cone'
over Just as effectively
without all the flashing

tights.

Tape backings were an
Integral part of their act
and drummer Kevin
Godley was able to
project himself more as a
vocalist since they are
joined for this tour by
percussionist/ key-boards
player Paul Burgess.

this ask

o.vn

R,aadshow bill, shoo"
just how tight they have
become In their yes?
together. Cosy hlmse0
kle
w'as showcased

.,P

rate performance.
For over an hour the
group really sweated,
giving us a rather large
sample of their new
album
The Original
Soundtrack.

band had other material
which might have been o
better choice since many
had (erne in anticipation
of hearing music they're

In the ugly

hulled, Gad Eye*. wild
was heavy with ,is,e(.
When she left the stage

SUZ/QUATRO: dynamic
The band's second
SUZI QUATRO / IPSWalbum
Sheet Music
ICH GAUMONT
also featured strongly
during their concert Of
SUZI QUATRO, in black
their hit singles Silly leather, sweated
and
Love, Wail Street

-

-

Shuffle

and Rubber Bullets were
the only ones played
the latter being an encore
to much well
deserved
applause.
It was undoubtedly an

-

adventurous act. 10CC
kept the sound tight and
everything mixed in
surprisingly well.
Support act was Fancy
a good choice for
warming the audience

-

up.

Ex -Spencer

Davies

guitarist, Ray Fenwiek,
played a nice set. h was a
good sight for lover of
good music.

ROY

Hill

Na Na Na. Gravel salad
lead singer Frank SkrBe
showed hthmeil an en
Ikf
shafts perlormer Intkw
.lee (tacker mould one e

powerful character maw/
bands mustenvy.

The., other hand m IY
seem w.
suffer by their leek
personnel Jake HookM

bill, Arrows,

vocaist ed
gultgrlst b

rocked her way through

Is an able

into the passive Gas mont
audience to transform It
into a seething mass of
bodies.
The diminutive rock
and roil dolly gave a

didn't make

the

night bleeding vttality

dynamic performance,
rasping out vocals and
swinging tram her busy
bass guitar. She urged,
cajoled and tlreaiened
the crowd into action.
"Get up off your asses
and get down here,"

he

shouted.
She forced herwelf on
the audience, ransning

floe

up

for

group's lack of dgPlt'

Their work was o
patent without resllt
excelling ,tsdf. It di

shake you by the se,v0
wa7
the neck,
e
opening band the
wants to make as
Impresaloxt. Poetrps
addition of anotht
person to boost tie this?'
roan line-up mlxM sM
Jake more time four
swats tot" strengthen

r

a,rmd and add

vharacte.

a

ill
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sling back at
their critics

time and we're wary
about pricing ourselves
out.

w

I

"

MUD, THE group who for years

have avoided controversy, are

.now finding themselves in one of
the most bitter squabbles ever to

I

Now they have become subject to
attacks upon their whole status as one of
Britain's leading groups. In a nutshell
the critics are saying Mud are the biggest
group con for years.
In certain quarters of the music scene
people are questioning just why It is that
Mud appear to be so popular. Some of
this carping stems from Mud's recent
success in the important awards made in
London by the influential music trade
paper, Music Week.

; h`. ;

°

hit their camp.

Recently they found themselves In the headlines when they
severed their relationship with
hit - writin g team, Chinn and
Chapman. At the same time Mud
moved record labels. They left
RAK, the label where they had
found at last the success denied
them for many years. Their
reasons for going have already
been told in Record Mirror via
an exclusive interview with Pete
Harvey.

"We don't know though
about this staying put for
a length of time. " One
person who is definitely
against a kind of summer
season, at say a place tike
Torquay, Is Rob.
He told me, '7t would be
horrible. I know some
musical stars do this but I
think we would get

have a busy
whatever the
critics say. They are of
course now in the middle

/._

lift

don't see their fans.
They're afraid, we're not.

We've played everywhere
up to Inverness and down

far

"

Mud

future,

commercial hype. They
have got where they are
because they work hard.
Ray told me, "Some
groups hideaway, they

as

stale.

l5

1

as Penzance."

Mud told me they keep

playing

an Incredible
number of dates because
they like the live buzz.
They genuinely enjoy
knowing they have fans
out there in the audience
who want to say thank
you and equally Mud
themselves want to give
something back ' to the

°Our aim
Is lo

please
.

and

what's
wrong
, with
7'

°

,

bought Tiger
Were
they all wrongFeet.
"Lonely This Christmas
has been a fantastic
seller. Its track performance will only suffer by
being spread over two
years and therefore only
part of It will feature in
this year's compilation. "
And Les continued,
"We can zip up the
charts, not many people
do that. We can fill places
wherever we're billed."
w tither

think

h.
you're a Mud an
fon't

or critic that Mud are
standing still. Rob told

me, "We will be making
some changes but we do
things gradually, see, we
do progress. "

And Dave said Mud
have for some weeks been

turning over in their
minds whether they
should take a theatre for a
whole week, rather than
continue a perpetual une night stand type of

touring.
Les said,

"I

expense these

mean, the
days Is

alarming. We take some
30 people with us. That's
Incredible, really. Our
shows cost over £700 a

of a tour. On May 9 the
film in which they star,
Never Too Young To
Rock, gets its premiere In
Dublin and should make
here by the summer.
Prior to that there is an
appearance on the television show, Saturday
Scene (London area) on

April

5.

And soon. another
album. And now Just a
return to all the critics,
one word from Les as we
shook hands and said
goodbye. He spoke with a
wry anille as he looked at
the current singles chart
and said, "They REALLY said we were a
nothing -band. They're off
their tod. Must bel"

people who have bought

their discs and made

o

everything possible.
Whilst on the subject of
live gigs, Les answered
those critics who say they
only play the small towns
because the big places
don't want them.
Why shouldn't we play
to people in places like

.

Yeovil, Corby and
March. Why should they

If

On this occasion Mud received the]
award for group with the best selling
single of 1974, Tiger Feet.
Sales around 900,000 copies.
Mad also received notice for being the
third best chart group for last year and
since the first was the Wombles, In live
terms it means Mud were second.
Mud have been accused of being the
most ordinary, mundane and boring
group on the pop scene. Some people find
it totally Inexplicable why their discs sell
so well and why their releases fairly race
up the record charts. The cynics also say
Mud have forced to play the small places
on their current' tour because quite
simply they cannot MI major venue
locations.
What Is also obvious from listening
around is that this criticism is not
confined to people who write and deal in
the many - sided pop scene. There are
groups and singers equally puzzled by
the Mud story.
I talked a few days ago with the entire
group about remarks such as these.
Needless to say they had little time for the
critics At first they sat back and
laughed, amused that such remarks
could be made in any kind

-

of seriousness.

However once the

IC
YOU/Qlnn.tt4lfé

WiKy

initial reaction had died
down. Les Gray did say,
"We're not surprised, I

of course we've
critics, we've always had
them They come from
people In the main who
have no real success. Call
it jealousy. call It what
you like. "
The group say their
hard passage to big-time
has certainly disproved
mean

.?

:

always

have to' travel,

some fifty and sixty miles
to the big city?

"Look, there are people in those places longing to

see someone big. We've
found on our tour so far

the moat' amazing re-

sponse. People are so
pleased and so knocked out to see a chart name In
their town.
"They're crying out for

people

and

so

often

groups won't touch those
places because they're
more Into prestige. These
people, the fans I mean,
buy our records whether
they live In a city or
somewhere like Yeovil.
We've been having a

ball.

Les said the group have

really been bowled over
by this tour's response.

It's given everybody

f¡r:c;)ith :

a

great list. But what about
all those criticisms?
The passionate Les.

started another big

defence. "If groups and
singers have been saying
It to you. then all I can say
is where are they In the
charts? You see we have
a wide appeal. We work
hard at our act and have
plenty of variety.
"We don't do all the
superstar tripping and

all that. Our aim is to
please and what's wrong
with that, Do we get
complaints from people

'R'i;:

anyone who says they are
merely the result of some

'i

be deprived of star
names? Why should they

who sees us? And what
about the 900,000 who

i :!t -:ji;i;Qri[i;X{-{:;
r:2

Son -of-a -Gun will be shooting
up the charts with their single,
"Lá maison de lamour.
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Inside Alex Harvey's
Its
shades of Glasgow street
violence added to the
sinister atmosphere. A
hell of a lot of energy
buzzed in an air thick
with grass, but very little
was aimed at the stage.
He was having a

hard

time, only pulling It out

for the final song.
Anthem, which Introduced a couple of
authentic Scottish pipers.
Scottish pipers playing
to a half white half black
army of riot . crazed
Boston r 'n' b freaks? You
should have seen them

show of audience fervour
since the old evangelists
cooled their ardour. This
was no ordinary gig, this
was a revolution. By the
time the band had wound
up to an Inspired blow out
on Pick Up The Pieces,
constant

chant
"Party - Party" had
swelled to an
the

of

anthem. It
was too much, the band
stopped playing began

clapping In one long line,
and joined in the party.

rise when Average White Nearby a group began a
Band bundled on stage. It rival chant: "Get this
was like watching one of mother
out of
those amusement hall slot here," over and over.
machines spring to life. Phew, dare they come

%

170

Roger Bell and Molly Duncan

stead of

.

crazy

newest member he seems
to be taking all this In his
stride. If you ask him, he

and Average White Band
are very much a part of

sharp Steve Ferrone. As

just looks at the stage and
says: "This? It's just a
piece of piss."

The party winds back to
Holiday Inn

Talk's out until' the

morning but over break working In the States It's

pay

those

taxes."
Besides, he goes_ on,
there's a change taking

place In American music

-

Back

1n

New York at

the Atlantic studios, Alan
Gorrle delays work on the

new album to amplify this
point: "We rely heavily
on music and nothing
else," he atarte in the

sharp punchy

may

that

charabterlsea his bass

Hardrock, Manchester
March 21st
Black Swan, Sheffield
March 22nd
Hill Top, Carlisle
March 23rd
Shuffles, Glasgow March 30th
Guildhall, Plymouth
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a

depression,

a

stalemate situation,
something good happens.
When the Beau's started

there was nothing hap -

pening and nothing

.

Tavern Disco, Dorchester
April 11th
Locarno, Sunderland
April 12th
Bubbles, Carlisle
April 18th
April 18th -27th
Ireland

J
Also appearing for
Granada's 45 Show

RCA

happened and then
they came out
with nothing but music."

Belief
He says he started
playing AWB type music
because it was the only
kind of music he liked to
hear. "For a long time
there was nothing ex citing me, nothing getting
me off and I, along with
the others in the band
believed we would have to
do it ourselves, that we

gig
g g they will else
be able to go beck

r

play however

managed to get
people dancing the
We felt
bit
I

tt

Alen Gout"
and he's got so many

20,

when we wenta hi
because all the crew
the promoters, every
else was black, but
were no hard feeling'
He believes though)_
black people
know their male belts
Black kids in t

'

of

H ' into
his own Ideas. He's
are
other things too that
to new
us
lead
Bo1n g to
dlreCUons.
s that Playing
He
y
s become a lot easier

he.ea
there's

street, they know ee
Heft& Hancock,
know who all the ride
are. 'Yeah man heyb
he's a bad brother.' tt

know ever
everything A
can
'based' (he doe,
accurate mlmmlek)
welcome. A lot of U
reckon we do, so way
welcome. It's great w}_
everybody starts singlet
No, I didn't expect flat
the the number one
number one doesn't ml'
all that much. Know that you ran back It up t

bodythat

absolutely no
I
danger of them to rmu e
rising the show. "We
we_
because
that
do
can't
have to play for ourselves
on stage. We allow
ourselves the privilege of
changing any tune at any
time, any night
Is lot L
"Steve likes stepping good. There
strength. So
Into the unknown. He's a reserve
we've
nights
been
fly
well,
real showman as
on one engine but ll'eb
which is necessary. 'going
no
bother.
Sall
real
was
a
Robbie
night' you need to slept
showman, Steve's a rea
showman; a different the power a bit
can solo
kind of showman but it's Everybody
.the cows clans hane,It
that thing - a kick, a
sing
we
can
.
, , you ku
the
that
kicks
drummer
but

band.

Once you've

ay

we're just

heads," he laughs.

lag

One last question abs

Peter Harvey

played with Robbie there
was no way you could
settle for less."
Bernard Purdue, the
Atlantic session drummer
jammed with the band at
their New York gig.
Alan says: "That was
an amazing night. That
was the kind of night that
I wish everybody In
hear."
He admits he still likes Britain could have been
the AWB album occasion- at. In Britain It's not the
ally.
same thing obviously
"Pick Up The Pieces, because It's a very scaled
we've played it every down thing. The thing
-night for a year I don't about America is, it's so
know how long
and you
vast. New York, it's
hear it on the radio six
street music. I get this
times a day when your feeling all the time. This
travelling, but I'm still la what we play, we play
not tired of IL
street music,
play city
"It just started out as music, that'swe
all we
an instrumental and and New York, life do,
is
Roger Ball (keys and right there on the
sax) happened tb come up It's not really takenstreet.
away
with a really great horn Into people's homes.
It's a
line. It's his style.
very sort of communal
Y
Heplays pushing the beat thing New York,
really
all the time and that kind sort of hot,
0
hot city
of melody kind of pushes That's where the
thebeat "
comes from. We're music
based
AWB are different
around New York, we're
"Yeah now," he says.
really In the vein of New
"You can recognise our York."
sound now. The simplest
Hek feels AWB are
thing you can play and
musicians circle.in the
make It sound good is the agrees they are pop He
stars
best thing to play. The now as well.
essence of the music 1st
"But you don't retinae
simplicity."
that until you goon stage.
The Americans call This is the first Indication
their music r 'n' b and he that we've had of It
the
goes along with that
reaction to this tour. You
"I'm really content saw It.
It's
great,
now. In fact everybody in fantastic. We've always'
y
the bandIs at the stage liked partying. Good time
where they're doing what charlies. We seem
to
be
they want to do. The able to get a club
creativity has been there atmosphere in a big gig,
all the time but now this which le something I was
album has really been al always afraid might not
collaboration with the work. These kind of gigs
inclusion of Steve now as we're doing at the
well. He's very fussy and moment they are the best
very picky about what for acoustics and atmoeshould be played m any phere, so if we can do two
tune. He's a fantastic nights
a place of that
drummer. He's going to sise rather
in
than a
be a major force I think
because he's so young
Philadelphia stadium i9
would have to make the
kind of album we wanted
to hear. That's the baste
aim. That la still our aim.
This album now, we're
throwing ideas around in
attempt to try and get the
kind of thing we want to

--

April 5th
-Y

have

It.suddenly

March 15th

t

people

-

think your band is really
wonderful."
"Oh só it's HIS band
now Is It," grins the ever

to

the reason Is

getting

Iing of
feeling
away from this [e
And
Abu depression
terrible
it's heavily on motile
to,
dance
can
music you
music that's exciting tc
listen to. Everytlme you

F' It....;
_

..

they're

r

,

laseip

acts that are actually
gaining excitement In -

Shabby Tiger are making tracks.
Hear their first single:Slow Down:

el

.

. .

soul

91.

it
'y

we.

.

. .

.

andof
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the

.

1

L

Alan Gorrle as they
lumbered Into a loose first
number.
So this was the Average
White Band in America;
playing just seven nombars and getting the
wildest most sustained

.
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.

.

.
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!widows and offered to show the wsv. "You could
et me In," he went on. "1 work down at Discount
tecords. I clean forgot thin gig was tonight and
tow there ain't a single ticket left." The cclamour
grew stop by step until'
.ev ..:ti}::
.: v. : .v:: :: ?}}::}:{:X:::::::'ri'::$::::;::.
.
.} ... : :.}:: ..4..'¿'r.}:':::;:\::
:.. .. . ... ;., ;: .
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::.{. :..::.
right ouhlde the front ,;..:
.. .
.; {`. : .+: a>.:
":::>::; :::ix.. :. -,.
entrance there was One minute they
style, There'll have to
rote
back?Theydidforheard
¡set
manager
psimy a lot of trouble.
slumped useless In their
Through The Grape- McCaskill explains just be a change because for
The Orpheu m Theatre seats, for el the world, It
people have been
very Mintier to the doped to oblivion, the next vine - n wild and crazy why AWB had to declareyearslalfunó
that nouttnB
ending.
In Britain
cote P
d
non - residence
Rainbow
holds maybe everybody but everybody
la
Back stage tenor player
You think about it," his new, nothing exciting
3.000 making the scene
was on
The same
Molly
A.
admits:
Duncan
L
happening
come
outside for the non - ticket
No further
furtheheir r than
the "its been like that every Liverpool
have
artists
of
accent is a strange brew. glut
holders something of.a very next row a phalanx night,"
shaking hie head
"88 per cent of all the carried on being sag ceasedo - or - die affair. Bodies
of black chlx raised their
money we earned last tul for the pas[ four years,
lurched In a melee of tambourines up high and in Adisbelief.
young lady Is ushered night goes ,direct to the five years. There hasn't
squabbling men.
began the testifying right Into the crowded
dressing
We been anything new.
We'd been warned
whlle the guy who'd room, "Oh Hamish," she British Government.
P
don't want to have to stay There 's a depression
about Boston. The bus- previously
previously set some kind addresses
a
solely
for
going on, there's an
herself
England
away
from
ting problem had finally of record for rolling
my trials every
hl we're economy
errupted Into riots. There joints, was now balancing to the singer guitarist, "I year, butwhile
Ir
hod s moan ng and
was a lot of tension. "5 craztty on the back of his
e xcept one
Y lnfn
ti
complaining
dollars 50?"
Yeah, but seat and letting out a
1
or two of us, like ourselves
there's no godarnn tick- soulfoul moan. "We've
Tower Ot
'
maybe
ets!"
got work to do," yelled
the
Power and some

Sinister

.}'ÁV tile:

-

et the

back
atranoe where the cab dropped us m Washington
Street ley man, d'you say you had back stage
mast" A tall sleek negro materialised from the

-

.:i
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leaving Britain.
"Ash yes, the sad star
I don't feel too bad ale
it. I left Scotland in

IL

,

I was eager to go
London, London wage

and

I

exactly eager to have

MI

or any of us for a long Re

time until this band

London's been very gobs
to this band hut we ca
to the States two year'
ago against everybody':
advice
people w
saying we were
things prematurely,
were out of our minds
and we were right
thought we'd be right. I
were eager to come hen
We'd all of us played C
American bases In Oc
many a long time ar
I've always known
the music I like II C
music that these Peal

-

I

here like. We all ploaN
that America would it -

and we all lit

America fortunately. It
the same thing as leader
home to come to l.ondIt's just a case of Lam
was home for the Wt. years, now it's got to I
here because the music
so Intense. I can't [l
without daily injectfasf
hearing new thing'.
"I don't really MI
anyone should seeusst
of deserting our
land, because we hays
work so much. We ell C
bored with a week off. SI
in Britain there Y no el,
that we can now wee
There just isn't a
t

way."
wa
For the rest

of the y

it's going to be work.5-work.

We just want to M
touring. Nobody la sor
to see us In B u
because we can't to
for a year but mars
can do some eV
Eurooe.
'There's no wa) 01,

are
lvr.
stadium...written
proptmb."tie
us

going
uneventful

W
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AS cool as a
raspberry split and at, tall
ar. Gregory Peck in his
underpants; hut most
Important of all she's the
queen of the disco scene.
Motions Gloria Gaynor,I
the minx who'@ no jinx h!
currently floatln' around
London promoting her new
single, Reach Out And I'll
Bt, There, the Four Tops'
oldie.
This is her first trip to
Britain, so how is she
enjoying her stay in
London se far?

BHF=6

"It's super
fabulous," she

n

I

-

purrs. "Ah think it's
really beautiful provided ya don't look
up at the sky! It's
nice and clean and

orderly and

16

'The only thing I've
had recorded Is We Just
Can't Make It which was
the Dip side of Never Cana
Is that
Say Goodbye.
the one you meant. .. "
While Gloria sleeps in

Gloria Gaynor

4ry

drawls

I'll

just
the corner
mention that the main

to Jan lies

Influences on her career
have been biggi es such as
Marvin Gaye, Nat King
Cole and Frankle Lyman.

we

Virgos love that ya

a

know."

The sight which appeals to her most though,
is the pretty flowers In

"Frankle, oh he was my
first real big Idol," she
says sounding more
enthusfaetic. "When ah
was a kid ah could sing

street window boxes.

"They're so cute aren't
they?" she drawls.
"London is a lot
different to New York. Ah
mean ya don't see much
of thesky at alieven when
the sun Is shining - and ya
only git to know when it's
nice if the sun reflects off
a window from one of

them tawl buildings. Ah
love Ness York though.
It's very excitin' and

there's never
moment. "
She speaks

a

.

exactly like him. If you
heard me behind the door
you'd have thought it was
Frank le Lymon, honest!
"Ah also love Nancy
Wilson - she doesn't know
this 'yet but ah have
written some songs forher which ah am sure
she'd love. You know ah
wrote these songs before
ah started singin'.

,

5

"I guess I've been
influenced by a lot of
people but let me put It

dull

affectionately about the Big
Apple because the city's
so

this way; it doesn't
matter who they are so
long as they're really,
really talented and put It

shuffiere recently

crowned her their queen
of the discos in the opulent
Le Jardin hot -spot - and
by all accounts even Miss
World had nothir,' on this
crowning occasion.
"Deejays front all over
the country were-there
plus a lot of club owners
and press people."' she

afloat!"

says smiling as brightly
as a bijou. "They gave
me a crown and a trophy
and I even received a
citation from the Mayor.

Jesus,

it

was such

phenomenal fare; super

The record responsible

"Ali always include

Never Can Say in my
nightclub act but It was a
slower, ballady version
and ah realised the
audiences were gradually
growln'tired of tt.

"Trouble was ah didn't
wanna stop singing that
Loon ya understand, cos
ah loved it. So ah decided
to compromise by doing
the coon ah wanted and
giving it the beat the
audience wanted. Con-

Gloria believes that In
the world of showbiz, both

are equal any
more than a knife
is equal to a

are purely sex symbols to
be oggied at rather than
listened to.
"Alt don't mind being
classed as a sex symbol
honey, but ah know ah
have somthin' else to
offer," she smiles, winking craftily. "In this
business it's unecessary
to compete with ya male

-

fantastIC!"

men and women are on

spoon
hut
ya need them both'i

for her disco popularity

was of course Honey Bee,
which became the longest
running number one in
.the history of the disco
charts. It now looks as
though Never Can Say
Goodbye and her latest
offering Reach Out And
I'll Be There will be
following in their predecessors' footsteps.

'Ah don't think
men and women

sequently we made It
more up -tempo and the
song became a hit.

"When It came to
releasing a follow-up I
kinds liked the Idea of
doing The Four Tops'
Reach Out, ya know,
because it has always
been a favourite of mine.
So once again we gave It a
disco flavoured arrangement and are now hopin'
It's gonna be a monster.
Before we go on, Gloria

singles
orientated artist. Her

isn't just

a

album, also titled Never
a
Can Say Goodbye, Is
firm lave In all the
Downtown funkspots.

"The album is-a disco
stomper dedicated to all

them disc jokeys." says
Gloria. Ya see the Aside
is non-stop, which gives
the DJ's a chance to git on
outta them booths for a
twenty minute break.
The B side is disco
music too, cos as ah say
my career was born in the
discos and ah have to live
up to my name. But what
ah hope to do in the future
Is have one side taken up
with disco sounds and say
make the B side a lot more
varied, to show my

versatility.
. Ah loved being crowned
the disco queen but ah

don't want people to think
that ah don't know
anything but disco music.

ah

"

has a batch of unreleased

quasi -love songs at home.
Didn't you write a song
about a broken love affair
on the flip side of one of
your singles?
(pauses)

a
.

minute
See

didn't write either of

them,

Gloria also hopes to
write some of her own
material for the next
album and declares she

"Um, wait

,

why

ah'm askln' is 'cos Honey
Bee was on MGM and
Columbia, and each one
had a different B side and

"Ah wrote the dialogue
for the MGM version
called Come Tonight',
'cos It had a lot of talking
on the record; but It
wasn't about a broken
love affair it was a new
-

love

affair!"

Haven't you had any of
your songs released?

"Not yet, but as ah say
ah have a lot of boons at
home, an' all these songs
have been inspired by

personal experiences

like, ha ha, broken love
affairs. Bur... hang on
a second...

equal footing, even
though some cynics
believe that the majority
of women entertainers

counterparts 'cos we're
all here to entertain. "
Do you believe In
woman's lib then?
"Not really. Ah don't
think we're equal any
more than a knife is equal
to a spoon - but ya need
'em bothl
"So all this competition
between the sexes Is silly.
You should know ya
worth and what you're
good for and work at that.
Ah 've been liberated all
my life and done
everything ah wanted to
do nobody has tried to
hold me back baby.

"Ah have always done
what ah'm good for. Like
shit, ah'm not Interested
In

drivin'

runnln'

It

a

no truck or
jack hammer.

suits me bent' all
woman. "

>p

"Tony Blackbúrn's Record of the Week"
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YOU wÍ11 have
realises by now, many

nice Instrument for

AS

(96.22,

firms market guitars

which are styled on either

Gibsons or Fenders.
These are generally
referred to as "copies",
althotgh this to no slur on
the manufacturer, as
sonic "copies" compare
very favourably with
originals. A rase In point
being the excellent
Shaftesbury rango, carketed by Rose -Morris.
These guitars range In
price from £71.00 to over
£150.011,
and are wellrespected Instruments in
themselves.
Styled on the Fender
Stratocaster, the 3417 is a

Also
featured area last -action
maple neck, best quality
all -metal machine heads
when not to use.

and an adjustable truss
rod. The scratchplate Is
white, and all fittings are

fully chromed. It retails

tone control. The bridge
Is

luxurious cream and,gold
polyester. There are two
pickups with separate

a

,zmpr.hwive

pearlex position
and twenty-two
frets. It retails for £28.66.
edges,

dots
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NEW

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
CLOSED THURS

¡Sundays 11-4)
BRANCHES AT
DUNSTABLE AND KILMARNOCK

144 SHENLEY ROAD
BOREHAMWOOD
01-953 6924

guitars. There are some
excellent Les Paul shapes among this range In.
eluding the 2351 -DX. It
has de -luxe machine
heads, a superb low action fingerboard, two
humbucking pickups, and
an attractive gold -top
finfsh. The neck Is
detachable with a rose wood fingerboard, inlaid
Into which are pearlold
position blocks. The
bridge Is of the, tunomatic
variety, and the tailpiece
Is adjustable. A three-

way pickup selector

switch and two volume
and tone controls complete this outstanding

guitar which costs
£115.94.

The 2341 Is a black Les
Paul style guitar fealurIT three pickup units
with separate pole feces
together with two volume
and two tone controls and
a selector switch
The
neck is detachable and
Incorporates an adjustable truss rod. The
rosewood fingerboard has

pearlold position blocks

Menghlni

ex-

has a great "dicky"
sound.- There's a
Chromed hand rest
over the top pickup
and a large chrome

pearlold position dots, it
comes complete with lead
and case and costs [84.50.

Shaftesbury 3414

LONDON
,17

GUITAR

TUITION
IT MAKES

a

refreshing

change to hear that the

Jerry .Alen Organ Centre
not only provide the

normal sales service, but
also run a tuition course
for budding guitarists,

gUItARISTS!
Ask your local
Music Store for

thesl! famous
Guitars .

11,7.1)

P1d1GM>ol
EUa,vrlavn

~Nod.

Manager Graham

Smart explained "Basi-

cally It's a guitar tuition
course

and

is tnehided In the price.

-

r

board Is' maple with

plate over the

Altogether_ an excellent
buy for [95.110.

t

solid Telecaster style
guitar finished in ma.
hogany with a fancy
white scratchplate. The
neck Is detachable and
features an adjustable
truss rod. The finger

clusively for Davoif treble.
Mr Mi. Menghlni has
(U.K. ) Ltd.
paid close
The GJB bass is obviously
attention to detail- and
styled on the Fender there are some nice
Jazz Bass but stands touches to it like the
up to comparison wooden finger rest and
the two string guides just
really well.
the top nut.
It's got a natural past
The machine heads are
wood finish and large heavy-duty
heads
features two pick-- and seem very accurate.
an hour or so of
ups, Incorporating After
they didn't slip
one tone and two playing,
In the
The neck
volume controls. itself slightest
is detachable and
Both pickups have a the fingerboard Is very
really clear tone at smooth rceewood.
even a strap
lead
both high and low
volume. The treble
pickup in particular

4

and white bound edges.
The entire instrument is
mirror -polished by hand,
and, complete with lead
and- plush -lined case, It
retails for f120.00.
The 2366F Is a semi -

:

. LYCOMPARATIVEname in guitars;
the Gherson range
is made in Italy by
a guy called, Alfredo
A

ENE INCREDIBLE
9UR NS Et YTE GUITAR -1:260.00

Summerfleld Brothers

of Gateshead handle CSL

ROAD TEST

..

Jun a..iv.d n, .lock

a

The rosewood cambered
fingerboard has purfled

position markers and
cream scratchplate. A

Nino, of Cla.alc

the

)shed neck is detachable.

switch. This outstanding
guitar is complete with
chromed fittings, pearlex

En* ...d El.cut 0,1..n ,fl h4f to Ffrock, Gaon
tea SnaM.00ry Sod ym.M.
wa.an., tea. .w.n4 ro m, e.m.na w. are ,moat.
ro n'<Af N'Mf Npncalldna for Inc GUITAR,
57
T COURSE until me .,nf of Marc

Incorporates

chrome -plated tremelo
arm. The truss rod Is
adjustable and the naturat wood polyester fin-

three-way selector

Plow of coon

all -metal and

tailpiece

tone and volume controls
for each together with a

WE NOW HAVE IN STOCK
STUDENT GUITAR OUTFITS
FROM £10.00 COMPLETE

-

two pickup
selector switches, two
volume controls (one for
each pickup), and one

The 3414 Is modelled on
the Les Paul and features
a single -cutaway body In
solid wood finished in

t1RG11110Et1TRE

two heavy-

duty pickups, each with
its own volume and tone
control, plus a three-way
selector switch. Also
featured is a solid wood
finger rest, a fast-action
damper and pear hex
position markers. This
retails tort83.45.
Rose -Morris also dis-tribute a long-standing
favourite
the Top
Twenty (catalogue No.
1970). It's a solid -bodied
guitar finished in black
and red polyester. There
are two pickups with
individual pole -adjusting

screws,

for £73.62.

R

separate volume and lone
controls for each pick - up
giving' full control from
high treble to a mellow
bass tone. The bridge Is
fully adjustable and it

It features

ter finish. It incorporates
a master volume control,
two tone controls and a
three way pickup selector
switch plus a smooth
vibrato unit, the armaof
which can be swung away

3fRR3.ACCEt1

" way pickup
selector switch, with
three

retailsfor£75.54.
The 3415Ís a long scale
bass guitar in a natural
wood polyester finish and

three pickup 6 -string
guitar tnsunburstpolyes-

Shaftesbury 3417

Styled on the S.G., the
3413 Is a superb twopickup six -string, In
natural wood polyester
finish. It incorporates a

Gherson Jazi Bass

we run In our
Dunstable and Beecham.
weed branches on MaIday night.. There are
actually tau count.., one Is for absolute
beginners and the other Is
a slightly mere advanced
course. It's Me le..00 a
week for Rill weeds and
costs £6, 5o per course.
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BEGINNERS

PLAYING
WRITING articles al

four -week intervals poses
the problem of the time
lag. When you read this
you've forgotten all about
the last article. H you
really want to get into this
you''ll do a bit of mental
stocktaking from time to
"how am I
dice
doing" sort of thing .
and that's when you
should start to revise.
Your attitude Is Impor-

tant. Consider your
progress . . . not your
problems.
Enough of this pep talk.

about your voice. In your
mind, or by thumping
your foot, accent the first
and third beats which
have been underlined.
The next important point
Is that music is made up
in phrases and sentences
just like speech. At the
end of the fourth bar, on
the word "knee", the
melody is sustained right
through the bar and this
Is obviously the end of the
sentence. Your four - to the - bar strum can begin
to sound a bit monotonous
and this phrase end is
.your chance to put In a bit
of fancy work that will
add some style to your

playing.

First of all your strum
stroke. This should be
crisp. Suspend your
forearm over the guitar so
that it touches the
soundboard edge about
halfway from the elbow to
the wrist and relax. Now
strum the G chord with
the first fingernail. No

Let's get on with playing.
Tn date, in this series, we
have considered two
chords in the Three Chord
Trick. The chords named

G and D7. You may even

have learned more than

these two chords and this
Is where the revision
cores In. Now don't think

we're becoming Involved
with theory of music but
you want a bit of help to
get the "feel" of what you
are doing. Let's consider
the three elements of

music

Melody,

.

Harmony and Rhythm.
You've already had a go
at two of them; melody Is
the tune which you should
have been whistling or

humming

as

you

strummed .the chords.
Harmony is the chord
accompaniment to your
melody. We're left with
the all -Important rhythm.
Now you don't need to
read music to appreciate

rhythm because it's

something you feel and
this feeling must be
nurtured and developed.
In music see establish this
rhythmic pattern by
dividing the music into
"measures" or "bars"
and In written music
there is a vertical bar line

at the end of each
division. Each bar must
contain the same total
value of long and short
notes so that the pattern
develops.
The only

other factor

you need consider at this
time Is that different
dance movements have

need to move the

right

hand. A crisp flick of the

::
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nique. Flamenco players
each chord by picking the
can keep up a smooth notes In succession
continuous roil. Now let's
(arpeggio or broken
flit In that sustained chord style) In addition to
phrase end with the roll.
the strum.
To highlight the crisp
This fault is particular- Burke Shelley (Bud gle)
strum let's substitute the ly noticeable when we
Budgie are a three - piece band from Cardiff, who have
word "ping" for the word
come to the final chord in a new single recently released I Ain't No Mountain,
"strum".
the Three Chord Trick written by Andy Fairweather Low. Burke Shelley
I
.
the chord of C. As I
came from A -la
bass and handles lead vocals.
bama wid- hope you are using the playa
"Well, I started about seven years ago with a Vox
my
on "Strum A Song" or other Clubman which was OK, but the amps I used at theI
folk guitar hook you won't time were crap. After getting to grips with that,
my
knee
need.a diagram but as a moved on to a Fender Precision Haas and I've never
kl-tl-ping
reminder you have;
changed. I use four 100
Persevere with this
2e1e
watt 18in speakers, which
roll. AU part of the

i'f:

banjo

effective "rasgueado"
teachnique used by

flamenco players. Apart
from the sound effect It's
very showy.
So far we've been
concerned with down
strokes which are exeCuted with the back of the
angers or rather with the
nail. Now an op stroke

effective.

Rhythmically it

can

sound quite different to a
down stroke. Best way to
make a start is to try It
"eight to the bar", which
simply means that you're
fitting in a sharp up
stroke between each down

chord rather than a

ragged series of notes.
Now for an elaboration
of this stroke
.
the
roll. To start this clench
the fingers so that they
are locked behind the pad
at the base of your
thumb. The first thumbnail sketch shows this.
Now spring or "explode"
the fourth finger into the
extended position shown
in the second sketch.
(Fig. 1). Try this several
times as some people
have an Initial difficulty.
Now clench the fingers
once again and spring
them loose successively
Your, three, two,
one. Next step is to
suspend the hand just
above a table top and
make four taps by
springing the fingers
loose from the clenched
position;

Ra-ta-ta-tat
4

3

2

1

Back to the guitar.
Suspend the right hand in
the playing position and
brush the nails across the
strings in the same way
and you'll get a "rolling"
strum. This Is basic

accompany hundreds of
tunes but you will always
be in one key. , . the key
of G. To understand this
we'll have to do a little bit
of theory at a later date
but in the meantime
always strike the chord of
G before you start to hum,
whistle or sing a melody.

3

2

4

Some teachers make

the student "count" time
and the above would be;

ONE and TWO and
THREE and FOUR and
,

My own view Is that
time or rhythm values are
something you "feel"
rather than count mechanically so get that foot
thumping and fit in the up

strokes between the
beats.
One hand at a time so
that we don't get confused

and we've

been discussing the right hand.
Let's have another look at
the left hand which is all
important in toile produc-

tion. Big thing to
remember at this stage ix
to crook the fingers at
both joints so that the
hand Is in a "claw"
position and the tips of the
fingers come behind the
frets to make the notes.
There is always

One other point. You
may not have a guitar as
yet. You could be using a

friend's Instrument at the
youth club. It you are still
at school your pocket
money may not run to
buying even the cheapest
guitar and your parents
may not want to come up

with the necessary.
Understand their viewpoint. If they don't play a
musical instrument they
may well feel that
"there's no music In our
family" so they won't feel

disposed to spend money
which they feel will be

wasted. Fair enough.
What you do is to take the
guitar home and let them
hear your pet piece.
Make sure you have it off
pat first of all. Once they
hear you perform they'll

come up wills
st'

tM

a

'

» b

eras

a
to

tendency for a finger
collapse at the first joint.
If this happens you may
Pager the operative note
but the back of the finger
tip by making contact
with the next string will
muffle the chord. Check

the

necessary!

tl

r

If

their own rhythms defined by the number of
Ray Stiles (Mud)
beats in each bar. Waltz
flamenco eultar tech time is tt which simply
means that you have
three quarter beats in ' DEAR EAMONN,
each bar and you count I BEING one who has always had
one, two, three.
Each j problems with left hand fingering, I was
device
rhythm has Its characterinterested In a recent advert on a Do
you
istic accented pulse and
called the Corista Chord Finder,
and does it
it
in waltz time you accent
about
anything
know
1
the first beat .
ONE,
eliminate my problem?
two. three. In foxtrot
Liam Sheppard, Telford, Salop.
time, the most common In
+It really depends what you mean1s bya
our popular music, you
lett hand fingering. 'i'le Corista
have four main beats and
device designed to eliminate problems
chord
v u aerent the "walking" s
concerning the formation onofvarious
beats ,
- ONE, two
shapes By pressing down a chord
(min
four;
¡ Write to guitar letters. Record and
keys, you can
this le helpful
1
came from Al -a- I sutonatically. Obviously getting your (PoPswop Mirror, Spotlight House,
difficulty
have
you if you
t Benw ell Road, London, N77AX.
ba-ma sold' tofingers
in the right positions without
ban -jo on
my
muffling the flotes or reeking the strings
my
knee
Mar. It is also a great
3 4
1
help if you want to
2
3
4
-I'm afraid the people
develop your right band ipterviewed lead guitarG
G
G
D7
you mention are not the
technique. If, however, fats. What about us poor
The above, Oh Subeing
your problem is not
bass -players? How' about
easiest to get hold of, mutt
"mat. Is a straightable to play' melodies, asking people like Jack
forward tune with few odd
agree there must he :nasty
then the only solution is luce, Chris Squire and
tone values. Each meloyoung budding bassists
practice, practice, prec- Colin Hodgkfnson (Back
dy note falls right on the
they
and
use
around. With this in
what
ties.
Door)
beat. There are no short
mind, rve managed or get
how they learnt? I'm sure
of long notes to corn hold of Burke Shelley
many other people learnPlicate matters. Strum
(Budgie). Mick Groome
mg the guitar would be
DEAR EAMONN,
the chord of G to get
(Ducks Deluxe)and Ray
your
articles
two
interested.
last
IN your
Pitch right then start to
All are
Ron
Stiles (Mud).
Fettle. Watford.
on the guitar. you
tour bars or
whistle
Ile if you have a thing

GUITAR LETTERS

7EE,

,

are a bit on the bassy
side, so I use roundwound
strings. They give me a
-lot more treble. It's a
strange combination, but
It gives me the sound I
want, which is a clear
Missy tone rather than a
deep, booming sound.
amps, but I prefer my

Marshall,

It's

a

200

watt, which I use at about
half volume, so I get
clarity as well as power. "
Influences?
"Nobody In particular
really
it's more a case
.of hearing a song with
good bass lines. I do like
Maul McCartney though.
There's so many good
bass players around. I
like the general feel of the
Tamla Motown bassists. I
tend to prefer basa
players who don't put In a
lot.

"If anyone's thinking of
taking up bass, I'd say try
to get a good bass and

stick with lt, rather than
change too often. Make
sure you know what you
want. Listen to bass
playing in general and

don't

he opposed to
listening to music that's
not up your street You've
really got to keep an open

mind."

Mick Groome (Ducks

Deluxe)
Ducks Deluxe are a four
rock
piece London pub
band who have Just
released a new album
Taxi 1b ,The Terminal
Zone and a single
Fought The Law- Unlike
most bass - players, Mick
Groome is somewhat of a
multi. Instrumentalist.
"I started off as a
drummer after hearing
Reid' Moon about, ten
years ago. I stayed with
drums for a couple of
years and then moved on
to guitar. I'd already
been playing acoustic
guitar for a few years
anyway, so I eventually
picked up a Fender
Stratocaster for £60. I
mainly played slide as
was En a blues hand al

::at iataa KaM . ata»70.4
group. As for advtoe, rd
say listen to an nuany
style« ne possible- It may
sound strange, but I find

It really helpful to:htee a
the ouphonlnm in brass
i,ande, because they play
some great bass parts..
Ray Stiles ( Mud )
After slogging around the
oink and ballroom circuit
for years, Mud finally
made It Into the Matte a
couple of years ago and
since then have never
looked back. Bassist Ray
Stiles has quite an
interesting collection of

guitars including
existent
bass.

built

d -

Burke Shelley (Budgie)
that time. As far as
guitars go, the Strat's my
favourite. It's got a nice
trebly sound - great for
chordwork. Gibson's are
good, lout you can't beat a
Fender for treble.
"I took up bass about
she years ago, and have
stuck tort ever sines. The
that bass I used was a
borne

made copy of

a

Fender Precision, and
after a while I got bold of
a very old, white Fender
Jase Bass which I still
use. I also have a Hofner
Violin Bass
it's really
good for recording.
"I Joined a rock and roll
band called The Wild
Wally Show, and then
went on to play with the
Nashville Teens. After
that, I played in a great

-

band called Rar. In the
'Teens I found I was being

restricted because

we

were really Just doing
rock and roll, but In Ram,
we were doing a lot of
original songs, and 1 was
able to broaden my style.
Anyway, due to lack of
funds, we had to break up
Ram, and I eventually
joined Ducks Deluxe.
"I'm very interested in
vocal harmonies and, in
fact, on the new single
overdubbed the harmonies as well as doing the
lead vocal. I think it's
very helpful to have a
working knowledge of the
other Instruments in a

my dad made for me.
Then after using a Rosetti
Lucky 7, I bought u
Horner Beaus Bus which
I liked very much. In

fact. I'm toying with the
idea of buylag another
one. Anyway, In about
Ifie3, !swopped the Bootle
Bass in for a Fender
Precision, which I still
use. ICs about 14 years
old. I also recently
acquired a Fender Mush
oxraste? bass. It's really
just for use at home- I've
also got a Jap copy of a
Gibson. I give Ieasoeo to
our manager on it. Ob.
I've also got a [layman
4040 bass although I don't
use It on stage. It's got a
great "Micky" sound for
recording though.
"My prize possessleu Is
an eight- string bass built
for roe by John Birch- ite
also built Rob's heart shaped guitar. It's got a
great sound
it Oils out
nicely.
"My influence« were
Jet Harris In the early
days and obviously Paul
McCartney. He plays
some ,amazing bass lines
so Inventive. I also like
the guy who plays with

-

-

Roberta Flack-

Ills

name's Chuck Rainey."
Has May any advice for
would be bass players?
would say always
boy the hest you ran
afford at the time- The
more money you pay, flee
easier the guitar will bo to
play. Anyway, you'll nod
up saving money In the
long run. As for actual
Playing. the most Impor
tent thine Is practice."

"l

DAVOLI
FOR GHERSON
GUITARS

extremely good players
and have some inter.
eating comments on bass.

DEAR EAMONN,

A friend of mine recently
bought a secondhand
Columbus Les Paul. Can
you tell me where I could

get some information on
these guitars?
Steve Randall, Stamford,

limes.

Write to Fletcher.
Coppock and Newman
lad., Shelton House, 39-41
Shelton Street, London,
WQH, MIL..
DEAR EA MOWN,
WHO do you think is a
better guitarist
Carlos

-

Santana or John

McLaughlin?
Bill Roberts, Garston.
+ Jett Beck, In future,
please direct letters like
this to The Face column.

a

string

"About 14 years age, I
started off with a guitar

'I've tried American

-

SY DICK
SADLER

UP

DOWN

first finger from the

knuckle does the trick and
will give you a nice clean

With this vocabulary of
three chords you can

stroke:

1

')..15114:18Xi
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ice bassists

GUIDE TO

GUITAR

.

JAZZ BASS NATURALFINISH
FOR BROCHURES ANO LOCAL

STOCKISTS

WRITE

OAVO.
AMPLIFICATION TO:
LTD., 8
CORONATION
ROAD, PARK
N.W.10.
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TONY ALLEN did not
return to Radio Caroline
orb a recent tender. Hopes
are that he will be back

KID JENSEN Is

leaving Radio

Luxembourg, prob.
ably in May, to join
Radio Trent, the

onboard wllhtn,the
coming weeks, and If

possible

in time for
Easter when Caroline and

commercial radio

MI Amigo will be
celebrating the 11th
birthday of the station.

This year Easter falls on
exactly the same day as It
did in 11144.
Tony Allen has several
taped interviews with him
when he goes back to the
ship. For the time being,
another new disc jockey,
lion Stevens lo taking his
place. Simon Barrett has
al so returned.
The Ml Amigo disc
jockeys are now fully
installed In their Spanish
headquarters in Playa de
Aro. Stan Haag, formerly
with Veronica, has joined
Mi Amigo, and at the time
of writing, he Is
broadcasting Uve from
the ship. They have also

started doing
breaks at

news

station broadcasting
to the Nottingham
area.
Programme director,

Bob Snyder, who formerly worked on the pirates
and Piccadilly Radio
announced the appointment lost week.

Kid Jensen Is the first

Luxembourg jock In

modern time, who has left
the station, but has been
allowed to continue m air
until his contract ends.
This only goes some way
to

demonstrating just

what

professional

a

broadcaster Jensen

Is

regarded to be by his
superior. at Luxy.
Bob Snyder doesn't
envisage any other star
names joining the Nottingham station, but a
week before the announcement of Jensen'.

a quarter past hour. To give a
rough guide which Mi
Amigo jocks are live on
.appointment Snyder has
the Mtip, the news breaks
aid that no name jocks
will give a clue.
would be joining.

each

Radio Caroline The Official Story

Rad¡o

Caroline

1

Joining Trent means
that Kid Jensen will be
able to work m this 45
show more easily. According to Jensen, he will
be doing an afternoon
show on Trent, which will
mean he has his evenings
free la do discos and
record hie television
Mow.

Luxembourg have

apparently not as yet
appointed a successor to
Jensen, but they are In no
hurry to do so.

1tC]P.
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about his career, seems to he
-slightly serious, Cliff reminiscing
LOOKING ever -so
Elton John
a popular format for a show
Richard Is seen chatting away (Well,
of
maybe he's just finished a sentence) to also trotted up to the station a couple
recently,
Keith Slues at -Radio Hallam
ago to do the same thing.
which be visited to do a live two-hour show weeks

-

BBC LOCAL radio dee
jays seldom get a look in
now with the advent of

commercial radio.

Messrs Capital, City,
Piccadilly and Clyde so
far" seem to have swapt
the board as far as
publicity is concerned.
This week we thought It

an idea to give Robbie
Vincent, one of the most

respected local radio
Jocks a chance to air his

views. Robbie Is host to
half dozen very popular
shows on Radio London.
Robbie Vincent began
his career in radio, via a
spelt^on the Evening
Standard paper in London. He was a reporter,
covering everything from
shootings in Ireland to
train crashes. "I really
began at Radio London
more on the news side, but
when a presenter couldn't
do his show, I stepped In
and I've been doing It
ever since. That was 4%
years ago."
12

till

2

on

Saturday lunchtlmea

.

Robble has his favourite
show, covering soul and
good honest pop' It Is one
of Radio London's best
rated shows. "I became
Interested In doing this
sort of show and working
in radio when I went out to
RNI on a story for the
standard. I was impressed by the way they
sat down in a studio
playing records and

genuinely entertaining
the audience. I regard
radio as a very creative
medium, and when I've
done a good show I think
of it in -the same way as
writing a good feature."

Quizzing Robble about
his radio shows is quite
funny. "When there was
a water shortage a few

years back, I asked

people to ring in If they
were sharing a bath with
anyone. Two guys rang
up to say that they were
having a bath together,
and that they always did
It because one of them

petitions, and me lady
even came into the studios
to do an impersonation of
a

chimp.

Incredible."

That was

Robble has Just been
over to America for a
week picking up on new
records, and also meeting
his opposite number in

America. Every two
weeks, Robbie's pro-

VINCENT

"creative medium"
didn't have a bath, so the
one who didn't have one
would go round for the
evening fora bath.
"On another occasion I
asked people to get their

cats to miaow down the
phone. I once had a
competition with one of

our secretaries. She satin
the studio, and over the
phone I got four blokes to
try chatting her up. I've

had'

gargling

com-

gramme links up with
station WMCA In New
York. He regards his trip
to New York as essential,
"All be It fleetingly, I
have now seen some of the
places and the things I
talk about over the air.
I've also seen more about
what radio Is like in
America. The radio over
there is terrific. One

thing

did notice

I

especially was that the
standard of commercials
Is so much better over
there, and in their shows
the ads aren't only on
tape. They also say them

live."

"One of the best ads I

heard whilst In America

was for California

Prunes. It was superb. "
On Radio London, as
with all of the radio
stations In the UK, there
is a continual conflict
between the Musicians'
Union, the Phonographic
Performances and the
radio people. To put it
bluntly, the radio stations
want more needle time,
and the others don't.
What does Robble feel
,about the subject? "Weil,
I'm a born pessimist. I
don't think there will be

any increase in the
amount we are allowed to
play. We have a total of
7 hours a week! I'd quite
naturally Jump over the

moon if there were to be
an increase. I think what
the authorities think is
that we would want to
play pop records all day.

I think

we'd Will have
programmes on trains,
fishing and the like, but it
would be nice to not be
forced Into it. "

N.Irr..ted by Tony Allan
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HARD ON the heels
of our piece about
the difficulties of
getting new releases
in Northern Ireland,
we received a letter

from Dick Sheppard,
currently on a disco
tour of Scandinavia.

Dick pointed out In his

letter that the only way
new releases find their
way into Norwegian
shops is if the group
happens to co -incide a
tour with a record. Just
appearing in the shops at
the
Is Gloria
Gaynor's Never Can Say
Goodbye and the Pepper's Pepper Box. Dick is

currently working in

r

í

ts

-

mrtondMe
as 155 o11i415 LP
The Radio

t

,

Now. for the Iln, none. her. r, rue and Mmes, account Cl the
thetory of Remo Caro..M. This le t e of cgs.. nary o thb odd'a
le
011Mor. Radio h 5m11. Approved
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Kid Jensen
leaves Zoe

UMBO

& Tapes
Clifton Gatean. LONDON N15
Rccorth

Bergen. at a club called
the Corner Disco Pub,
which caters mainly for
soul
Barry White,
Stevie Wonder and B. T.

-

Express are all big
business.

Further out,

apparently, Mud and Sust
Quatro rule! To keep In
touch with what's happening In the old country,
Dick usually orders his
records after reading
about them In Record
Mirror, and has them sent
by a certain Mike Frost.
who Dick says has helped
him keep up to date with
'the latest sounds.
The current Top 10 at
Dick's disco is printed
below,

A MERRY

SHEPPARD. ,
in Sca ndana via

1
.

snags

TRY BOOTS, IAN
MORE

DJ PICK OF THE WEEK
1

1
3
4

5
e
7

8
C

lO

Love Burls
Shame Shame Shame

JEST

TONY JONES, a resident for presentatten
Jock at Tiffany's In Lord Mayor of to the
London,
Gloucester Is about to and is being sponsored
by
rival Lady Godiva (but local people to raise
fully clothed, of course) ...limey for' charity
along
by riding from Gloucester -the route,
So It you've
to London intuit med lev al been walling
armour. He'll be acrry- rhtat knight In year sof
ing a scroll from the Lord appear, It couldarmour to
your
Mayors of Gloucester, big chance. Thebeouting
Cheltenham and Oxford takes place on April 2.

Nazareth
Shirley S Co.
Lady Marmalade
Labelle
Alvin Stardust
Good Love Can Never Die
Can't Get Enough Of Your Love
Barry White
Get DaFEc In'
Disco Tex
You're The First, The last, My Everything Barry
White
-B, T. Express
DoUTIl You're Satialled
Rot Chocolate'
Cheat Baby
Zig Zag
Keep On Bumping

HELP for Ian same. Keith oleo agreed
Hurley
the lad having with the remarks made
problems with records in by Pete
Ireland. Keith Hellyer, a Butterfly Hanson of
d. J. with K 'N' R Sounds, -keeping theDiscos about
wrote in to say that he's particularlyvolume down,
to discos that
experienced similar probfor older people.
lems, but found the catar
Keith went
to say that
answer with Bouts the he thought on
volume
Chemists. Ile says that and playing high
lots of heavy
they order the new music gave the
discos
In
releases mentioned in general a had na
me.
Record Mirooy every
week for him, and why
Thanks for your Coln.
doesn't Ian try doing the

-

meets, Keith.
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GROUPS THAT specialise In harmonious the

songs to choose one

I

I

I

..

glare and the

unassailable reasoned
answer, but already
they've picked up -a
trick or two of their

.1t

own.
Firstly. they haven't let
themselves get saddled with

goody clean Living
a goody
Image so they can always
thrmt you out If you get too
offensive but, even more
disconcerting, they've rea-

1

t

+

you their sound needs a

unaccompanied harmony
numbers a la Prelude.
Maybe that's unfair - they

Presenting

untie the rest disrupt
proceedings with lunatic

interjections when they don't
like the questions. Believe
me. it's hell - and not made
any easier by having one of
them breathing down your
neck reading every word you
scribe In your notebook.
Afterwards, while trying
to separate the sense from

by Thereze.

The Guys

I think I just

Julie plays third

string to those two, chipping
In when they run out of

Anti .Dolls

Ideas.

interview

That leaves Phil, Dominic
Martin. Phil Is quieter
the rest and more
merciful, Dominic handles
and

than

and
Martine helps him out when
she is not too busy keeping a
weather eye on the notebook.
Leaving aside all the in Jokes and red -herrings, what
they have to say for
most of the questions

themselves is

frequently

record than a noisy one.

1

a

mixture of bravado and
modesty. Contrast, for
example, Dominic's: "If we
didn't have another hit for a
year we would still be a big
act" with Marline's "One
reason for the success of our
single could be that parents
are more likely to give their
kids 55p to go out and buy our

fair

number of backing musicians and in the next that
they fancy doing some

disorientate their victim as
much as possible and one has
to admit they make a good
Job of it All of them turn up
for interviews and all talk at
once Two or three of them
a lit take 1t upon themselves
to actually answer questions,

interview act Iigtired out
David, whom they call the
actor of the group, is chief
clown and villain, supported

Home.
As far as playing musical
Instruments is concerned,
they make no bones about

blush when they say they are
learning as fast as they Can.
Then In one breath they'll tell

exploit It for all It 1s worth.
The object of the exercise
apparently is to harass,
confuse, sidetrack and

about got the Guys And Dolls

know we enjoy doing so. "
Allot them agree that their
hit single Is representative of
their kind of music, a larger
sample of which will soon
emerge on album. It will
contain some new songs and
a few oldies, including a

being novices and don't

lised that being a six -strong
croup Is an asset in itself and

the nonsense,

FORTY
PAGE ISSUE
KENNY bít back
at the
Knockers

playing Just for themselves.
We are aiming at playing for
audiences and letting them

Beach Boys medley and The
Beatles' song She's Leaving

ot

-

-

BUMPER

"Too many groups are

1/

Audience:
Ray Fox -Cumming

The' all claim to feel very
safe with their management
and the people that write
their songs for them. None of
them see any problems

concerning the follow-up to
There's A Whole Lot Of

can, of course, have It both
ways. '
When it comes to business
Guys And Dolls are no fools.
At the time their record first
broke, they were offered live

and resisted the
temptation to Jump at It. "A
fortnight later," they told
me. "the money we could
work

command had doubled. "
Now they are set to play a
series of residences lasting
several weeks on the

A great colour
poster of

Batley's cabaret circuit.
One-nlghters will follow

later.
They all attach great
importance to the visual side
of their presentation and use
the services of a choreographer, who is apparently
called Bookie and appears
on telly In the Hi -Karate ads.
For costumes they have
decided for the time being to
stick to black and white "they look good under stage
lighting" - with accessories
to add a touch of colour, like
orange for the
carnations
girls, green for the boys ..
"Just like," 'says David, "In
the days of Oscar Wilde." Oh
no, there's no rising to the
bait on that one. Give them a
chance to spin juicy yarns
about what they do off -duty
and we'll be here all night.
Back to the carnations:
"We were going to have real
ones dyed, but they wouldn't
have lasted under the heat of
so we had fake
lighting
ones made out of French

-

...

silk." French silk

eh?

What's wrong with plastic?

BOWIE
,

Exclusive single
and,album prerIew

PILOT
WIGAN'S OYATIOa
the truth!

-

Plus: Fox, the Glitter
Band and
Clifford T. Ward

"

Already in the charts

r----------- --,
FILL IN THIS

WIGANS OVATION
SKIING IN THE SNOW

COUPON AND HAND IT
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\hirt
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II
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LE

next

week's BM

each of them has begun to try
composing seriously.
All of them agree that their
business in life is to bring a
little freshness to what they
see as a rather stale music
scene. As one of them put It:

different approach.
Admittedly with only
the one hit, There's A
Whole Lot Of Loving,
they are new to the
game and haven't yet
mastered the art Of the

il

from,"

they chorus, and, adds
'Dominic, "any one of them
would be ail right. "
All agree that. while they
have complete trust in their
songwriters, It would not be
good to be totally dependent
on them for all material and

defensive attitude
from the outset. Guys
and Dolls have a

icy

Dolt miss

Loving. "We've got three

a
big world's
happy fancily type
ditties generally ez-'
pect interviewers to be
hostile and therefore
take up a politely
.

AGENCY

Nelson House, Castle Hill Road

Hindley, Wigan.

I

Phone: Wigan (0942 56121/2 - 55500
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ELANIE Is very pregnant and ready to give birth so that her
child call make Its ndraculottg journey of life from womb to
tomb. i mean It could have begun during our trans -Atlantic
phone call - but thankfully it didn't.
"How are you feeling?" i ask apprehensively.
' OK thanks it won't be too long now. After the birth I plan to
have a long rest, no more pregnancies for me until I've had.time to
get over the first two. I feel as though I've been pregnant for five
years so I think I deserve a break.

In any u

-

e
be
mid
States around about
summer. What
Britain?
I won't be coming to
Brita In until the tall
Is a pity because I
love It over there You

which

know I nearly bought a
cottage In Cornwall last
year but on reflection a
would have been Insane, I
mean Cornwall's stuck
out in the wade and it's
such a long way from
my
London! Also all New
in
family's here would
be
it
Jersey so

morn'

-

pointless my leaving
them."
Do you prefer live

appearances or studio
work?
"Well It's an entirely
different thing really. I
suppose there 'S a feeling

.Jan Iles on the'.hot.-Jersey-'Jersey

of reality with live
performances and you
them

Influence. "
She believes that

choosing

a

rd
affoelts
edibly
Iflg
p.
nervous just before I'm

name

u

ahoukln't be treated In a
light-hearted fashion because the child has to live
with It for the rest of his
life.
"I hale those really
stupid weird names like
P'ree and God

fancy naming

-

-

see.

.

.

Enough of this blithering baby talk In case fans
get the wrong Impression
by thinking Melanie has
turned into a matronly old
frump who's sole interest
isjin clearing up nappy
shah and wind
The truth is Melanie Is
still as enthralled with
music as she ever was
and Is most excited about

.

she

revert to simplicity

because of her last album,
Madrugada, which was
.over-produced to `say the

least!

"No It wasn't intentional at all. I know

going to'happen. Most of
the tracks were written

half way. Into the

i

session."

It seems tome that most
tracks are very retrospective
almost as if

-

Melanie Is Just as
smitten by her album's
packaging as she is with
Its content. "I think It's
the best album cover I've
had because It very much
portrays my real person.
ality. I guess it's the
perfect mod."
Will you be releasing a
single from the album?
"We've released You're
Not A Bad Ghost, here in
the States, and am I glad
It's not Yes Sir That's My

It's much less contrvied you were summing up
than my last album but It ,post experiences. Even
the title (As I See It Now)
Just happened that way.
Like I used a different suggests this . .
"Well, maybe, but as I
studio because my regular one was booked and I said earlier It wasn't
nothing was
also worked with different intentional
we just went ahead and
musicians and t personIt might've
ally think these things recorded it ans. well, It Baby
turned out to be another
helped my musts; I think just. . , happened!"

-

-

end I got really
bored with it because
people expected me to
sing It at every concert, so
now I've become a little
weary about being put
Into any kind of musical
bag. To be honest I cringe
at the Idea of having a hit

"In the

Brand New Key." '
What she means ts,
Brand New Key got her
Into a lot of hot water
because many of her
record and concert fans
alike expected her to
produce songs in the same
vein.

"It

record!"

was hell," she said.

A.

Hayden

J.

11

b:.
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Hurford-Dawson, "Aldretb",

HIII,

Near

Cheltenham,

Gloucestershire.
Judith Rubra, Causeway 127, PHleld,
Hants.
Jenny Wilkins, Beaeossfkld, Bucks.
Christine Duncuft. Dukinaeld, Cheshire,
SKIS 5HJ.
Eileen McLoughlin, Horsley Hill, South
Shields, Tyne& Wear.
Paula Nichols, Canterbury. Kent.
Karroo Gilt Delves Lane. Consett, Co.
Durham.
Bernadette Omen, Douglas, Isle of Man.
Michael Clarke, Acuha Road. Southfields, London, SWI9.
Margaret Golder, Wednesbury, West
Midlands. WSlO SPY.
Sally wells, Sale Cheshire.

M

1.

Christine Boyle,

s'I

Royton, Oldham,

Lancs. OI26RB
John Doran. Levenshoime, Manchester
19.

Megan Galley, Broºley, Shropshire.
Simon Freshness, Stowmarket, Suffolk.

Julie Powell, Bilsthorpe, Newark, Notts.
Angela Harman, Hereford.
Susan Sharrod, Kilburn, Derbys DE5
2RE.
Susan Hall, Harpenden, Nr. SL Albans.
David Anderson, Belturbet, Co. Cavan,
Eire.
Lynn Parr. Leigh. Lancs.
Lynda Page, Willows Estate, Grimsby,
South Humberside.
Kate Wood, Greenfield. Oldham. Lanes,

7JL

Donna Maotey, Harold Park. Romford,
Essex.
Elaine Butcher, Hackney, London, NI.
Kim Rennison, Mussley, A-U -L- Lancs.

Andrew Brookes, Warrington Lance
Peter Mynard, Seven Kings, Ilford,
Essex.

Robert Black, Welwyn Garden City,
Herts.
Susan Wooten, 4anrummy, Cardiff, S.
Wales.
Miss L. Owen, Bastard Port Talbot

Glamorgan.

Julie

I

-t

cn

Bertram,

Hunworth,

Melton

Constable, Norfolk. N 124. 2EN.
Mary Evangehd es, Hendon, NWs STN.
Christine Mercer, St Asapb, Metale aortic. Wlldiake, Leytonstone, London,
Ell 4DW.

Juliet Marcia, Derby, Derbyshire.
Phillip J. Copley. Nornlanton.

I.

lataya Clifford's album;`Road of
black music without the whitewash.

shouting out

abusive remarks.
"There were only one or
two people yelling but I
felt like they were the
spokesmen for the whole

audience. Admittedly
that kind of thing doeen t
happen often, thank
God."

Sonia Andrews, Leytonstone, London,

SWEET SENSATION
David Robinson, 49 Parr
Drive, Colchester, Essex.
H.

hl

began
'

COMPETITION WINNERS

-

1st prize.

s

due on stage because
W te
nomad ayspeople
particular thing from me,they have these pre.
conceived Ideas of what
I'm going Lobe like. "
Unfortunately thus
young poetess met with a
hostile crowd during her
last performance In
London's Drury Lane
where a few loose Ups

oh dear
a child

Clod I think you more or
less have to wait until the
baby Is born before you
start selecting names. We

really like Jeordie because ft's suitable for
either sex
but we'll
have to wait and

earliestin

concert will

Cringe'
gays

start

yet, so It looks

touringJust
as
h her

'Hif records

Melanie's brat offspring

la eighteen months old Lay la who Is reputed to be named
after Eric Cla pton's love song of the same name.
"Aentaay I wanted to
It's good to have a break
her latest album. As I See
call her Melanie because
It Now which has just from people you're used
I like my mime, but well. I
to because in the end you
been released In Briton.
kinds thought It might be However, some critics begin to Imitate yourself.
a bit loo heavy for her to
have said it is a Anyway we just went
live up to. Anyway. I
regression rather than a
ahead and made a very
bought one of those name
progression inasmuch as
spontaneous album. you
Docks and when looking
it is very similar to her won't believe this but
through It I noticed that earlier works, Gather Me when I got Into the
studios
Layla and Melanie had
and The Good Book. Did I had no Idea what was
similar meanings which
was rather nice, I
thought. TDat',wte of the
reasons why I chose the
memo. Alen I love Eric
aptor's song so I guess
Il klade held some

,

Obvlosselyy Melanie` isn'to

West

Yorks
Advira Levo, Clarnasa St. London. ES
Lilian Flowers. Hyson Green, Nottingham,

Iona!

I

Peter

by Stlocaion un Teésdule

Deem Ameral`am.

Lorrnrore.t.lt'Hut
CrtL) IJxti
a

t

R a d.

Bucks. HPs

'reotw,

o

Ell.

Michael Tighe, Drayton Green,
Daventryp, Northants.

Marie Kirkman, Bolton. All 251, Lancs.
Janice Knowles,
Knowles) Parr St. Helens,
Merseyside. WAS

Lesley Stacks,

Newton Heath,

Manchester 10.
Miss J. A. Davies, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts

Julie Honour, Leeds,

LS7 3HU,
Yorkshire.
Anne-Marie Bosley, Bosley, Ledbury,
Herefordshire, HAS IQR.
Prizes will be sent as soon as available.

COCKNEY REBEL

11

Tam Smith, Glasgow, 52, Scotland.
Miss F. Moth Keay, Nr Litton, Devon.
Janice Beech, Thistlenat, Crook, Co.
Durham.
Carole Radky, Basildon, Essex
L oetle Reeves, Wlekford. Estee.
Liam McClean South Ockendon, Essex.
Juliette Coachman, Chachos Village,
Sheppertos, Middx.
Janet Douglas, Blackburn, West Lothian,
Scotland.
Paul Oswald, Castle Hedingham, Nr
Holstead, Eases, CON 3EZ
Garry Bally, Grimsby.
Kathleen Ledgerwood, Wlaehburgh, W.
Lothian, Scotland
S. Waters, Colchester, Essex
K.
B. Lawrence, Eldeee, Swindon,
Wiltshire.
3. Scott-Nelson, Scarborough,
No_th
Yorks.
Peter 11ar1, Thornbory, Bristol,
8812

tEL

June, BBborough Nottingham, SIGS SAL
Alan

Timms, Wlegrase, Aylesbury,
Burks.
Mrs V. Milne, Chester Green, Derby.
Jenny Armitage, Ickeoham, Middx.
Colin Smith, New Eltha m, S.E.C.
J. Morgan, Bulwark, CheNtow,
Pail Balky, Princess Street, Gwent.
Laudon,
S. E. t.
II. Kerr, Bonnybrldge, FK41LN,
Saplinggsh ire. Scotland

haul ?smartly, Coventry, CVS ONW.
H.

M.
Marlow Bataan Cum moo.
Coventry, CV/ /DU.
W. Cole, Kinser, Bournemouth,
Dorset,
BH11 SAE.

Judith Cox on, East Bolden, Tyne & Wear,
NE36 Ole.
Pail Simpson, London, S. E. 15.
Susan Mclean, Btienghem.
Cleveland
1. M. Fletcher, area bloom,
Dorset,
BIIIS 9J it
Judy Attester, Fauna yea Lytham
tit
Acmes, Lards.
Louise Spene, Liverpool, 17, Lamm
Goes Arthur, klncorth, Aterdeen. 451
sea,
L Gurney, Old Hap Estes- Ktrkhy.

yr.

4 vrrpnol.
L

Bishop, South fat,,
s_-nee.

xht-r,

endas
ten Cetictmo
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album .picks

so"

MATAYA
CLIFFORD
say: it again

VARIOUS ARTISTS:
( ATLANTIC K40559).

-

r.

..

.

s

t

safely locked away.

world?
A: Trying to get a break In the music
business.
So this Is a political story about a young
man who confidently believes -he has found
an original black sound.

-

At the centre of 1t is a small guy who likes to wear'
floppy leather hats even in the confines of the tarted-up

}

14?

JJi
.

Mayfair boozer where he was reminded that "most
gentlemen remove their head attire. "
Nothing.personal
of

-

He didn't remove his
hat. His name's Malaya

Never heard of him?
It's only a matter of Ume
'

because he has a different
sound and that's why he's

finding It hard at the
moment
"What I'm trying to do

something new

space, an
- create
sound
and
Is

a

original

that's

difficult for people

to

THE MIGHTY CLOUDS OF JOY:

DAVID
HANCOCK

/11111i

BELIEVES
IN THIS

On

MAN
a

new."

His album Road Of Life
proves the point. ICs easy
to say what It Isn't It's
not Ah'orock or accepted
soul. It's not reggae
but It's difficult to
sek what It Is.
He has built up rhythm
and song structtlrea'from
all those influences and

added

a

strung -out

that works.
Because the music is
percussion

virtually indescribable
the critics are divided.

"The reaction I get

from my music tells me a
lot about people," he

si/.

u

confides. "There are

future for

others that daren't risk
being different In case It
endangers them.
"What I'm trying to do
Is Inspire the kids to bp
creative and do some-

country.

those that go with It and

thing different "

Born In Rhodesia as
Clifford Chewaluza, he
came to Britain in 1967 by
way of Zambia when he
realised there was no

million sales for his Can't
Get Enough. Barry's
chasing it up with new
album, Just Another Way

To Say I Love You, out

here March 2s. Also out

new
next weekend hi
Disco Demand single,
Kenny Bernard's What
Love Brings. Pye are so
confident In the record's

hit potential that they've

already arranged
celebration party at
Manchester's Torch Chile
on the day following Its

a

black

musician In his own

Yes, I was involved in

the politics of Rhodesia."
he says. "Everyone who

lives there in political. I

was an activist because
you have to be. I came
from a poor family and
the day I left Rhodesia on
the train I had II.
"But my music is not a
case of just taking an

soul gossip
BARRY WHITE Just
turned quarter of a

African rhythm," he
insists. "It la entirely my
own music. I think It is in

"It's not the public that
are saying 'no' to the
haven't been given the
choice. It's so hard to get

is

far."

Yet he accepst It: "Oh

I think U you try tobe
different you pay the

yes,

price and I accept that.

"I

could go and make a

hit record tomorrow," he

predicts. "But I would
get rid of the energy I'm
putting into my music

bara Mason answer

record to Shirley Brown's
Woman To Woman, From

His Woman, out this
Friday. Great reading
for soul history freaks
Bill Miller's book The
Coasters. It's crammed
full of frets and figures
for the ,.-hector as well as
making horoughly enjoyable r. a ling. Publishers
Books, R's a
are 8'
paper! ,auk and it'll *stye

-

a

hack a

~retie pence.

UK

tour currently being

arranged for BT Express. Tentative dates
are May 14-23, by which
time the group could have
a sizeable second hit via

their Express single.
First Disco Demand elpee
Solid Soul Sensation In the
album charts at thirty. A

follow-up album Great
Disco Demands featuring
all hit DD singles to date
set for release next
Friday. Gladys Knight
reportedly going to court
with Motown.

music, because they

something different

across in this business."
Even now he goes along
to record shops personally', and asks them to
take his album.
"Some do, but a lot of
them ask U It's In the top
30," he adds.
He also gets angry
when he thinks hie record

company Isn't doing as
much as It could to
promote him.
He's been trying to get

Ire

Your Own), somewhat creaky

falsettos (Heart Full Of Love) and even
sot of near.suthentle gospel crooning
(The Master Plan). An Interesting and
varied album is the result, although the
group's Immensely diverse talents may
you can't
well be their worst enemy
sUp them neatly into any particular beg,
you see, and that's not always the best
way to make a name for yourself. Nice
try though.
GD

-

the sound across for the

last four years and Road
Of Life took him 12
months to make. He
produced It himself.
"The first set of tracks I
did were turned down by
RCA so I had to go back to
the stud to and come .up
with something they
would accept.
"I added a few strings
and they said 'yes.'
"1 came to this town in
'67 and that was when I
got into producing. Then
you had to do whatever
you could and I couldn't
gef anyone to produce so l
had to do everything

tune with what's happening and It can only get
better. But I've been
through a lot of hassles so

now.

release. Next Graham
Central Station 45 h Feel
The Need ciw We Be's
Getting Down out next
Friday. Delayed Bar-

t

r

I'm trying something

e

Time (ABCL 5091).
AU I knew about MCOJ before I played
this album was that they're a Ave -piece,
somewhat well built and not terribly
photogenic. After I'd given it a few spins
though I became aware of five very
talented throats capable of turning out
intriguingly compelling harmony and
solo work over an expansive range of
material that Includes ºp-tempo betters
(Time, Everything Is Going Up), cooled
out ballads (Yon: Think You're Dots' It

'

accept," he admits.
I can write you a hillbilly song U you want but
'

OD

GLADYS KNIGHT A THE PIPS: Knight
Time (Tornio STML I12'79).
A. surprisingly good album this,
considering that It seems to be the bottom
of Tarda'. Gladys barrel. The singing,
material and arrangements are superb
and the group Is at Its fiery and
schmalleless best throughout Eleven
tracks and not a downer among 'em, the
cream consisting of the steamy Between
Her Goodbye And My Hello superb
Interpretations of Cloud Nine and (I
Know) I'm Losing You and the pounding
Your Heartaches I Can Sorely Hrsa'.
loved every second even though my cops
5.inch
dent in the edge plus
had
scrape across Side Two. Buy, by all
means, beet check the record flret
GD

Q: WHAT'S the most difficult thing In the

Clifford.

td

about how good It can be When A Man
Loves A Woman; King Curtis cooking up
lot
his Memphis Soul Stew, plus a wholetwo
of other familiar volees and one or
who aren't (Maggie from Jimmie Castor
Bunch and Sister Sedge's Mama Never
Told Me). So what you do Is pop down to
the record store, check out the sleeve,
and get It U the price still seems worth It
once you've deducted the tracks you
already have at home. One to play
parties whilst the priceless originals are

MATAYA
CLIFFORD
course.

Soper Soul

Good old Various Artists went to he
in
just about the
this timear an the product
recently
consists of twenty Atlantic gums which
most respectable soul freaks probably
own already: There's Otis Sitting On The
Dock Of The Bay; Arethº howling for
some Respect; Arthur Conley defining
Sweet Soul Mºsle; Percy Sledge sobbing

myself."

The album's production

excellent

He's

got

a

band

together and they are
planning some gigs in the
near future.
"The sound will be raw
and earthy," he promises. "And definitely

different "

}

representative

track, sums up Mataya's
attitude. It's called Keep
Keep
Pushin' On
Movin' On.

-

3

1

2
3
4

5

e

g
9

The single pulled from
the album, though not the

most

US soul; singFes

le

1

SHINING STAR Furth, Wind &
Fire
Columbia

SUPERNATURAL TIUNO,

PART 1 Ben E. King
Atlantic
SHOESHINE BOY Eddie Kendricks
Tend&
LOYIN' YOU Minnie Riperton
5
Epic
e
REMEMBER WHAT I TOLD
YOU TO FORGET
Tavares
Capitol
12
LOVE FINDSITS OW' N WAY
Gladys Knlghk & The Pips
Buddah
10 WALKING IN RHYTHM Black.
byrds
Fantasy
DANCE THE KUNG FU Cori
11
Douglas
20th Century
IS L.O. V. E (Love) Al Green
HI
It ONCE YOU GET STARTED
Rufus
ARC
t

'

!
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Pointless
Dear Face,
Every morning

rush
down the stairs to await
my Record Mirror and
frantically turn to the
middle page hoping that
there is a double page pinup of the Rollers but there
never is. So how about it?
BCR Fan, Yorkshire.
Seems
bit pointless
rushing down the slain
every morning as we only
come out on Thursdays.
Anyway, if you were
regular reader you would
know that the Rollers
were one of the Bea
posters we had.

Aggro

Dear Face,
the bast straw Sue Byrom
a

D.J.'s chit-chat

or played
of

Insanity
Dear Face,

printed your letter.

loads of times before and
wr can't afford to buy
stamps every week.
Sue and Pat, Leeds.
do have these
Yes.

will come round if they

want any aggro.
Tim, Stepney.
Who's worrying, anyway

may to you.

I'm not really Into

moments of complete
insanity, quite often in
As

you

I've

see,

I

Miranda and Jane;

Gold In

9

1970?

fElg la

ER RR

+I
+

I

Dear Face,
Could you please solve
this problem for me:
when Suzi Quatro made
No 1 in 1973 with Can The
Can, I read in quite a few
music papers that she
was the first female to get
to the top in five years.
Many D. J's said this too.
But didn't Freda Payne
make No 1 with Band Of

Me and my mate have
got a bet on as to which Is
your favourite single at
the moment. Please tell
us as a night out depends
on it. Thanks.

~MI

.gsJ.y:

fe

Puzzled

Bet
Dear Face,

Croydon.
Well, it is between No

violence.

Dream by John Lennon'
and Pick Up The Piece.
by the 'Average White
Band.

don't want you to give
your money to the poet
office.' want It!

Mg.IMg RR RIM MIERtl

RR

Dear Face,
I liked the way that lad
who says he likes the Bay
City Rollers wrote his
letter. Don't call me
sweetie if you know
what's good for you he
said. I duttno what a
couple of bent Roller fans
are gonna do but don't
worry me and a few lads

rightly pointed out that

en Instrumental record usually only gets played as

fact.

Insults

Dear Face,

hell Is Alan
Edwards? His gig re
good, in
views are pretty reviewer
fact the only gig
le it
good.
any
is
who
Who the

Vou?

right.

Instrumental only to end up as
backing music to a wotfling D..I. Okay some Jocks are
worth listening to but not at the expense of missing
good Instrumental record. Why can't the Beeb or any
other radio station have a programme devoted entirely
to singles and album tracks for us instrunuenml
fanatics.
David Fearn, Derby.
A lad after my own heart, a [2.50 record token on in

realise that you have
actually printed a letter
from our new life-long pal
Mick Bell? Defending the
([,plastic one and only
Mud. Please print this
letter as we've written

.

A
Puzzled Person,
Shrewsbury.
I remember It, too, little
puzzled person and you're

everybody arguing over
the merits of the Pink
Floyd and the Rollers,
how about somebody
recognising the talent of
the Crimbo Band? Their
new album Is brilliant.
Crimbo freak. Plaistow,
The 'no band? Neil thing
you'll be telling me they
have a gidtarist named
Farley Kellog. Award
this person a mouldy
Mars Bar.

you
then? Gone mad? Do you

.

Rouse, I Benwea Rood.
London. M.

Never mind about 'before a news or commercial break. What's the point
bringing out a good

What's up with

m thee

The Face. Anything/
you west to write shoat,
gig(ue about or cow
plain about- here's the
place to send It to Mall
your comments to The
Fire, Record & Pop
ewoD Mirror, Spotlight

Star Letter
background music for

Dear Face,

OK, here)

FAIL
It's

01-485 5544/7161
NEW

'PROMISED

LP

US

LAND' (300
w

single,

1./5

,JJñ

J

iti«i.

Dear Face,
I must agree with what
Ema Farkle said about
Cliff Richard and how
talented he is, and good
looking. He Isn't what
some people call him, an
old man. How about a
colour poster of him?
Kathryn Austin, HenIeNo
posters available at
the moment, he's still
putting his face pack on.
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Annie, Totnes.
I'm just a pompous.
selfish, person who likes
getting his own way and
likes annoying people.
especially people like
you.
No.

What about Lynsey De
Paul, Is she as innocent as
she looks, Is she so petite
or Is she a wild girl?
Anonymous.
I dunno, I wouldn't mind
,finding out though. She's
got lovely .. . eyes. Ah,
bet you thought I was
going to be rude then.

You're right, I wall

o

01111

and Tell
- Show
- Space 0.ce

Stevie

Wonder-

Ere. Frenklln

-;

Electric Indian

Ue All

My
Heart

00

of
00

Dance,

-EM
Mervin Gey. - Touble Men
Snoopy Dear - Shake
Bump
Isar Hayes - Shen
Tern.- Nov Girl Dent
Bother Me
Fred. Payne - Cherish Whet
You
I.
- Boogie
Gang
the
x ocl and
Be My Baby
The Room,.
Gene Chandler Duke of

Jungle

The

0/.0 - Tb.

Helm a Women
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HELL,

compared him to Bowie

and never said much
'about the music. It's as
good as "Slaughter" and

States,

passes on his

thanks for the kind

/MAIL SWII YEX

(WHOLESALE AND OVERSEAS ORDERS WELCOME)

Dear Face,
On the albums review
page the reviewers are
never named only their
Initials. So just who Is
P. H. , S. B.. D. H. , J.I. ,
etc.

Album freak, Sodbury.
Ah Nat's better I can
answer this one. P.R. is
Peter Maryey, S. B. Is Sue
Byrom, D.N. is Doctor
Hancock, and J. I. I. Jan
Iles. Alright no more

questions this week
please my brain I.
beginning to ache.

Spirit
Dear Face,
You are always quick to
criticise somebody else

.w
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CLIFF RICHARD

Initials

Backetebben

- Love
- Goat

Barbera Acelin
Ron Choice

Thanks

other music papers

Dear Face,
We ail know that your
favourite band used to be
Free but I'm sure that I'm
not the only one
wondering who your
favourite band Is now?
Julie Barker, Southend.
Good question Julie, I
don't know. Paso. Next
question please.

ENGRAVED

1m

Dear Face,
Give my regards to
P.H. who reviewed the
new Mick Ronson album.

Next ?

HeavenHelp

- Pie,.

MILK RONSON

N' ords.

The Honeycombs -While
You 'n out looking for Suter

Bracelets

cl

John Davies, Surrey.
Well Pete, who has just

Proton

IDENTITY

ENGRAVING I

who had anything of
value ,to say about this
brilliant album. All the

LYNSEY DE PAUL

you.

S1

arrived back from the

Sip

Search contestbenext
Mee
week. Until then
to your mothers won't'

JEWELLE'
DIAMOND -CUT

l

He was the only person

k"

you compare me to .flat
walking mess, He make.
me ill with his Insane
burbling.. Sorry about
the Insult Al but I'm only
getting my own back. Do
you raders realise that he
sent me a rather horrid
letter°
Well that's all for this
week, I'll let you know
what happened at the
RCA Record Mirror Soul
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Chuck Berry - Sweet Little
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ON STAGE. LOVING YOU.
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more
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Fox Chase
1Th. Old Gray W Merle Teti
Am,Hce Hone with no

CLAMBAKE.
US

rants...

their own opinions
about music, but whenever somebody criticises
you, you always give
sarcastic comments afterwards. Are you some
kind of spirit In the sky or
something that Is above

have
different comments. to
make on various stars.

You

-

FOR

,

Dear Face,
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Deceiving

ea

Dr. Feelgood fan,
pertsmouth.
No, it Isn't me, how dare

v
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damn fine record. One
of the beet singlet of the
year so far In tact.
a
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_ Crimbo ?

'

go
Oh when the White's
Yee It
marching In

Talented.

1.01

Is?

David Cassidy

Is

much better looking and
talented than Cliff Richard.

Julie Bertram.

folk.

Oh do be

,ly
tun

cut 1.
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The Best
last a good funk
record has made an
Impact on the charts. The
band I am talking about is
of course the Average
White Band. It shows that
you don't have to be black
to make a good funk
record.- Long live the
White's.
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Dear Face,
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Emma Farkle think she
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ACE: I Ain't Gonna Stand 1

For This

No

More

(Anchor 1014).
After the rolling melodies of their first hit,
How Long, Ace are!
following It with a slightly
chunkier sound that's far
more typical of the type of
sound they produce on
stage. Possibly not as
commercial as its predecessor, but strong on
appeal none the less.
THE TIMES: Someway,
Somehow I'm Keeptn'

Currently one of the top
soul bands around, the
Ty mes have got a very
fast, funky sound for their
follow -Up to Ms Grace, co Written by the group's
producer, Billie Jackson.
Fast enough even for the
swiftest dancer, and lots
of. their smooth harmotries, it should provide
them with their third hit
In a row.

LOVE UNLIMITED: Another Chance (MCA 182),

If you're wondering
why Love Unlimited /
Barry, White are releasing another single when
their current single is still
riding high in the charts,
then the answer is to be
found in the label. This Is,
In tact, a cut from an
album released In 72,
before L.U. had really

established themselves.

Not a good track for a
single long spoken intro

- incredibly
that's
schmaltzy and boring,

tilled in with a but of
singing in the middle
the end trails off very
badly as well.

-

DIONNE WARWICKE:
Take It From Me
(Atlantic K 16530).
Taken from her latest

C_

this record's concerned,
as it doesn't seem as
)strong as some of their
previous material. The
rack's still there, but It
doesn't roll so easily.
THE INTRUDERS: A

+'t

f

t ..,

SS%

-I

You (RCA 2530).

[11,1111

.

Pr

a_3.

Nice Girl Like You
(Philadelphia PIR2740).

All the Phllly
'ingredients - writHutt. music by MFSB
and, of course, the
Intruders doing vocal

+a

ACE: typical chunkier stage sound
album, Then Came You, singles like Eihrna, but
this is practically the_
the beat and overall
same music and phrasing
sound are very similar to
with different words.
the title track of the
album
and that proved Very doomy feel to the
very successful for her whole thing, and it's
much to samey.
and the Detroit Spinners.
Not quite as strong BOB DYLAN: Tangled
perhaps, but it's Dionne Up In Blue (CBS 3190).
sides of the single
singjng beautifully areBoth
from his Blood On The
against some nice backTracks album, and with
ings. Be good to see it
all respect, I don't really
happen.
understand why they've
BAD COMPANY: Good
Lavin' Gone Bad (Island put out these cuts as a
single. Same monotonous
WIP 6223).
sure,
pitch going on
Mick Ralphs' penned
but awful
number for one of the best -great lyrics,
the
hate
of
Pet
voice.
bands around. Full of week.
driving bass notes and
FLYand of PHILADELPHIA
tight drumming
ERS: L.O. V. E. (OMS
course, those vocals. All
034).
the best features of the
be the same title
material used on their as Might
the current Al Green
last (and first) album -single,
but the similarity
here. It's a taster for the
there. Very bouncy
album, and a singles stops
little number that would
chart-hit.
probably pass un-noticed
at the disco but would get
HOT CHOCOLATE: Blue
them on their feet and
Night (Rak 199).
dancing, Happy sound.
Errol Brown and Hot
LULU: Take Your Mama
Chocolate are in immiFor A Ride (Chelsea 2005
nent danger of falling into
022).
one of the easiest traps
After the quick demise
repeating themselves. Sure, they've - - of Lulu's last offering,
The Man With The Golden
,done quite well with

-

-

-

Gamble and

ten by

71`

honours. Mid -tempo

DIONNE WARWICK
Gun, It's a very definite
change of direction and
sound with this one.'
Uptempo song, with quite
a funky beat. Both sides
of the record are the same
Parts 1 and 2, and it's
not too bad. Not sure if

-

'it's chartmaterial.

SUNNY: We Gave Our
Love A Second Chance
(CBS 3088).

Still chasing that
successor to Doctor's

Orders, Sunny's opted for
a slower song this time
with her voice taking on
shades of Rik! Dee

-

breathy
and
Insidious record;

clear.

hear it a couple of times

and it really begins to
appeal. If it gets played,
it could be the one.

GEORGE MELLY: Ain't

MIsbehavin' (Warner

Bros. K16533).
Co-starring John Chtiton's Feetwarmers for
them who like to know the
details. Golden oldie from
the current darling of
practically every set, It's
a jazzed -up, snazzed-up
foot shuffle. There's no
way it'll appear in the
charts: but It will warm a
few hearts

-

STEELEYESPAN:New
York Girls (Chrysalis

CRS 2081).
The title might make
you expect an American
Influence, ,gut Steeleye
Span wouldn't do any-

thing as drastic. Usual
folk style from Maddy
and friends, complete
with banjo strummings,
fiddles and even an odd
Goon voice or two thrown
in for luck. Not for me.
JOE COCKER: You Are
So Beautiful (Cube Bung
57).

From Joe's I Can Stand
Little Rain L.P., this is
Cocker in mellow mood
well, the old raucous
vocals are still there,
natch, but the backing's
all down to strings and
A

-

things. There are

a
couple of notes right at the
end of the record that Joe

really shouldn't have
tried for, but you can't
win 'em all.

THE CASCADES:

Rhythm Of The Rain
(Warner Bros K19626).
A big aaaaaah
It
.

.

.

must have rained a lot
when I was a kid, because

ANN PEEBLES
this and Carole King s
Might As Well Rain Until
September are amongst
my two favourite singles.
Truly a contender for

tear-jerker stakes, It'll

probably fade into obscurity within two cloud
bursts, but it's still a
goodie.
ANNE PEEBLES:

Be-

ware (London IILU
10184).

If there's a soul ,lady

around who dedérves

more public acclaim, It's
Ann Peebles. whose voice
is great. With Willie
Mitchell doing the production, It's got all the
touches of Can't Stand

The Rain and more,
although as a chart
contender, It hasn't got

that same Immediate

appeal. Beautiful record

though.
FANNY: Butterboy (Ca
sablanca CBX 508).

Still only three

In

number since the departure of Nickey Barclay,
Fanny are currently to
the American Top 50 with
this single. For their
British fans though, there
might be a bit of
disappointment as far as

rhythm on this one, which
might be the reason why
'this could go the same
way as their last couple
not too far.

I, e.

really need

to

They

make their

sound' either that bit
faster or really slow It

down to appeal to record
buyers. At the moment

the sound falls between
two stools and Isn't really
making It.
NAZARETH: Hair Of The
Dog (Mnoncrest 44 ).
Written by the band,
this Is also the title track
from their forthcon..ng
album. Lots of typical

Nazareth trademarks:

punchy rhythm and high
vocals. The vocals seem
to get a bit carried away
at times, and I wonder if
there'll be any -objections
from a certain radio
station about the references to "messing with an
S. 0. B; "
ODIA COATES : Showdown (UA UP 35790).

Brought to public

attenUOn recently with
her credit on the Paul
Anka number, One Man
Woman / One Woman

Man, here's Odle
branching out on her
own. This is a pretty
funky version of ELO's
tune, with an almost Red

Indian rhythm pinning

through it. Not bad.
KNIGHT: The

Outsider (Monument

G7

20ROB48)ERT

Presumably this Is the
same Robert Knight who
sang Love On A Mountain

1

ti
'

,

I

A

1

STEELEYE SPAN:

say presumably

because this Is vastly
different. Soulful and lots
of rhythm. Possible
contender for the discos:
It's got that kind of beat,
but probably not a cert for
the charts.

et4w

ir.

J

á bit ofe disappointment7

FANNY

tet

not es drastic as it sounds

Ain't

Misiehavin'
GULS 12

reveal all

y"

Marketed by

DECO
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"On the Moodies'

be two
albus it would
songs each,

N00 YAWN

or three

that'sm the way It

the way through.

CITES
BLUES

There's a freshness
and ring of hope that

overshadows their

earlier work..
Jus: "Everybody in

~kff

world famous group who'd been in hibernation
for over one year.
Justin Hayward and John Lodge are,
respectively
and bass player with
Moody Blues, but
the Moody Blues have

whenever and Jus and
John decided to carry
on the good work on

their own.

Besides they've got
this studio which just
happens to be the very
best in the world so a
world premier play
back in quadrophonic
sound at Carnegie
Hall begins to sound -a
little more relistic?
Doesn't it?

,"Maybe if you understand then, that Jerry
Wintraub - Moody

-

is
Blues manager
one of the biggest men
in Noo Yawk? He

visited England

on

New Year's Eve just

to hear

a

private

playback of the Justin
Hayward John Lodge
Blue Jays -debut

and on his way back to

Los Angeles suddently
reused he'd travelled
12,000 miles to listen
on an album. Why not

make the world's

press do the same?
So 1,000 media men
plus 1,100 fans packed
the hall with as much
atmosphere as you'd

-r

Nevertheless, these
two are admitting

-

nothing.

"The Moody Blues
will never die," says
Justin
Would they ever

find at

a

ei

successful album

launches of all time.
The album's already gone gold In the

Blues."

States (confirmed
four days after re-

Yeah

us.

The fist few bars of
the play -back were
greeted with wild

I

as fans
recognised the char-

applause

acteristic

l

Moody

Blues sound, then
each tráck in turn was

applailded like it was
looking Central Park, ement. It's not a
a live number. At the
Just and John admit' hype. We're not some
end of the playback
when the image on the. ted the whole thing group who has just
formed. Besides
suspended screen had was,a bit strange:
"But what could we we've - played the
changed from the
was
Carnegie Hall as a
album sleeve design to say when this
"Good suggested," said Jus- 'band. We made a
a message:
tin. "We're proud of record that we like
luck Blue Jays"
there was a standing this record and if it ,and Jerry just didn't
can't stand up on its.' want it to filter out.
ovation.
just wanted people
Afterwards in their own there's something We
wrong with our judg- to know that there was
oversuite
floor
31st

-

-

th,

carrying the flag for

the Moody Blues.
"We've had so many
letters from people
who desperately wanted records out of us,"

Already the group,

into cornMerclal pop with
their own brand of
music, which vocalist Tony Dig.

group to make
another trip after they
the

have produced some more

material. Their "demo"

tape was not as

is

oks like one
Waits

music coming out of
our little camp. "
The two of them,
who- wrote -most of the
Moody Blues big hits
anyway, feel they are

which also comprises lead
guitarist, Ricky Newson,
and Ricky Tttcombe on
drums, have been to two recording studios, armed
with a tape they cut
themselves. Far from
being kicked off the front
step, one company told

break

be-

F
of the Faces, said: "We

like to give

a

good

impression, and some

Roger "Mr Flxit" Webster -has his eyes on an
Ipswich studio where the
group can record with

Perhaps the most

dancing straight away.
Other times. they lust sit
there, which only makes
us work harder," This
remark was endorsed by
Tony who said: "You

might just as well be
Wimpy Bar music We
just want everybody to

professionally produced
as it might have been, but

proper faculties

times we get everybody

have got to get a reaCtlon
of some kind, otherwise it

England, then the

7 1y

get up and go".

want

door."
-t.easefront
guitarist, Chris

I,

Suffice to say that
they don't see why the
old group should never
work again but In the
meantime they've got
this album and a
follow-up half completed plus a tour of
first Europe, then

i

says Jus. "This is for
them. There were no
plans, we just went
into ^the studio, wrote
this album and the

States, with -the guys
who made their solo
album with them.
Blue Jays is the
name of the album and

in future whenever
you hear it, just think
of the Moody Blues,
balled into this."
They're carrying on a
The new album has great tradition and
given them far more after that shebang in
freedom than they Noo Yawk, you've got
ever had with the to admit, they have
Moddy Blues.
style.

whole thing snow-

les from East Anglia

intended tor.to

tween Slade and

that sounds

right doesn't It.

lease) and advance
orders here gurantee
immediate chart stat-

have no
illusion about who
their music is

have seen, There are
jrsips in Yarmouth and
and Norfolk who have
bowl going longer and
.2rhape play tighter, but
.ley have not got that
:lbw sound like this
and have never got

play together again
though, aah that's
another question altogether.
"If we could realty
speak for everyone,"
We'd
says Jus.
honestly tell you. If
in
were
the five of us
the studio we could
call the album Moody

Beatles

reunion concert and
made what seemed
like a weird idea into
one of the most

They

I

otherwise occupied
and anyone who tries
to suggest that every.

M

thing Is normal has
got to be silly.

world.
Calling themselves Cosmic Love, the group hall from
Great Yarmouth, and are presently on their first tour of
Norfolk and Suffolk.

Geordie".
Manager of the group is
23 -year -old Roger Webster, who said: "Their act
is differenttrom anything

.

ti

Meanwhile the rest
of the Moody Blues are

f/

ig. Apple

FROM the backwaters of East .Anglia, a young group Is
hoping to launch Into the high -orbit, of the big-time pop

glues says
"something

we've done. Right
now Blue Jays is my
favourite album."

-

es-

Harvey
visits the

Fresh

They

the Moody Blues is
proud of everything

--e

.

ALL 17íE way to America to hear an album
played? Huh, if anyone else had asked that
question I'd have socked 'em. It takes a lot of
explaining, so get comfortable. Visualise the
',Soo Yawk cites skyline or something, then try
and figure out what you'd do if your were a

been throwing a
collective moody
(yawn) for the past

went.

This album gives us
much wider scope and
we've learned a lot."
You can hear 1t all

Continuing our serles on neon
up-and-coming groups

remarkable point about
this group is that they
have a lot of time on their
side. Their average age is
only le. Tony is the only
one at work, while Chris Is
at college, and the two
Ricky's are still at schoot.
This age factor has

disadvantages though.
Tony said: "The fact that

two of us are still at school
is holding us back a bit,
but as soon as they finish,
we'll be out on the road".

But any disadvantages
age are more than
offset by the vigour of the
group members, and
of

Inevitably, their impetuosity. They have been
together for over one

year, and they are very
determined to get to the
top.
All the money they
make is poured back into
the group, regular girl-

friends have

been

dropped, and they rehearse together three or
four times a week in The
Rocket
a pub run by
Ricky Newson's father.
Another feature of this
group is their humour.
Vocalist Tony, who has
nearly won Oscars for his
impersonations of Cary
Glitter, has a cheeky type
character which should
melt the knitted brows of

-

any

ogre».

record Company

self-confident and
extrovert character, Tony
A

could be the secret to this
group's success. Instead
of playing to the music,
the rest of the group
should be "playingto him,
so be is not drowned out.
More balance between the
Other three members of
the group would also

prevent them from
sounding too top heavy.
At their Bury St

Edmunds concert, the
group had trouble with a
microphone and an extra
trip had to be made to
collect some forgotten
cymbals. They played
two numbers of their own,
and tt was evident in
these, that maybe Cosmic
Love have got enough
potential
"They are just playing
to get the break
lust
like 2,000 other groups,"
said Roger wryly. He Ls

-

absolutely right. But
Cosmic love have got
time, and a gritty
determination With

a bit
breaks r they might Just
make

more

tt

LAN ONION*
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HUNTER (('BS S
itO).
The opening three
tracks are all rockers and
most frustrating. You can
turn them up until you're
getting complaints front
the fax end of the street
and still they don't
happen, not really. It'a
not the material that's at
fault Hunter's a dab
hand at a well -honed
rocker and these are,good
well played too.
songs
The reason they don't
rock Is that they've had
their balls lopped off In
the mix. Criminal depr'cation I call it and
whoever engineered It
ought t0 be ashamed of
themselves. Once you've
not got off on those three
though, things Improve
dramatically and not
before time, because
there's only one track left
IAN
m

-

on

first side, It's

the

called Boy and
those

Is one of

painful pieces of

bums;

IhuuLsaIbuh1

coke es if Clifford has
firmly established hlm-

elf as one of the finest
contemporary singer /
ongwriters Britain has

,

produced, and I think his
critics, who dismissed
him as a one hit wonder,
will have to do a lot of
-stuttering to get out of this
one!
J.1.

JOHN

DENVER:

seems prepared to dwell
long enough to perfect
any one of them. Here he
has attempted what le. by
his standards a serious
album and, while sometimes there Is no doubting
'his sincerity, there are too
many tearer: of the glib
impromptu approach he
brings to ota more usual
musical spoofs. There are

I.
'
1,---.

An

r

tour of JK's own

1.1.

compositions Included

Evening With John

and they all work well
including The
enough

-

Denver (RCA Marl),
This album is exactly
what the title says It Is: a
Uve recording of a gig
Denver did in California
late last year, reproduced
as a double album. For a
live album, the sound to
pretty good, audience
repartee and all. The
songs John sings Include
favourites and newles

True Story Of
Malone, which,
k

.

-

manllending support
fique. Side two Is good the
whole way. It opens
where side one left off In'
melancholy mood with the
short 3000 Miles From
Here, then zaps into a
series of rockers. The

first, The Truth The
Whole Truth Nothtn' But
The Truth, Is, to toy mind,
the best he's ever written
and Mick Ronson contrib-

u,es some Cracking
eultarwork. Next comes
It Ain't Easy When You
Fall, diatingusished by a
fine chorus, then there's
some spoken stuff I could
do without, before the

bell-toleather
I Get So
Exited, which is tallar
finale,

a

piece called

made for a stage show

'loser. In all, it's a strong
first solo offering from
Mr. Hunter. despite the
start getting muffed In the
cooking. In concert, It
should all sound phener

-

Annie's Song, Sweet

.Surrender are amongst
the better known ones,

menal.

R.F.C.

CLIFFORD T. WARD:

Escalator (Cb,arlamé

hM8).
We'd like to inform all
you numb -burrs who have
been sitting and walling

for Clifford's latest album
to wait no more because
Escattor has had its
varloue technical faults
rectified and is in the

It Is far superior to
of Clifford's past
creations and has a
mixture of poignant,
shops.

any

bitter-sweet melodies and
sparkling arrangements.
The refreshing Mr. T.
Otters us his Own

simple philosophies 'on
love and relationships,
without asounding too

corny or foppish. He's at

tracks like We
Talking and
Jigsaw Girl
the latter
being his latest single.

his best on
Could Be

-

Side two for tae has the

nicest batch of songs, and

Includes

a fairy tale treat
called Bilbo Bagging,
based on that lovable hero
horn the Hobbit On this
track Clifford uses s
debghttul toddies' choir

back-up vocals and it
wouldn't surprise me If
on

title became

a

firm

favourite for every junior
music lover. eisliophane

another outatandia
which think would
have made
ade a better single
gnaw Gtrl as Ills
barred udely nears óátrhl
and commercial, Ii now
U

Ce

D

-

nothing
but then I
thought that when I saw
him on his British TV
serles. That aside, the
music is fine, and he's got
so many fans here, I'm
sure lots of them will want
to spend the evening with
him.
S.B,

Cody & His

appointingly short (bum
try Casanova and a°live
set which, although
superb, corislsted mainly
of reprises, It's great to
have a full length studio
album from Commander
C. and his good old boys.
The mixture's much the
same as before: Kountry

-

Kla asks (Southbound,

California Okle), a bow

towards the rocking

have simply carried on
where the old group left
off. Showing more hope
and optimism than before
Jus and John have honed
up the acoustic guitar /

!

fifties (House ofrlllue
Lights), and from the

.)

i, y -%

Commander his -self a
boogie woogle piano

Ian Hunter

Clifford

syhtheslzer treatment

lntoa mode befitting 1075.
It's an album album, one
you went to play all the
way through to set a
mood, and it's decidedly
catchy after a few plays.
Where Peter Knight's
orchestra joins -in there's
something of a film score
quality. Indeed film

extravaganza (The

Ward :í

Boogie Man Boogie) and
a

!(That's WhatI Lete About

9

delights include new

,

r

-1C

again has
together only
academic

become of
Interest With ten songs
as good as anything the

_i

did

Demand DDLP 3002).
With the Current interest in Northern Soul
espeClally around the
Wigan area, it's really
been a matter of time
bemue an album cdjcw
(tor, of sane of the most
popular Wigan sounds
was released Out of the

Of the others there are
some that should have
repeated the success,
expeclally the Casualeers' Dance, Dance,
Dance. Anyway, a good
chance to hear exactly
whoa sounds those Northern clubs reverberate to
on

-

a

Saturday night.

Small point of Interest:
most of the tracks
featured are numbers
that have been ex-

changing hands for
anything up to L10 and
more, so, as the

sleevenote writer points
out, the price you pay for
this has saved you about

fifteen tracks featured on
this LP, three have made
fIiT.30!
S.B.
tee charts: Wayne Gib DISCO PARTY (Polydor
eon 's tinder My Thumb,
The JaveIla' Goodbye _u30 461.
Polydor Records now
Naha "To &Arena Foots el
boast a not Inconsiderable
Wigan's Chosen
hosen Few
_

semi -spoken quasi -

humorous drawler
The South). Other

John Denver

music would seem to be
an obvious departure for
these two. Whether the
Moody Blues ever play

P. H.

-

conrpllauon. mainly cone

Bros

After the dis-

who wrote
these two
most of the Meddles' hits

GREAT DISCO DEMANDS (Pye Disco

booked him to appear In
all around the

shows
Stales

lest Planet

Koel0e).

ear orchestral pop better
than the Moody Blues and

together, Justin Hayward
and John Lodge can
safely proceed with part two of their warld-wide
success story.

Funfair, and It mesmerised his audiences.
America was quick to
note Jones' powerful
influences 'and mind.
boggling entertaining
provocations, so they

predominently live Yes -

Airmen (Warner

The record company were
'sure they had something
worth shouting about and
the more I listen to this
the morel think they were
dead right. The point is,
no-one makes easy on the

band ever

he had more
bodily movements than
the Whip at Battersea

nearest they got was the

HIS LOST PLANET
AIRMEN: Commander

JOHN LODGE: Blue
Jaye (Threshold THS 14).
This is It then, the proof
that all that ballyhoo In
New York (see feature)
was completely justified.

old

swings of his hips. Tom

proved

&

COMMANDER CODY

JUSTIN HAYWARD

-

the most
prominent stage attribute
must be Tom badts
Impertinent tenants and

-

Rocky Mountain High.

-

not

particular,

and he's still
might iwell have come
there today; fulfilling
'over as plain bad taste.
secret
desires
women's
he's
Of the other songs
and needs. This album is
chosen, Jon' Mitchell's A
reminiscence
a
-pleasant
might
Parts
In
Man
Free
of his extravaganzas
easily have been written
and more! So If you were
by' him and his Intera pa rt of this nostalgic era
true.
rings
pretation of It
and tunes likes Till; Love
On the other hard, his
Me Tonight; Delilah and
inclusion of songs like
A Lady send erotic
She's
Jimmy Buftett's Come
shivers down your spine;
Monday and Ahn .men
album will give
this
n't
Ca
hit
I
recent
Peebles'
Stand The Rain, Is hard to you a thrill In more ways
justify. While they are than anal
strong enough to be
listenable In almost any
form, Jonathan's lack- YES: Yesterdays (Atlas.
lustre treatment does tie K600te).
Well, could this be the
them no favours. The
overall Impression Is of a start of another Beach
re-release saga.
Boys
skimpy work, lightly put
together and well short 01 Yee, or rather Atlantic,
so
far managed to
have
to
It's
chillingly
living up
steer away from coat.
effective sleeve.
R. F -C. 'pliatlon albums. The

,

advice that Hunter Saturday Night In Toledo
handles so well, his voice slightly lees well-known! I
wringing all that's to be find John's chat bits a
little on the gushy side
wrung out of a good lyric
lots of little laughs at
and tune with lots of
soupy strings -and things

Molly

U

sensitively presented,

amongst lasses and
(housewives alike. In

soul stable, and this through classics like
album offers 14 disco Something, Big Spender,.
tracks by the original. Fool On The Hill, Love
artists. Really very«good Story and For All We
value when you read the Know, then this is one for
listing which includes Get your collection. There's a
songs.
Dancln' (Desco Tex); good balancetheof raucous
ranging from
Never Can Say Goodbye
and
(Gloria Gaynor); Funky to the romantic, price
Sluff (Kool 3 The Gang); compared with the
Sex Machine (James you'd pay for these
It's
Brown); Hand On In numbers asassingles,
There Baby (Johnny great value well. S. B.
Bristol) and Step By Step
KING: A
(Joe Simon). Well JONATHAN
Rase In A Fisted Glove
thought out, and great for
1010).
URAL
(UK
parties.
S. B.
If only Jonathan King
Is
SHIRLEY BASSEY'S would realize that he
as clever as he
not
SINGLES, ALBUM likesquite
to think he Is, his
(Drilled 4rtets2028).
if recorded york might be
The title says it all
He
you tike the beat that muchto better.
so many
undressed lady in the dabbles
styles,
but
raver
way
different
buitlnuas singing her

-

:pedal steel player Ernie
Hagar, who handles one
of the must expressive
-instruments on earth with
a skill that's the equal of
his predecessor Bobby
Blue Black, while Andy
'Stein once again provides
superb fiddle and sax
solos throughout. In fact
'the ally disappointment
on an otherwise superb

songs package. But
here's the first bone -fide
prising material from the
ba no's first two albums,

Yes and Time and a
Word. And these early
tracks are very much
songs, as opposed to the
symphonic monsters they

later produced, nearer to
rock and roll roots
they later strayed from.

the

Tracks Include Then,
Astral Traveller, Dear
Father, Time and a Word

and Sweet Dreams from
the Time and a Word

album. Look log Around
arid Survival from the
Yes album, plus America
which was recorded for
the Age of Atlantic
sampler The only other
interesting point about
the album is that it
features all three of the
musician, who Mier)

subsequently left the

-

band
namely Pete
Banks, Tony Kaye and
Rick Wakeman.
M.T.

OPEN: Grand Slam
(Jet LP01)
The leading light of the
band la attractive Ann
Odell who looks like she
has just stepped out M a
Renaissance painting.
Ann, who In the past has

set Is the band's rather
',Lek lustre interprets tom
of Little Feat's Wlllln', a
song I'd have thought was

worked closely with
seasoned

i

stars like Art

tailor-made for the

Gartunkel and Bryan
Ferry,
the founder

THE TENTH ANNI-

poser, Chopin. However,
It L wrong to assume that
Chopyn's music is clas&F
cally orientated because

member
band
which gets its name train
the famous Polish coin

Airman; but It's a small
prix today fora line, tine
reckerd. And I just love
that cheer.
G. D.
VERSARY ALBUM OF
TOM JONES TWENTY
GREATEST HITS (Dec
es

TJII 1/2).

Pontypridd,

the majority of their
:ompoeltions are hotshot
funk interpreted In a style

all their own,

and
although pleasant enotigb
Ij personally prefer their

South

Wales, not only boasts an.
exquisite leg of lamb but

also Britain's tasteful
answer to Elivis the
Pelvis, yes. Tom Jones.
who in SISBO had hie first

number one hit record
with It's Not Unusual.
And one decade later we

back on the
pandemonium he created
took

jazzier numbers Ills

_

Nativity, penned
le Ana The band haw
released a track off da
album for their latest
single called Midnight
Hour, so lend an ear le
this exciting pow roekpi

Space

they

places

rntrid

be

gota

J,I

II
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HO
Ltii

DR FEELOOOD/THE RALPH McTELL,
MOVIES, College of Theatre, Southport.

FACTORY, Revolution,
Cardiff.

1.1

HUNTER-RON-

Education, Reading.
FBI, Hope & Anchor, 207
Upper S treet, London NL

MARCH 20th
SON/JET, City Hall,
EDGAR BROUGHTON Sheffield.
BAND, St George's Hall, JACQUES LOUSSIER
Bradford.
TRIO, Guild Hall. PreRALPH McTELL, City ston.
Hall, Newcastle
CURVED AIR, Bristol.
ANDY FRASER University.
BAND/MIKE HERON'S DUCKS DELUXE, GoldREPUTATION, Town en Lion, Fulham, LonHail. Leeds.
don.
STACKRIDGE, Winter ROCK ISLAND LINE,
Gardens, Cleethorpes
Stars and Bars,
MUD, Leisure Centre, Plymouth
Gloucester.
MAGNA CARTA, Fare.

SCREAMIÑO LORD

SUTCH, Warren Country
Club. Stockport

MANFRED MANN'S

EARTH BAND, Treforest
Polytechnic, Glamorgan.
FUSION ORCHESTRA,
Marquee, 90 Wardour
Street, London.

10ce, Odeon,

mersmith.
GONZALEZ, Dtngwalls,
Camden Lock, London
NW I.
NUCLEUS, Kingston Polytechnic
MOON, Brecknock, 227f
Camden

mouth.

Road,

Newcastle.

TRUE BIRTH/FBI,

TATION. City Hall.

I L B E RT
O'SULLIVAN/CLAIRE
HAMILL, Theatre Club

G

¡Wakefield.

London

CURVED AIR/TRACE,
Guild Hall, Plymouth
JACK THE LAD, Red- GILBERT O'SULLIVAN
bridge Technical College,' SHOWADDYW.ADDY,
Romford.
Steam Machine, Henley.
PURE CHANCE, CARAVAN, Corn ExScarborough Penthouse.
change, Cambridge.
EDGAR BROUGHTON SASSAFRAS, Town Hall,
BAND, Glasgow Techni- Burton on Trent.
cal College.
THE SAVOY BROWN
SASSAFRAS, Hereford BLUES BAND, Ding College of Education.
walls, Camden Lock,
JACKIE LYNTON'S London NW1.

GRANDE, Dtngwalls,

STACKRIDGE, Far-

NW1.

leg e.

Hall, Huddersfield.
DECAMERON, Deptford
Town Hall.
PASADENA ROOF ORCHESTRA, Blba's, Ken-

CHANCE,
lesbury.

STACKRIDGE, Town RONNIE LANE'S SUM

Right from thé start, you knew Tampax
tampons were your best bet. For they

sington

always keep you feeling fresh, clean
and comfortable. And you always feel
secure, too, because you know they're
softly compressed for the best absorption. You likétheassuranoethatnothing
shows when you wear them and urn
that you can't feel them. You carry e PIGI
xOWWI
them discreetly. You dispose of
you
them easily. You know that they're

London.

High

Friar's. Ay-

SNAFU, Pershore College.

PASADENA ROOF OR-

Street, CHESTRA, Biba's, Kensington High Street,

BOP DELUXE, London..
BE BOP DELUXE,
Peterborough Technical
STEVE HARLEY WITH College.
CORNET REBEL Capi- UPP, The Granary,
BE

Pattie Pavilion,
Swansea.

P

10

.

Bristol.
tal Cardiff.
AVON CITIES, The SHAKIN STEVENS &
THE SUNSETS, Merry
Granary, Bristol.
SHAKIN STEVENS & Makers, Slough.
THE SUNSETS, Aston QUICKSAND, Town Hall.
University.
Burton on Trent.
HUNTER-RONSON, TRUE EXPRESSION,
Free Trade Hall, Man- Lawston Youth Club,
chester.
Burton on Trent
JACQUES LOUSSIER THE DRIFTERS, Palate,
TRIO, Town Hall, Leeds.
ANDY FRASER/MIKE Hammersmith.
PRIEST. Liver.
HERON'S REPUTA- . JUDAS
pool Stadium.
TION. City Hall, New- ANN PEEBLES, Barbacastle.
Birmingham.
JUDAS PRIEST, Winter ralla's,
SOFT MACHINE, Colston
Gardens, Penzance.
Bristol.
ANN PEEBLES, Heavy Hall,
MANFRED MANN'S
Steam Machine, Stoke.
EARTH BAND, Kursaal,
SOFT MACHINE, Lan- Southend.
cheater Polytechnic.
North East
GEORDIE, Oxford Col- BIFFO,
Polytechnic, Weilege of Further Educa- London
Precinct.
thamstow
tion.
GEORDIE, Leas Cliff
OSIBISA, Aston Univer- Hall,
Folkestone.
sity. Blrminghant'
BYZANTIUM, Oldham
RONNIE SCOTT TRIO, Technical
College.
Vikings Hotel, Goole.
FEELGOOD, SouthANGE, Penthouse, DR
end Technical College.
Scarborough.
EmBYZANTIUM. Swindon HUNTER-RONSON,
pire, Liverpool.
Technical College.
LOUSSIER
JACQUES
GLOBAL VILLAGE TRIO, Free Trade Hall,
TRUCKING COMPANY, Manchester.
Stevenage School; Herts.
CURVED AIR, Town
JACK THE LAD, Red- Hall, Torquay.
bridge Technical College.
JESS RODEN BAND,

Harrow Technical Col-

.o+ ,n,r,ú:,éwR:00C112.1
o w w
ONLY

awleAu Áx

teM44P 0,1454141', HAMPSHIRE

March23rd
EDGAR BROUGHTON

GILBERT
O'SULLIVAN/CLAIRE
HAMILL, Winter Gar-

GILBERT
O'SULLIVAN/CLAIRE

Camden Lock, London nborough Technical Col.

;',"*7.7

Roundhouse, Dagenham.
ACE/ENGLISH RUGES,
City Hall, St Albans.

HAMILL, Wakefield

ham.

BEST BET,
BEST BUY

BAND, Golden Lion,

MUSCLES. Zero 8,
TRUE EXPRESSION,

Medway Folkcentre, Old
Ash Tree, Ralnham Road.
Chatham.

Abercorn, Belfast.
SOFT MACHINE, Town

WILD WAX SHOW,

Fishmongers A rnw, Wood

Green.
GRAND SLAM, Upstlars
at Ronnie's, 47 Frith
Street, London WI.

FAST EDDY, Quaint -

ways, Chester.

FBI, Speakeasy,

48

Margaret Street. London

lege.

RONNIE LANE'S SLIM
CHANCE, Civic College,
Ipswich.
NEIL SEDAKA, Odeon,
Ha mersmlt .
DUCKS DELUXE, Marquee, 90 Wardour Street,
Landon Wl.

March 22nd II
MUD, Floral ¡call, South
port.
.

Theatre Royal, York.
l0cc, De Montfort Hall,
Leicester.

dens, Bournemouth.

CARAVAN/
RENAISSANCE,
Civic Hall, Guildford.

SASSAFRAS, Oundle

School, Peterborough.

DECAMERON, Centre

Hotel, Liverpool.
SNAFU, Queen's Hotel,
Southend.
STEVE HARLEY AND'
COCKNEY REBEL, Colston Hall, Bristol.

HUNTER-RONSON,
Apollo, Glasgow.
FRUUP, New London

Theatre, Dury Lane,
London.

JACQUES LOUSSIER
TRIO, Theatre Royal,
Norwich.
CURVED .AIR, Johnson
Hall, Yeovil.
SUN DANCE, Pavilion,
Cheltenham.
ACE, Victoria Palace
Theatre, London.
SOFT MACHINE, Free
Trade Hall, Manchester.

28 ).

CURVED AIR, Winter

Gardens,

SASSAFRAS, Arts

NW1.
1occ, Brangwyn
Swansea.

Malvern

(March 27 ).
RALPH McTELL, Woodville Hall, Gravesend
(March 28).,
MUD. Pavilion, New
Brighton (March 28 ).

Centre, Huddersfield.
TIM ROSE, Dingwalls,
Camden Lock, London

Hall,

ANDY

STEVE HARLEY AND
COCKNEY REBEL, Liverpool Stadium.
BURLESQUE, Upstairs
at Ronnie's, 47 Frith
Street, London Wl.
CURVED AIR, Heavy
Steam Machine, Stoke.

FRASER

BAND/MIKE HERON'S
REPUTATION, Free

Trade Hall, Manchester

(March 29).
STEVE HARLEY AND
COCKNEY REBEL, Call fore la, Dunstable (March

ANDY FRASER

29).

BAND/MIKE HERON'S
REPUTATION, Town
Hall, Birmingham
BEES MAKE HONEY.

Kursaal, Southend
(March 29).
RONNIE LANE'S SUM
CHANCE, Glen Ballroom,
Llanelli (March 29).
O8IB18A, Roundhouse,
Chalk Farm (March 30).
10cc,

Golden Lion, Fulham.
SOFT MACHINE, City
Hall, Newcastle.

ALBERTOS, 100 Club,
Oxford Street, London
Wl.

GLOBAL VILLAGE

ELLA FITZGERALD,
Wakefield Theatre Club
(April 8 for three days)
KURSAAL FLYERS,
Newlands Tavern, Lon- MANFRED MANN'S
TRUCKING COMPANY,

Tiffany's, Bournemouth.

MANFRED MANN'S

EARTH BAND, Barba relit 's, Birmingham.
NIGHT HAWKS, Cab-'
bags Patch, London
Road, Twickenham
.ALBERTROS, Oundle
School, Peterborough.
ANGE, Hull A its Centre.
FAST EDDY. Dove &
Olive, Liverpool.

KURSA AL FLYERS,
Torrington, 4 Lodge Lane,
London N12.

MAGNA CARTA, Post
House, Northenden, Manchester.
A BAND CALLED O,
Marquee, 90 Wardour
Street, London Wl.
CHAIRMEN OF THE
BOARD, Bailey's, Lelees.
ter (one week ).
STRANGE DAYS, Radford Variety Club,, Not.
Ungham

EARTH BAND, Winter

don SETS.

FRUUPP, Surrey
versity.

Gardens, Cleethorpes
(April 3).

Unl-

WE MOVE IN
STRANGE WAYS
SO DOES
BRYAN FERRY
Somehow we meet
'

.in the -middle
So you can meet
Ferry only in
°

"OHM

March 24th

MARIAN MONTGOMERY, Opposite Lock
Club, Birmingham.
MICHAEL MOORE, Angel, High Road, Ilford.

GILBERT O'SULLIVAN,
Dome, Brighton.
DERROLL ADAMS,
London NW1.

-

BITS

HUNTER-RONSON, City
Hall, Newcastle (March

Ash Tree, Chatham.

Black Horse, Amberley.
THE BLUE DIAMONDS,
Dtngwalls, Camden Lock,

CURVED AIR

MAIM

March 25th
MARION MONTGOMERY. Opposite Look
Club, Birmingham.
MUD, New Theatre, Hull.
DERROLL ADAMS, Old

STACKRIDGE,
Greyhound. Croydon.
MUD, Palace Theatre,
Newark.
CARAVAN/
RENAISSANCE,
Town Hall, Birmingham.
TIM ROSE & THE
MOVIES, Tithe Farm
House, Eastcote lane,
South Harrow.

Gar.

DERROLL ADAMS.

Fulham.

Southend.

00,' Hall, Birmingham

RALPH M0TELL,

JUDAS PRIEST, Winter
Gardens, Penzance.
MUD, Gaumont, Hanley.

t

&

BAND, Citadel Hall,
Edinburgh

ion.

,sQ,N`QP

ALVIN LEE

March 21st
RALPH McTELL, Globe,
Stockton.
100e, Odeon, Birming-

Theatre Club.
MIKE ABSALOM, Derby
College of Further Educa -

rite internal protection more women trust

Speakeasy, 48 Margaret
Street, London WI.

CHANCE, Winter
dens, Cleethorpes.

BOB KERR/WHOOPEE

Wi.

gt"

Wey-

best bet when you're buying sanitary
protection.
But did you know Tampax tampons
were also your best buy? Available in
two absorbencies, Regular and Super.
In standard packets of 10 or the moneysaving Economy 40's.
Yes! Tampax tampons are your best
bet. And they're also your best buy.

stable.

RONNIE LANE'S SLIM

loce,Capltal, Cardiff.

JESS

NW1.

ham Technical College.
MIKE ABSALOM, York
College of Further Education.
SASSAFRAS, Pembroke
Technical College.
JESS RODEN BAND,

Pavilion Ballroom,

Ham-

Dee, Winter Gardena,
Bournemouth.
MIKE HERON'S REPU-

RODEN BAND,
Balls Park College of
Education, Herts.
CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD, Celia -rile, Dun-

New

ANGE, Outlook Club,
Doncaster.
STEVE' HARLEY AND
THE COCKNEY REBEL
De Montfort Hall, Leicester.
JAMES HOGG. The Bell;.
Pentonvtlle.
HUNTER-RONSON, Mu- e1
- sic Heil Aberdeen.

wunclg
Plus ... Lou Reed,
Daltrey, Alice
Cooper, Rubettes
and John Peel

GET IT TODAY

!

MARCHE,
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latest lists: Alistar

Records,

Portable work,
front 12 volts, 15 watts,
output, complete, f40.
to 300 m.

Baskervllle

9

Road, Swindon.

LON COST Imported
LP's.
S,A.E. R+A,
106 Jubilee Road, Soulh-

-

Also available higher
power MW and SW sets.
Write for details, F.
Johnson, 30 GainsboroEsgh Road. London,

-

sea, Portsmouth. Hants.

N12 SAG.

Records Wanted
SHY NORTHAMPTON
Guy. 29, seeks girl living

Personal

anywhere

snow yes no w' m W w
yaw Eaewe and ..k
mN
540

S.A.E.

let EREE desad.

bA

S.nd

167

MuNRes

P

- Box

computer technology with

astrological

Winchester Road
Brislington
Bristol 4

-

com-

eecords For Sale
IIIT SINGLES at only

patibility.
For questionnaire and details,
Phone 01

287 35 19.

-186

and LPs.pu rchased. Good
prices paid. Any quantity
but records must be in

good condition.

Send
with lists for cash
F. L. -Moore
offer!
Records, 167A Dunstable

15p

-

-

-

S. A. E.

-

30

Bloxwich, Staffordshire.
LYRICS TO Music /
Marketing Service.
Donovan Meher Ltd.,
Excel House, Whitcomb
Street, London, WC2H

-

-

-

-

WANTED.

215R.

Dorothy,

In-

54

-

age

Surrey, GÚ24 SNB.

YOU
from hundreds.
for free details.
C. E. I. (EM) 3 Manor
Road, Romford, Essex.

-

-

Fan

SUPER SOUL Sale.

OI

Datotute

rt 1 ú

-

SMALLS-order
e

'(y

ray CLU15 Ptr5ENan IS 5ltvarlprLS YACa
S FOR SALE
PUR 5KF. a5
SOLING f WIPYENT W suer w.r.le .,.tovvn,nu
O PER 5050

I
I
I

OLDIES. ,Im-

for

S. A. E.

form

Ft

UNDER THE HEADING
PLEASE PUBLISH MY ADVERTISEMENT
Wi h the 9,51 evadable issue. I endose Postal Order/Cheque value
MIRROR.
to
RECORD
,nade SaVeD a

trtl
eeanis) commemtrg

I,aae4

WORD EXTRA

wv,Npb.xbtmavl
a. m.m.d w

er a b.,,wM

m Ihe

aLEYRN SMALLS

lo

a,Mr.rn

nw., bp ..r.ctN er.-PeY

SEMI DISPLAY AOVERT,SING

E..10 p., Nna,a column Inch

Ta. CLASSIFISO AD.
DEPT.
RECORO,MIRROR
ROAD '
BEW
,1aENELL

SERIES DISCOUNTS.

ab

S1 IN II,nnwN.w

004

....--..

Nil

5N8. 01-800

11.

¡Radio DJ Courses

8666.

DJ COURSES
at our St

Mobile Discos

RADIO

.MIKE ROWLANDS. Godalming (04888 std) 23616.

John's Wood Studios.
Don't miss your chance
with Commercial RadioTel. Jayne, Roger

.IOIIN RUSSELL.

All

JOHN RUSnow! 462-

occasions.

weekly

held

SELL. Ring

-

Squire's (DJ Studios), 01
722-8111.

-

SCRIPT 18
1S NOWAVAILAOiI
DJ'.
Johnny
Dina
Chunu,
Wolter.
arman insets Rose, Sea.
t RC, CROtr.,
...,Yn L..a,
Rada Camine sod .11 the
latew endm now.,
Sand . Ms Pow so order la'

FNturine

SCRIPT, PO SOX ROO
KINGS LANGLEY, Wen

SOW

Qsa'

DON'T
THIS ON
me

on 01-2281697.

aae

PLC

Lighting Equipment
1

A superb rriagaiine
packed with fantastic
TRANSONIC SINGLES. colour and stunning
You've heard them on the
radio
now they can be -bfw photographs of
yours. Available for the
Britains most exciting

DJ Jingles

-

first time

In Great Britain
at Incredibly low prices.
Tailor made and personalised for your own

discotheques, clubs, Ra-

dio stations.

-

Tel.
Kennylyn, Sound Studios
Ltd., Tunbridge Wells
(0822)32177.

OUeei

.
Band
All this
PLUS features, f acts,
interviews, lifelines etc,
make it a must for all
Queen freaks
ON SALE NOW

LES featuring your own
name puts real sparkle
Into your 'show. Wide

range available. Top

Channel 1000W f8.

FANTASTIC DISCOUNT

studio quality, low cost!

-Squire's
Tel. Jayne, Roger
(DJ Studios),
01-

722-8111.

1

.,-......

to cover cost and

Its aggest range eVd,acos amas DJ Menu,
speakers fgnl,ng ,rgre macl.nes Leyte.
arbmacoaaeesswes,ntne
pocas
400 lode, and COD ser wee Ease
1455 terms p.c5 5a, ern reouest
For

TUTIDaI RECORDR.G

SOX NUMBERS Aaw, sea
Rows to ae ,Nnrma .Read
RECORD YIRROR ono

London,

-

1

Mvos,In5OLD FACEnp.l.RN*.l,.011
So PER

E

-

Aarvak Electronics, 98A
(R). West Green Road,

-

TAPES Special rate for
DJs. only t8 per hour
Further information TeL
Jayne, Roger Squire's
(DJ Studios 101.722 8111.

TAILORMADE JING-

2826.

advertisement rates

IN PER WORD

ALL TRADE ROVERnseMEMs,rndw con
lo PER WORD

-

trios, required.
Versatile, Pop / Country
Western, 965 2991 or 985

-

Durham.N

BRENDA LEE Appreclation Cub, 10 Walcot Road, ports,

LIVELY SOLO, duos.

Only 0.90. S.A.E. for
other radio records.
Peter lenton, 101 Pytchley Road, Kettering,
Northamptonshire
TRANSMITTERS, me_dium wavj variable 200

-

-

-

-

Norman Barrington.

Some rarities, reggae and

1,500 records.
MUSIC .,FANS Penfrimd
10 Large S.A.E. Sykes. 12
S. A. E.
Chariton Road, Tetbury, Friarside, Withal Gilbert,

Club,

.tR1wen nv, Ih,1.lto
IRYE.21 Ab ideInn lI,,al.
I.,vhm six IRacd Olte
d

-

RADIO CAROUSE. The
True Story. A Dutch
import album produced
by Brian Anderson and

mouth, Dorset.

dubs

cessful.
swered.

London, N.15.

-

Make new friends!
frevuttowt
hue item n:5 roan.'.

Payment If sucAll letters anRobert Ensor, 134 Holly bank
Road.
Birmingham.
YOUNG LYRICIST seeks
young pop group (18-25
years) for management.
Must be realistic with,
vivid imagination hoping
for chart success and
fame,
Please write
BOX NO. 217R.
book.

Clifton Gardens,

16

f9;

STROBES: 1 Joule L21;
4J [27; 15.1 (45, etc. Call
or Catalogues sent.

-

UNPUB-

wanted for projected

CAROLINE BADGES. 1 12Sip. 3 - 30p. Plus
Press (SRB),
S.A.E.

Penfriend, 10 Carrlckbla- EX JUKE Box Records.
cker Road, Portadown, Oldies, unplayed chart
Craigavon, BT935AV.
S.A.E. 47
singles.
Chelmsford Street, Wey-

S.A.E.

Channel 1000W

1

letters, paraphernalia

216R.

PENFRIENDS AVAIL- Road. Kidderminster,
to Worcs.
S. A. E.
ABLE.

PHOTODATES.
choose

(25;

LISHED articles, photos,

(024 14) 4-180 and
-Newcastle Under Lyme
(0782) 617714, weekday,
evenings or Box No.

-

RADIO AUDITION

Channel

3000W

low, Essex, 35 15 9 / 20 84 5.
C. K. D. J. DISCO and
light show, make Easter
more tun.
Phone Char,

Wanted

BOWIE.

BROADCASTING Information Service Arbroath

-

SOUNDLIGHT CON.

-

Avenue,

INDEPENDENT

Reggae Singles, 11.20.

272

7474.

DJ Studios

-

Holland.

16.17,

Telephone Jayne,

Centre), 176 Junction
Road, London, N19.

-

-

Alan.
Holt Boothe, etc.
Keswick Road, Workfor 91
wanted,
sop, Notts.
Pete, 73 Lingard Road, DISCO MANIA. IncredSutton Coldfleld, Blr ible list.
S.A.E. Disco
mingham, B75 7EA.
Mania, 78 Blrchtleld

FEMALE PENFRIEND

Easy terms available.
Many disco bargains at
ROGER SQUIRE'S (Disco Centre). 176 Junction
Road, London. N19.

SQUIRE'S (Disco

20

-

RNI, VERONICA, Atlantis programme and
Details
jingle tapes.
Pirate Productions. P.O.
BOX 62062. Rotterdam,

terRoad, Northampton
TEN ASSORTED Trojan

DISCO UNITS from only
f81. Complete 100W disco
system from only f179

SOUNDSINCREDIBLE

Free Radio

-

wanted, aged 16-20. Photo
appreciated and preferably from Yorkshire.
Box No. 218R.

LIGHT SHOW Projectors
from only U6. Tutor 11250
WQI projectors from only
f49. Many light show
bargains at ROGER

-

music publishing hoúse.
St Albans
London, W4.

E. lists or

DISCOTHEQUES
SOUNDSINCREDIBLE
magnetic in-' DISCOTHEQUES
dlestor hoards complete SOUNDSINCREDIBLE
with 1,000 characters.
DISCOTHEQUES
Falconcraft Limited, SOUNDSINCREDIBLE
Halnault Road, Romford. DISCOTTHEQUES
Essex. Telephone Rom - SOUNDSINCREDIBLE
ford 24621.
DISCOTHEQUES
"TOP 50" IDENTITY
01-888 97.55.
BRACELETS. Chrome
ANY
DISCOTHEQUES,
with
plated and engraved
the name of YOUR -TIME / ANYWHERE.
STAR. Examples Telly 0l.9117 2828 / 2991.
Savalas, Status Quo, T. J. DISCOS Ilghtshow
Terry, 01
Alvin Stardust. Slade. + novelties.
State your choice when 7907512.
DAVE JANSEN 01-699
ordering. 99p pp from
J. B. Easter, Com- 4010.
mercial Engravers, Ton- LUCKY JIMS DISning Street, Lowestoft, COTHEQUES - ANY
TIME, Anywhere. HarSuffolk.
TOP

LYRICS WANTED by
11

S. A.

4127.

Sale

Dior

USA.

lectors. Rare singles list
now ready.
S.A.E.
Record Sales, 124 Towces-

FEMALE PENPAL

VALENTINE'S DAY Is
every day at CUPID
CITY, 12, (R. M. ) Chert
sey Road, Chobhám,

NOTICE'S. PERSONAL

-

-

Box No. 2118.
TAMLA MOTOWN Colt

BT119DD.

Essex.

.d arem tradr n roune w,w..

GO-GO DANCERS, all
965 2991
types wanted.
or 066 2828.

HOLLYWOOD COMPANY needs lyrics for
new songs. All types
wanted. FREE details
Musical Services, 1305/R,
North Highland Hollywood, California 90028,

-

Riverdale

Park, South Belfast.

-

I

Situations Vacant

London, W1R8PN.

BRAND NEW record list
now available. Records
from 10p to Rolls Royce
standards.
S. A. E.

MALE or

Female Penfrlend. England and abroad, for 15 Kevin
year old male.

troductions opposite sex.
Sincere and confidential,
nationwide service. Free
58R, Queens
details.
Road, Buckhurst Hill,

Una/R.4

-

E2.

-

ANNA MARIE.

-

-

-

concerts., "Aged' 18-23,
5ft 5111. If you're sincere
but lonely write to Paul
(photo supplied). P.S.
would like girl for serious
Box No.
relationship.

available,
Including
Inexpensive
quality printing, wholesale goods, price lists.
commission, circulars,
Ascroft
etc. Leaflet

304), 243 Regent Street,

-

of busi-

ness services

writers. Make the most of
Details
your material.
(S.A.E. ) Glovers (Box

-

-

Visit showroom, Mushroom, 36 Dryden Clam hers, 119 Oxford Street,
London, Wl. Tel 01-439

VERTF.RM. 13

FULL RANGE

ATTENTION LYRIC

-

wheels.

1500W 1:17;

TER.

-

-

Hail Road,

Sneyd

rotators, sirens, effect

Telephone Jayne 272 7474.

Services

LYRIC WRITERS re-

-

-

Road, Chatham, Kent.

Associates, 3 Morecambe
Road, Brighton.

quired by recording
Details
company.
(S. A. E.) Robert Noakes,

-

-

-

Stamp for details.
Multi Screen, Southlll

Songwriting

-

-

-

Road. Luton, Beds.

-

discos. promotions, etc.
Also printing service.

Wellington Road,

Enfield. Middlesex.
ALL YOUR unwanted 45s

each (min. 10.assorted).
Ring Capital Music
PALS anywhere.
Send
S.. A. E. for free details, Ltd., 01.960 8660, to
Teenage Club. Falcon discuss titles.
PASTBLASTERSI 20,000
loving relationship.
House. Burnley.
24
Box No. 208R.
JANE SCOTT for genuine available. S.A.E.
Southwalk, Middleton,
ROY, '21, would like girl friends. introductions op
friend, 16-22, 5ft 41n-, poslte sex with sincerity Sussex.
slender and enthusiastic and thoughtfulness. De- 4.000 + OLDIES (1956 /
Pop / Soul /
about friendship through tails free.
Stamp to 1974)
the mail. Photo with first Jane Scott, 3/RM North Vintage R+R / progresA must for every
letter please, as otherwise Street. Quadrant, Bright- sive.
Dee Jay. Send 10p for
no reply. I am 5ft 81n and
on, Sussex, BNl 3GJ.
Box Mill
slender, green eyes, PENFRIENDS at home catalogue.
Wallasey, Merseyauburn straight hair.
and abroad. All ages. Lane,
side.
Box No. 213R.
Send S.A.E. for free EX
TOP 30 records (1960RESERVED GUY, 23, details.
European
from 75Sp. Nearly
wants understanding girl Friendship Society, Burn. 74)
2,000 titles and all major
to write / meet, has many
ley.
stars.
Send S. A. E. for
Interests. Surrey area.
EXCITING! DIFFER82 Vandyke Street,
Box No. 214R.
ENT! The best services list.
L8 ORT.
GUY, Si, seeks sincere for Dating / Penfriends or Liverpool
POP singles from
girl, friendship. S/Wales Romance or Marriage. SOUL,
for list send large
area.
Thousands of members, 5p
Box No. 210R.
68
YOUNG LADY. age 24,
all ages. England and S.A.E. Soulscene,
Street, St.
would like 'to contact abroad. For free details Stafford
George's, Telford. Shropgentlemen, over 25, for send S. A. E. to
W.F.E., 74 Amhurst shire.
friendship.
Box No.
STACKS AND STACKS of
Park, London. N16.
209R.
and A lbd nu, large
NICE GUY. age 22, would ARE YOU ADVENTUR- singles
S.A.E.
lists.
P.
like girl penfriend. Box OUS:' If so, you can make Stevens, 77A
Galsford
exciting new friends.
No. 212R.
Street, Kentish Town,
Write
I.
M.
Computer
S.
would
FELLA (23)
like
London, NW5.
fun-lovling good looking Dating (RRM/3), 109 "OLDIES" (Unplayed)
girl, who lives In the Queen's Road, Reading.
and Ex -Juke. Send
Manchester area. Must
S.A.E. for lists.
106
like films and pop
Canrobert Street, London
Penfriends

TEENAGER / PEN -

HONEST AMUSING

lonely guy, 25, seeks a
mature, affectionate, sincere gird under 30, for a

TEE SHIRTS specially
printed for groups, clubs.

-

Williams Fan Club, send
S. A.E.
to 1 Randall
Drive, Hornchureh, Essex
MUSIC CLUB Pop, etc.
Details S. A. E. 14 Shtlton
Road, Barwell, Leics.

No. 203R.
MAKE A DATE WITH
THE STARS. Join Astro
Computer Dating, be.
cause only we combine

e
is
h

for steady

sincere friendship.

HOW TO GET A
100 GIRL FRIENDS

ANDY AND DAVID

Disco Equipment

chines, fuzzlIte.s, prism -

8987.

Printing

I WILL pay up to 50p for
LPs and 15p for singles.
Records must be In good
condition.
Tel. 01 907
8704 after 7 pm
SINGLES. 19113/75 (excellent condition) bought.
Send lists G. T. Castle,

Disc, Norfolk.

PRICES. Effect Projectors, Soundllte Converters, bubble ma-

'LONDON N7TAX

niaa07 001,

w.ew

8I ebl15i
by smellte

la

a

I,

, ,

.

NAME

t

...

.

'
..r).

Spa06gM H.rtoe, Be

'
.

-.

--

.. ..

iwei

.

.

.

RsE.4, 1,

-

.

"

'

,

.

'

176 June nonRoed.tondon 519 500

MON

Tel

01.272 74

Everything in

Lighting and
sound for Disci
and P.A. al semi:.

prices! Write
call or phone

RPM smalls

M
IIIf

Pt 5 pt

41111
OSE-S

.*F
.n

r

309 EDGWARE ROAD W2 01-723
6963
Barclay AceeAS e.NREda a

04a.á I.4s
M TAIL and plated by Lark eld Web-Opel, l e rkñ5Id,

A

scone Open 6 t>ers ar
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Heron (S)talking
(an Interview with Mike
Heron of Mike Herons
Reputation.

THE INCREDIBLE

String Band were one of
the first, and one of the

last, groups to

a

be
the so

with
called 'alternative culture' of the sixties.
Although basically a folk
group they seasoned with
age Into an entertaining
outfit capable of covering
associated

EDITED BY PETER HARVEY

,

everything from rock to
reggae. Sadly they were
never really what one
could call commercial but
still managed to release
around fourteen records
which met with varying
degrees of success.

Mike Heron has now
disbanded String Band
and formed his own band
called aptly enough Mike
Herons Reputation. So,
with a new band, a new
album (named after the

Searching
for soul in

.

because

Tottenham Royal

on
Thursday evening hummed with the funkadelic

Jangling of novice soul
bands who were part of
the RCA and Record

Mirror

gout search

contest. Capital Radio.
London's commercial staUor, provided dee)ay Greg
Edwards and the very
charming Record Mirror
had staff who could be
seen propped up at the

bat!

The three bands chosen

to appear from the

numerous entrants were
and Chapter
an op -art
six -piece combo from

-

HONESTLY, talking about

gravel larynx;

from
London's W11 bedsit land
with line-up of drums,

bass

the most competent
soul -swingers of all, who

also hall from the SW
area and with a line-up
not unlike the first two
bands
It was a night
we'll all remember and If
the final of this affair is

...

half as good we'll all be
patting each other m the
back.

--

Bobby Goldsboro United Artists,
Paul Humphry ABC.
SOMEWAY SOMEHOW I'M KEEPING YOU Tymes
RCA.
SORRY DOESN'T ALWAYS MAKE IT RIGHT
T)lena Roes 'ranch Motown.
I'LL BE HOLDING ON Al Downing Chess.
LOVE CORPORATION Hues Corporation RCA.
YOU GET YOUR KICKS Mitch Ryder Sr The Detroit
Wheels Pye Disco Demand.
Knot fe The Gang
SPIRIT OF THE BOOGIE
Polydor
SNOOKEROO Ringti Starr Apple.

HURT SO

-

guitar, organ,

congas, sax and vocals
and, last Breeze, possibly

OOICFIISE

-

--

burst this week and we're
giving no prises for liw
reason why... especially
to Lou (teed who's giving
everything away this week
Deluding his guitars
that won't stay in tune.
Now, dldya ace Belle
Mistier? Fancy going to the
Grammy awards wearing
a record as a hat, I mese
we know there are a lot o1 '
them ( here) left unsold .
and as for the Straw M., If
they think It's cute to have

Za mat a seven -piece

STAR BREAKÉRS,
HONEY

transferring Manhattan
It's about lime they did
something about Roy
Wood Ills water bed just

downtown Brixton whose
line-up Included drums,
bass, congas, trumpet

and

I'm drawn

Sssh'..

Tottenham
F,

band) and above all a
new approach Mike
Heron la most definitely
back Ili business. Although, they are obviously aiming at a far wider
audience than before. It
isn't Just another cynical
financial assault on the
pop market. As Mike
points out: '1 have an
idea of the kind of music I
want to play and what the
other guys In the group
like to do. I think what
were playing does have a
wider appeal and at the
same time it's very
eattsfying for us".
Mike explains why the
new album sounds very
American.
"Over the last ten years
I've been half here and
half there; I'm not remit/
American but I am
Influenced. I think that
shows on the album

-

GOOD - Susan Cadogan Magnet.

-

Salvador Dail walchlag
their New York tower,
you should lee who

I'LL TAKE MANHATTAN
AND HERE they are

.

WHEN the Stones, the
Who. Bolan and the rest
first appeared they were
Immediately put down as
subersive teenage vandals, standing about as
much chance as Mao Tse

Tung of getting any
airplay at the Beeb. Now

and

Anchor to the

Rainbow.

Just as

the

change from Canvey
church halls to flash
recording studios must

have been quite staggering.
Wilke is well pleased
with the new album,
Down By The Jetty. "I
think its a good album
and I don't care what

maybe Doctor Feelgood

Monthly 30p
Hi -F for Pleasure, The Adelphi,

In Adam Street, Strand, London NA/C2

Average White Band poll at
we
their concerts .
heard they partied all night
w ith Aretha, after the
.
Grammy awards
meanwhile back In RUghty,
guest list for the
the
begin
is
Tommy prendere
nine to read like a royal
U

ggers Wha's

y'know:

Who

.

Gary, Twiggy,

McCartney and the Faces.
. really they should check
out Maid. Vale on a Friday
night there were one nr

two manic biz people
streaking there this week.
finally the Bee Gees are
the latest group to move to
the States, Bowie looks Ube
he's never taming back,
he

aliará

B Ballard

D still audutomng
for a. keyboard player, the
line-up so far Is Beamed,
Geoff Skate§ on lead gutter,
Terry Lester nn bass, and Al
Wlekett en drums. 11 a
keyboard player isn't found
In time, Russ Ballard's
brother Roy will guest with
the band.

s'-

8

8

Pickettywitch
CANT HELP FALLING IN LOVE, Andy
Williams
9, YEARS MAY COME, YEARS MAY
GO,

a a 17
7

Hermaus Hermits

p

8

II DON'T CRY DADDY, Elvis Prer,tey
II NA NA-HEY HEY KISS HIM GOODBYE,

II

4, INSTANT KARMA, Jahn Lennon
Ybko Ono with the Plastic Ono Band
March I970

8

7

e
7

IS

Seekers
COME AND STAY WITH ME, Marianne

Fithfull

GOODBYE MY LOVE, 'Searchers
I MUST BE SEEING THINGS, Gene
Pitney
I'LL STOP AT NOTHING, Sandie Shan
YES I WILL, Mille,
GAME OF LOVE, Wayne Fontana

9

8

4

9

10
8

10
20

ing sort of background
has lead them to adopt a
frighteningly tough visual stance.

Mere/1190a

I

-

2

1

3

t^

3

4

2

3

3

O

and

0. THE LAST TIME, Roiling Stones
1
IT'S NOT UNUSUAL, Tom Jones
3 SILHOUETTES, Hermmine Hermlta
2
I'LL SEVER FIND ANOTHER YOU,

a

mate Sparko on bass.
This pretty uncompromis-

4

'

MY OLD MAN'S A DUSTMAN, Lennie
Donegan
RUNNING BEAR, Johnny Preston
DELAWARE. Perry Como
POOR ME, Adam Faith
THEME. FROM A SUMMER PLACE,
Perry Faith
YOU GOT WHAT IT TAKES, More
.l ohmage

WHAT IN THE WORLD'S COME OVER
YOU, Jack Scott
7 WHY, Anthony New ley
8
9
- FALL IN LOVE WITH YOI'/w'IWE
AND THE HANDJIVE,CIIHRI' hard
8
10
SLOW BOAT TO CHINA.F.r.dle Ford
19 March 1800
7

small

a long
way, in terms of outleok
anyway, from the Hope

...

2

WANDF..RIN' STAR. LeeMarvin
BRIDGE OVER ATROLtnLED WATERa
Simon and Garfunkel
LET IT BE, Beatles
I WANT YOU BACK, Jackson Five
THAT SAME OLD FEELING.

4

1

on

bands playing
gigs". It's quite

probably talking aboutit.
I dunno
I don't really
want to know."

3

2
3
4

Doctor Feelgood comprises ex -clerk Lee

Originally a pub band
like Ace, the Feelgoods
seem to have got shot of
the pubscene at lust about
the right time. However.
Wllko doesn't agree that
the circuit is In a stale of
decline and points out:
"There are always good

ing. "I can never think
more than three days
ahead but people are

1

3

'Steam

but any group going down
well live and having a
reasonably successfully
album behind them, DO
deserve a little more
exposure than Feelgood
are currently getting.

vocals,
former stud4nt Wilke
Johnson on guitar, one
time Ice cream salesman
The Big Figure on drums
and recent bricklayer's

isn't exactly forthcom-

I
2

10

as any of these groups,

Brilleaux

anybody says about It. I
believe in those songs and
I believe in that album."
As far as the future is
concerned Wilito Johnson

9

aren't in the same class

-

Busy

Mike doesn't think the
album likely to be a very
big seller and readily
admits: "I am not really
a commercial producer, I
produce In a classy way.
In particular I think my
chances of making a
commercial single are
somewhat limited."

and,
we'll always
around BYE BYE sex.

RUSS BALLARD, the former
Argent guitarist, has termed
a
new backing hand to'
support him In his solo
career.
The band which comprises
virtually unknown must
clans, makes Ils.debat on the
April 4 edition of Old Grey
Mole Teat. Although

AtOuchotll&D

good)

-

w

.

between the two".

first

(an interview with Wilke
Johnson of Doctor Feel

THE BIG NOISE'
IN HI-FI 'MAGAZINES
Before you. buy
hi-fi equipments
buy'Hi-Fi for Pleasúre,
the magazine that
gives sound advice
on equipment
best buys
Hi -Fi for Pleasúre

..

coming out and doing it, the most febulous:The
Manhattan Transfer. Currently the toast of New York they were the centre of
the biggest record company stampede ever seen after playing a week In one
club. Finally Atlantic Record's Ahmet Ertegun stepped in and they release
their very first album at the end of this month. For the record, they am: Tim
Hauser, Janis Siegel, Laurel Masse fphewflll and Alan Paul The vocal group
was originally formed in '69 but began in hs present form in 1973. They've
each done the circuit a million times but this three it looks set to break big.
Tunc Erim, Atlantic's A&R boss, says: "In the next sir months they're gonna
be the biggest bend in the States. " So don't forget dears, you read it here
.

We Heron

Wilko Johnson

10

a
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f

Now denim dress
Sizes 8-16
7 95 plus
It1135p P&P
Western
Style Jeans

Denim Jeans,

PLACE

Embroidered
Scoopneck Tshirt

Heavy duty flared
Sans wdhtlne(f

Ref.

Xg slece$ L1.7 5

warst, hops and tttlg1

f

Indigo
eavydenim
\Jeans £6.95
435p PA P

wildcat ,

m.5~M,n

LONG LEG

DOItGAI, WEED

CATO

44.4.444

aAGGIEs DI
STILES

2.,8M2

ALSO

Iy 's

¡MOANERS
OTYLE He

COLOURS

M

G\s,

Shirt £2.50 + 25pP&P

4y10 SA E 9ík4

Pan TON

sTYLIE
143

[4.50 plus
30p P&P
Square Neck
td+20pP&P.l
Tshirt 1,75
20p p&p
Drawstring EmbroideredT Shin
£2 4-20p PAP Cheesecloth

coop puckers

I,

I

sry.A

UM
7a' sr

AMC.

a WxtT

545

p

EXPRESS BOÚTIOUE
210a Kensington High Street.
London, W8 5SE

GAUNT/1M

pEMV.'

CANS

00.10.5

Oe

REAM

o-3º-

o
s

r.cum

.

o
so

,ITC
,.Pr

ETATE,

,

N.

HO

11We;gi

if

YILlano

VV

cwSwN

MIFnMalwt

ouó e
xo

MN

001110.5M

orar cm.

y

It.

CORD

GUYS

ele CMG"
MBERS

e
6'

Nrr

eOMeERIYeCE5

6AGGiES

BooGGIES

FOR OUR LLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
If dlsappolruéd return wtthn 7days. relurtds wll be issued.
Please send postalorderor cheques to Es press Boutique.
Foreign Postage double Trade emuvs,--s ~C~Corne.

AR

RPM, rv

CNOKI

rn

LATEST CRAZE??
ANY NAME

GIM.

PENDANTS or
NICKS

Any name pendants

M

Mira

wow nkker

Hurry, lust write vow name
mna or fasount. pep Wee
ename sown and send It To im nowt
Not Non than seven len.rt I.E.
Love Peace. ROII.l. eta
ONLY 75p POST FREE
OVERSEAS CI 00 ONLY "055 FREE

VELVET

WRANGLERS

FLARES

ORIGINAL CAMEL

By

teally nkc M, lour

forI n cud
quality Four
pockets, belt loops.
and

Black, Brown Navy oe

Woe Sum 26' lo
34-

Also
Merl
boro.
Disque Bleu
end signs of
the Zodiac
Lovely
colou -

lord

lei

9 ie

30in

HBO
1

3'

sq

1P.0.

Navy.

Mete,

Stack, Navy,

Prices' Roll.Neck

"'

light

Blue
Sires 32- to

Brown,

Dept

an

i

1

,ALL FAN CLUB MARKETING, DEPT. R22
LONDON SW17

£4.95

80 FRANCHE COURT ROAD,

,Round Neck

£5.95

Price

Tel. 01.9470270

£4.75

SHRIMP DESIGNS
SPA

High, SRe.Nem High Road. London SWl6
lot poo end p.r*nd lowrmer WI

23 The

400

PLEASE

LEVI JEANS

Stack,

BOuug

Brown. Buigurdy,

Grey and BatlM
Sable arsons
SINN 28

MICHAEL /MADDEN

C.

Waal

bottom

3

- -

guairyóhonend

pockets m
ooekets
Comm..a Donegal
Tweed. Core or Orman T

seine.
108 Campdee Hill Rood
London WE

SCARVES

Blue, Gold, Tan or White, 60p each. Pin on Sparks Badges 25p each (5 different
_LP/
Russ or Sparks or
£1.00). Chrome ID Bracelet
Colour Engraving Ron
Sparks 75p each. Heart Pendant
Chain, Engraving as above, 60p each. Catalogue
Popular, Motorcycle, Football, Badges 4 Scarves included with Order.
Trade and expon enqulnes welcome. One day pasting.

SWEATERS

BAGGIES

send

£6.95

Edo*

.

SPARKS
-

26.34.

Sizes

-

£6.50

Prxe

me heat
lean

Ear

den.

perch p ocket,, belt
lone 28" llama

LIGHTERS £1.00

750 fret bemm°,

CULPEPPER CATTLE
CO. LTD.

LEVI VELVET

SWEAT
SHIRTS

JI

81461E5

FOR THE PEST QUALITY AT THE eels nKIes
WRANGLER STYLE JEANS. Indian dentin, flared
0 20" botto0W pomp front pockets bed,
C
pockets $110 milm or hip Wm ._6191
15p (ip
FLARED INDIGO DENIM SKIRTS. Knee length.
Nark Irons with copper Alud Neuman.
Sires 6 -lo
£1.25
259 plep
INDIGO DENIM WAISTCOAT
CHICS, Fully
styled and fined 4 eppar stud 4slanlrp. Sloe. 6-16
E2.06 a 260 PAy
INDIGO DENIM WAISTCOAT
GUYS
5

p

WIDE FLARED

-

t"

]c- tntul ;r1NanoAZ
ARP.. 1" hilys
Send Cheque

to:

WAIST
ALL IN LONG LEG

660.

o11Y

21334

wldp.

or P.O. to:

Enterprises Co-,
338 York Roed
London SW18 1SS

AR3eOc

INDIGO DENIM

Best

Brushed denim Levi
Ith
super
Isans
Aare bete Ins

ode due
iratetre

Announcing the
winners oilhe
DISCO LIGHTS
price war

3611

In
in

28Gun
Chicks hips

Hy lengths 33. 34.

black

110605.n-

1041

as*. NocIcoN

MUSHROOM

txmbrtable

(as

Coc
nivera

and UK

Only 12-95 + 25p
pla
(the cheeped
andpbest vetue teas
on the markets

AML

XL.

Q 96 1,15'57 11.

Prompt refund

a

DONEGALS

within

Libra
/M
e uesesOodera
IS Shrubbery Road.
LLIBRA, sy 16,

7

.

Dept

.N.

Send

la

aw.

CATTLE CO. LTD:

JOHN STREET, TUNS0IDGE «ELLg.
KENT TNe eau.

/or eats/odor. TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

DaPtOlp 6Hm
MGM. UM
NIGM, IIKü

London

DRYDEN

01

HI-WAISTERS

ST.

439 3967

THE ORIGINAL

OLD DENIM
GEAR

Gn

Down,

Send to: Dept. RM
Tommy Mfg.

I OakkT

Shaer,

nets amp Lan.

32" BAGS

aoun:

n.w

or

with

Rde

burgundy

State alternative colour

Sins

30" to 48"Chest
CORDUROY FLARES
Same

os

would

burs

£6.20+30pp&p
DENIM £5.95
+ 300 p&p

24.E to 48"Waist

24"to

Girt, give NO gee.

Girls give hip

black wows,

Cof-

navy

II

Jacket together
smug. Ineapenalw

as

bloke

26o NANNAM ROAD
KINGSWOOD, BRISTOL BSIS 2119

44tHET

INDIGO
DENIM
£6.25
+ re0 p91p

f

ñ

l

T9LEtemP al'

41 Regent Street
Runcorn, Cheshire

& A DESIGNS (Dept.

poi.... "d

300RD p&p£8.50

29-.36 'state ahem.
Orecoked, Guys wain
Cheque P/0's madeparable
e. to

48EWaist

K

+

Warm

Sue.

who" ab.e;Ne

CO

Col: black. beige, grey Col: black, brown, navy
green, blue.
green

Sun alternadre-colom

Eeealanl Quality N lam. cdeun
Bomber Jacket Side pocket.

.ee 2.e

CORD

Beeutiturn cut In gnat colours:
Brain. light blue, green, navy or
hurgundo.

30"t048r'Chest
NIGH WAIST
CORD BAGGIES

34'

CORDUROY JACKET

pocket.

Noe. gun..

TAP,

321"BIRMINGHAM BAGS

3" 3 button waistband Thigh pocket, 3" waistband.
side pockets, leg length 32"
leg length 34-

-

CORD BOMBER
Super quality

Send large s a e. for free
catalogue of our complete range including:
leans, shirts, skirts,
waistcoats,
bombers,
jackets, etc. All made
from
Levis.
old
Wranglers, etc_

FOR

GARMECHOOSENT

ONLY

N

SINN

.

THE CULPEPPER

LONDON WI

tommy

-

pndinos
Is3 -42
Ins %nodes
' C 1.75 25 EW

can

ALL MAIM /LSE 3lAUTT Rao TO ram',
lib «ANT HSIR.
M.cwe 44A aYarnWe
M goods
we mum.
unworn MOM14 dam.
Send drou.s or P.O:. to

CRAM BERG

Ile OXFORD
Tel

In

MOODS

days

SbMthm

ES.99

Black
Brown
Wet
2So ESP
Utley Delivery
Cheque a Pro to

sloe- 261s t b 341'
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